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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Globalization allows business to arbitrage liberal institutions. Actors from the same 

emerging market can now adjudicate their domestic disputes abroad: Kazakh banks sue 

Kazakh billionaires, and Nigerian royals sue Nigerian oligarchs in the courtrooms of 

London and New York. Foreign courts provide expert, independent judiciaries that most 

emerging markets lack, but not all plutocracies litigate abroad. The balance of power 

between the state and the plutocracy explains why. Weak institutions mean that plutocrats 

are in a constant fight to secure their property. Filing abroad could expose the corrupt, 

and sometimes criminal, activities that generate their wealth. This would only increase 

threats to their property if plutocrats own the state or if they are subordinate to the ruler. 

But when the state and the plutocracy have similar levels of power, they clash. Foreign 

courts become the last resort for the losers to recoup their economic damages. The 

winners of the battle then go abroad to seize their opposition’s offshore wealth.  

 

Econometric analysis of an original dataset based on judgments from the London courts 

tests the cross-country expectations. Within-cases analysis of the Russian elite provides 

evidence for the causal mechanisms. The bulk of the qualitative evidence comes from 60 



 vi 

interviews with lawyers that have worked with Russian plutocrats and firms during their 

battles in London.  

  

The project illustrates that the domestic law and courts of liberal economic powers are 

becoming tools in the political conflicts of emerging economies. This phenomenon has 

important consequences as the parties involved in these extraterritorial cases are the actors 

that we generally expect to bargain for stronger rule of law at home. Due to capital mobility, 

they can effectively arbitrage institutional settings. This may diminish elite incentives to 

push for political development in emerging states, highlighting some of the perverse 

consequences of today’s international legal order. Political economy scholarship tends to 

focus on the firm or sector, but the dissertation shows how global governance empowers 

plutocrats and kleptocrats. The findings open up a broader research agenda focused on the 

International Political Economy of Oligarchy.  
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CHAPTER 1: THE TRANSNATIONAL LEGAL MARKET AND THE NEW POLITICS 
OF PLUTOCRACY 

 

 Oleg Deripaska was officially a billionaire by his mid-thirties. Now known by many as 

the man who owned Paul Manafort, Deripaska was once described to me as having the air and 

presence of Lord Voldemort. He made his money consolidating a plethora of newly privatized 

aluminum assets during the economic and political chaos that defined Russia in the 1990s. A few 

years later, he found himself embroiled in a legal battle with a former business partner, Mikhail 

Chernoi, or Michael Cherney depending on who you asked. A trader with an unassuming, 

cheeky smile, Chernoi was rumored to have been involved in numerous killings during the brutal 

“aluminum wars” that Deripaska capitalized on. Chernoi claimed that he was owed half of 

Deripaska’s shares in the Russian aluminum empire Rusal, but the case was not filed in Moscow 

or St. Petersburg. It did not even take place in Israel, Chernoi’s adopted homeland. Instead the 

multi-billion-dollar drama was set at the London courts. 

 Elites could always buy access to the law, but Cherney v. Deripaska illustrates how the 

market for legal protection has expanded. Economic interdependence often gives multiple 

jurisdictions a legitimate claim to govern a singular actor or interaction. By writing their 

contracts in line with foreign laws, or filing against an opponent’s offshore holdings, plutocrats1, 

their private companies, and state-owned enterprises can sidestep their domestic courts. They can 

now fight their domestic commercial battles through foreign legal systems: Russian companies 

 
1 I define plutocrats as individuals who may garner political power due to their extreme amounts of monetary 
wealth. The term is more specific than the use of “elite” in Comparative Politics which can refer to political, 
commercial, or academic positions. Plutocrats can constitute a large part of the political elite (politicians can be 
plutocrats) but could also operate outside it. I use the term interchangeably with “oligarch” throughout this 
dissertation.  
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litigate against Russian nationals, while Saudi royals sue each other in the courtrooms of London 

and New York. 

 This dissertation is about who has control and who has authority in an interdependent but 

unequal world. The British and American courts are the backdrop, supplying a variety of legal 

services to smooth over the frictions of internationall economic integration. But the key actors 

are the super wealthy who can afford the multi-million-dollar costs of outsourcing domestic 

disputes. The general academic and journalistic consensus assumes that plutocrats will choose 

foreign courts because of the developed commercial law and expert, independent judiciaries that 

they lack at home (Sharafutdinova and Dawisha 2016; Dammann and Hansmann 2009). Yet 

outsourcing disputes is far more common with individuals and firms from some countries over 

others despite similarly weak home institutions. Russian oligarchs, for example, frequently 

resolve commercial conflicts abroad but wealthy Chinese and South African plutocrats rarely do 

so. The primary goal of the project is to resolve this puzzle.  

 Developing the insights of scholarship on business-government relations (Hellman 1998; 

Winters 2011; Hou 2019), I argue that the balance of power between the state and the plutocratic 

class dictates when and why liberal jurisdictions become the institutional intermediaries for 

emerging markets. Challenging many of our theories of political development, the findings push 

scholars to continue breaking down the boundaries between Comparative Politics and 

International Relations to understand the second-order ramifications of economic integration. 

Moreover, the research is an effort to catalyze scholarship examining the ways global 

governance enables and enforces rule by plutocrats and kleptocrats. In other words, I hope it 

catalyzes a field focused on the IPE of oligarchy.  
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The Argument in Brief 

 Plutocrats in emerging markets are constantly engaged in a battle to protect their wealth; 

weak institutions not only mean they face threats from the state, but also from rival plutocrats 

trying to advance their own economic positions. While foreign courts provide clear economic 

benefits, filing a case abroad also means plutocrats will be forced to reveal the details of how 

their assets are structured and potentially face public cross-examination. This could leave 

plutocrats exposed to further predation as it would reveal the corrupt, and sometimes criminal, 

methods they use to maintain plutocrat status.  

 The costs from transparency generally deter the use of foreign courts at the extremes of 

the balance of power. When plutocrats own the state, they will want to avoid going abroad to 

prevent undermining a beneficial status quo at home: exposing corrupt deals may force business 

partners to cut their ties, while revealing the details of a business would provide plutocratic rivals 

the information necessary to mount an effective commercial challenge. Countries like Argentina, 

Ukraine, and Russia in the 1990s, generally fall into this category.  

 At the other extreme of the balance of power, when the state controls the plutocracy, the 

latter cannot afford to litigate abroad as it will risk sanctions by the sovereign. Using a foreign 

court undercuts the ruler’s authority, as it sends signals to both domestic and foreign audiences 

that state institutions cannot be trusted. Moreover, given the nature of state-controlled 

economies, any foreign court battle is likely to also implicate the state. If a plutocrat tries to use a 

foreign court, this would quickly increase the threat from the sovereign who could cut-off bank 

loans, trump up corruption charges, or even resort to political assassination. Countries similar to 

Syria and Saudi Arabia generally fit this pattern.  
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 But when the state and independent plutocrats have relatively equal power, the middle of 

the power balance, outsourcing disputes becomes more likely. A sovereign will view the 

independent plutocrats as a potential threat — they could try to fund an opposition party or a 

coup to ensure that rules will fall more in line with their interests or to simply increase their 

economic rents. This dynamic could make a leader increasingly concerned with their tenure and 

creates clear incentives to bring the business elite into line. On the other side of this coin, 

business elites are aware that their very presence acts as a threat to the sovereign, making the 

plutocrats concerned with the possibility that the sovereign will attempt to bring them down. 

This commitment problem can lead to political conflict between the state and individual 

plutocrats as each party seeks control. The losers of the political fight are then forced to exit. 

Locked out of their home system, the only way to recoup their economic damages is by using 

foreign courts. Liberal institutions then become an extraterritorial mechanism for economic 

justice. 

But, since we live in a world of mobile capital, losers could still use the assets that they 

have abroad to continue posing a political threat. You can continue funding opposition parties or 

disinformation campaigns from abroad. The winners of the political battle are then frequently 

forced to use foreign courts as it becomes the only option to seize their opposition’s offshore 

wealth. Foreign courts are turned into a tool for autocrats to curb political opposition. Russia 

under Vladimir Putin and Kazakhstan in the late-2000s typify these political dynamics.  

To summarize, I argue that the balance of power between the state and the plutocracy 

dictates when and why parties outsource domestic disputes. The transparency associated with 

liberal jurisdictions deters plutocrats from using foreign courts in both the lawless world of state 

capture, and in the coercive context of state control. But when the state and the plutocracy have 
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similar power resources a commitment problem leads to political clashes. The losers are left with 

little choice but to go abroad in search of new protection. Historically, the winners of such elite 

battles would expropriate their rivals’ assets and imprison their opponents, but with the rise of 

offshore finance, losers now abscond with many of their resources. This makes the winners use 

foreign courts as they search for ways to ensure that their rivals cannot come fighting back.  

The framework is intended to explain the difference in cross-country patterns, i.e., why 

the use of foreign courts is more popular with actors from some countries over others. 

Importantly, the theory does not explain the logic behind every single extraterritorial litigation. 

In some instances, plutocrats may simply be forum shopping. Nonetheless, these dynamics give 

British and American institutions a new set of authority over emerging markets, while they 

simultaneously risk becoming the launderers of illiberal politics.   

 

Extraterritorial Litigation in Theoretical Perspective 

 I label the use of a foreign court to adjudicate a domestic dispute an extraterritorial 

litigation. My analysis fits within a broader movement in political science to analyze strategic 

decision-making and coalition building that unfolds transnationally (Young 2012; Farrell and 

Newman 2015). While Comparative scholarship often treats politics within countries as isolated 

from each other, IPE research frequently takes a bottom up approach. The norm is to identify the 

economic interests of different domestic groups, investigating how their preferences are 

channeled to create a country’s international economic policies (McNamara 2009; Lake 2009b). 

Extraterritorial litigation highlights a need to instead analyze how conflicts and institutions in 

one country shape the strategy and objectives of actors in other jurisdictions. It recognizes the 

need for CPE and IPE to take a more dynamic approach to the relationship between domestic and 
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international politics whereby the two levels of analysis regularly have reverberating effects 

(Farrell and Newman 2014b; Berger 2000). There has been substantial research exploring such 

transnational connections, but most work in this vein focuses on intra-European or North-to-

South diffusion. The crux of my argument is that the balance of power between the state and the 

plutocracy conditions when and why we see such reverberations stemming from emerging 

market politics.  

 The political spillovers that I analyze are only possible because of the transnational legal 

market (Dezalay and Garth 1998; Lowe 2002). Its broad reach challenges a number of core 

political science theories by illustrating the way strategic resources exist at multiple levels of 

analysis (Newman and Posner 2018; Dancy and Michel 2015). A number of scholars view elites 

as the key actors in pushing for more liberal and more democratic reform. The general premise 

of these approaches is that the strengthening of institutions aids elites as it creates a more 

structured playing field that limits predation by their rivals and, most importantly, the state 

(North and Weingast 1989). But now plutocrats can organize their commercial affairs in such a 

way that they can buy access to these protections without putting in the costly work of political 

reform (Sharafutdinova and Dawisha 2016; Pistor 2019; Milanovic 2016). The incentives to fight 

for liberal institutions are then likely to have diminished, implying a potentially adverse 

relationship between economic interdependence and institutional development.   

Alternatively, consider the way we conceive of intra-elite bargaining in authoritarian 

regimes. Dictators often resort to violence to keep their potential enemies in check, or use 

payoffs or blackmail to keep them in line (Svolik 2012). The fact that their targeting occasionally 

extends through foreign courts, via extraterritorial litigation, shows how authoritarian toolkits are 

evolving with globalization (A. Cooley 2015). Moreover, it implicates liberal jurisdictions as 
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inadvertent tools of repression. This can only happen because courts are trying to live up to 

fundamental liberal principles – that everyone is equal under the law and we are all entitled to 

our day in court independent of our motives.  

The dilemma raises important normative questions for proponents of both liberalism and 

globalization. Scholars need to begin systematically factoring in the transnational legal market 

into our models of domestic politics as it has implications for central political science concerns 

such as institutional development and regime stability. The broader theoretical point is that the 

dividing lines between comparative and IR scholarship needs to continue collapsing. 

The move toward such transnational analysis would further teach us more about the 

relationship between the law and international order. Plutocrats and kleptocrats can access more 

effective legal systems to target their opponents by using the same rules and institutions that 

exist to promote international trade and openness. The ability to choose London or New York as 

the seat or British or American law as the governing law are bedrocks of globalization that IPE 

scholars pay relatively limited attention to. Their global role, at a surface level, follows standard 

neoliberal logics of cooperation. The courts provide the credible commitments that resolve 

coordination and commitment problems when actors from different countries transact with each 

other. Like with international institutions, the goal is neutrality. Moreover, recent scholarship on 

global governance shows how the development of global rules is often an effort to insulate 

markets from politics (McNamara 1998; Slobodian 2018).  But extraterritorial litigation is yet 

another example where the increased economic integration actually leads to politics spilling over 

across borders. As per my theoretical model, the contested nature of the domestic balance of 

power leads to the transnational politicization of institutions designed to deter conflict.  
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While the institutions of integration serve their basic economic role, that very process 

creates new political opportunities and thereby has second-order effects impacting politics in 

both the “forum shoppers” and the forums themselves. Scholars of international order have 

bitterly debated the role of international rules, with neoliberals eventually taking over the debate 

as evidenced by the recent focus on two-level games and the study of compliance in international 

law (Martin and Simmons 1998; Hillebrecht 2014). But this project illustrates that such a 

perspective can be valid while the same institution simultaneously takes on both a more 

constructivist and a more realist bent. The transnational legal market impacts the constituent 

parts of the international order, while it becomes a tool in the political arsenal for state and non-

state actors alike. The role of an (international) institution then depends not just on its design, but 

more fundamentally by the political environment it is embedded in (Moe 1990). The evolution of 

the environment can undermine the initial goals of the institution and affect a number of actors 

that are not traditionally party to the governance arrangement.  

The project focuses on one such set of actors whose role in global politics looks set to 

continue expanding – emerging market plutocrats (Freund 2016). With the rise of the so-called 

BRICS, a record number of individuals were lifted out of poverty, and yet the elite of the elite 

thrived. When Forbes began collecting data on billionaires in 1987, less than 30 could be 

identified in emerging markets. Come 2015, the number had risen more than 20-fold to over 600. 

The super wealthy have always flexed their financial, and thereby political, muscles. But events 

like the 2016 US election or the Brexit vote illustrate that they do not just operate within their 

home countries. Many, instead, work to actively shape politics in their national allies and 

adversaries.  
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Globalization has been the key to the development of this truly mobile class. The wealth 

of emerging market plutocrats exponentially grew as they began trading and borrowing from 

abroad, and embedding themselves in transnational professional networks (Freeland 2012; 

Treisman 2016; McNamara 1998; Seabrooke and Tsingou 2009). The gains are often stashed in 

offshore bank accounts in a range of jurisdictions from Singapore to Nevis, and in the real estate 

of safe havens like London and New York (Fernandez, Hofman, and Aalbers 2016; A. Davis and 

Williams 2017). A number of IPE scholars have done critical work drawing attention to the rise 

of tax havens and the spread of offshore finance (Zucman 2015; Sharman 2006; Palan 2006). But 

undergirding many of these studies is the notion that these sites exist only to increase economic 

gains. While tax avoidance is certainly a crucial logic of using foreign holding companies and 

complex ownership chains, extraterritorial litigation illustrates the political gains. They are the 

infrastructure that creates a broader menu of legal, and thereby political, options for plutocrats. 

To paraphrase the incisive journalist Oliver Bullough (2018), plutocrats live on a plane 

above the nation state, in Moneyland. The individuals and their assets may be physically located 

in one place but are often governed by the rules of a different, more plutocrat-friendly 

jurisdiction. The liberal hope was that increased connectivity and market logics would stamp out 

corruption and authoritarianism; events like the Panama Papers, the 1MDB scandal, and Lavo 

Jato reveal that if anything the opposite has occurred. Globalization, and the institutions that 

underpin it, often empower plutocrats and kleptocrats. The empowerment is both economic and 

political. It is time IR and CP scholars systematically analyze these links by working toward an 

IPE of oligarchy.  
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Testing the Theory 

 To assess the determinants of extraterritorial litigation, I use a mixed-method approach. I 

first test the cross-country expectations of my balance of power theory by using an original 

dataset based on the public commercial judgments at the London courts between 1996 and 2015. 

I focus on London because it is the biggest player in the transnational legal market so most 

extraterritorial litigations go through the British judiciary (Whytock and Quintanilla 2011; 

Nougayrède 2014). I coded all claimant and defendant nationalities for 6,000 judgments at the 

London Commercial Court and the primary claimant and defendant nationalities at the Chancery 

Division. When both claimant and defendant were originally from the same country, I code the 

case as an instance of an extraterritorial litigation. Importantly, I do not include instances where 

the subsidiary of a foreign company is involved with a domestic player. For example, if an 

American firm’s Nigerian subsidiary is suing a Nigerian company in London this would not 

count as a Nigerian extraterritorial litigation as it fits the standards for a conventional 

transnational dispute.  

Once coding was complete, I added the number of cases by country-year, making the 

dependent variable for the analysis the total count of cases. I fit a series of zero-inflated negative 

binomial models to econometrically assess the primary cross-country hypothesis. I choose this 

modeling approach because, as I theorize, we are likely to have two types of zeroes in the data 

(Long and Freese 2006). The first is a result of there being no major economic conflicts between 

plutocrats, and the second type of zero occurs when there are conflicts but the balance of power 

prevents the use of foreign courts. I include the linear and quadratic measurements for the 

balance of power in order to assess the Inverted-U, examining the coefficient of the quadratic 

term, the turning point of the curve, and the steepness of the curve (Lind and Mehlum 2010). The 
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econometric results provide consistent evidence linking the balance of power and extraterritorial 

litigation.  

To illustrate the causal mechanisms, I conduct a within-case analysis of Russia since the 

1990s. The within-case analysis allows me to hold a number of potential explanatory variables 

constant, diminishing the likelihood that any latent cultural or historical factors are explaining 

the patterns of extraterritorial fights (Seawright and Gerring 2008; George et al. 2005). I choose 

to focus on Russia because over the past twenty-five years it has exhibited characteristics of each 

of the 3 ideal-types that encompass my balance of power theory. Through the ‘90s, the Yeltsin 

administration was notoriously captured by the new plutocratic class. Despite having weak rule 

of law, and virtually no commercial law, Russian plutocrats rarely if ever fought their domestic 

disputes abroad.  

When Vladimir Putin was elected the political dynamics quickly moved toward 

contestation, leading to a series of political conflicts with incumbent plutocrats. Many of these 

eventually turned into de jure commercial fights in foreign courtrooms. Over time, as Putin has 

reasserted state power, the power balance has steadily moved toward control. By examining the 

disputes of plutocrats and firms that need to maintain his approval we then get a window into 

conventionally state control-like settings. 

One of the added benefits of choosing Russia is that the ‘90s privatization process is a rare 

instance where the details of state capture have been documented, facilitating accurate analysis 

of what is otherwise an opaque system. The bulk of the evidence from the 2000s onwards comes 

from the 60 interviews I conducted with legal professionals working with Russian plutocrats. 

The majority of the participants were lawyers based directly in London while I also interviewed 

a few lawyers who primarily work in Moscow. I mapped the network of lawyers by examining 
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court documents, reviewing the scheduled public events on the relationship between Russian and 

English law, and by surveying the results of the annual Chambers legal rankings. In total I 

contacted 159 different individuals. I interviewed just under 40% of them providing us a broadly 

representative sample. These included lawyers who have worked on many of the major oligarch 

battles I discuss, with a relatively even split between barristers and solicitors. Some focused 

almost exclusively on Russia while others became involved in cases due to their stature in the 

profession or because of their specific legal expertise on issues such as asset tracing or fraud.  

 

Plan for the Dissertation 

The dissertation proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 is the core theoretical chapter that 

explains when and why plutocrats decide to fight their domestic conflicts in foreign courts. It 

starts by situating extraterritorial litigation in the broader literatures on global governance and 

economic dispute resolution before delineating why it is an option primarily available to 

plutocrats. Next, I highlight the functional benefits of using courtrooms in London or New York 

before I detail the potential costs that revolve around fears of disclosure and cross-examination. 

The rest of the chapter explains why the balance of power between the state and the plutocracy 

dictates how plutocrats weight these benefits and costs. 

Chapter 3 assesses the cross-country expectations of the theory by using a series of 

econometric models. I begin by describing the new dataset that I built on extraterritorial 

litigation. I then detail how I choose to proxy for the balance of power and how to measure the 

relevant functional factors that are likely to influence extraterritorial litigation. I first show 

descriptive plots to provide initial evidence for the hypothesis before econometrically testing the 

Inverted-U relationship between the balance of power and the count of extraterritorial litigations. 
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The results are robust to a variety of checks, and placebo tests provide further evidence 

supporting the theoretical expectations. 

Chapter 4 begins the qualitative examination of business dispute resolution. More 

specifically, it illustrates how the corruption of state capture prevents the use of foreign courts by 

focusing on Russia in the 1990s. I begin by detailing the state of the courts and commercial law 

during the time period, and provide important background details on the rise of the Russian 

plutocracy through the privatization process and the control of the Yeltsin administration. I then 

show at a macro level how corruption and coercion, rather than foreign courts, were the preferred 

means for resolving disputes before investigating the rise of two of the most important oligarchs 

of the ‘90s and 2000s – Boris Berezovsky and Mikhail Khodorkovsky. I not only detail disputes 

around the companies that would eventually be involved in extraterritorial litigations in London, 

but also show the ways corruption and capture were endemic to their individual growth. This 

likely prevented the use of London and New York despite the fact that Berezovsky and 

Khodorkovsky were quick to place assets abroad and embed themselves in transnational legal 

networks. 

The next chapter begins by highlighting the conditions that made Vladimir Putin take the 

reins of the Russian the state. It pays particular attention to the way his electoral victory shifted 

the balance of power from one of capture to one of contestation. I again provide macro evidence 

on how the change ushered in the use of London courts to resolve quintessentially Russian 

disputes. I then continue the within-case individual comparisons by showing how the threat that 

Berezovsky and Khodorkovsky posed to the state led to their removal from the political game. I 

detail Berezovsky’s relationship with his former business partner Roman Abramovich and show 

that the threat to the state prevented Abramovich from settling a $5.6 billion dispute in the 
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London Commercial Court. Khodorkovsky’s business partners raged more than a decade long 

battle against the Russian state to recoup their losses from the expropriation of Yukos – again we 

see that their exits and Khodorkovsky’s imprisonment curbed the transparency costs. The fact 

that this was a political rather than a commercial battle ensured that we would see a variety of 

extraterritorial litigations.  

Chapter 6 fills out the Inverted-U expectations of the theory by showing how the state 

strikes back. It first discusses how cases involving state-owned enterprises in London are often 

driven by political motives. It then illustrates these dynamics by showing how various Russian 

SOEs were used to target both Berezovsky and Khodorkovsky as they continued to pose political 

threats even after conventionally losing the domestic political game. In other words, I show how 

domestic courts in major economic powers are new sites for political contestation for battles 

stemming from emerging markets. I then turn to showing how those who want to still remain on 

the Russian state’s good side are unlikely to use foreign courts due to potential retribution from 

the state. At a macro level, I discuss how SOEs and subservient plutocrats rarely take their fights 

to foreign courts, and then investigate the dispute between Oleg Deripaska and Vladimir Potanin 

over Norilsk Nickel. A bitter battle that looked poised to be resolved through the British 

judiciary was apparently adjudicated, as I theorize, by the Kremlin outside the foreign spotlight.  

Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation. After recapping the theory and main findings, the 

bulk of the chapter is spent exploring the implications for different political science debates. 
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CHAPTER 2: LIBERALISM AS LAST RESORT 

 

Business in emerging markets is plagued by a fundamental political dilemma: any state 

that is capable of enforcing property and contracting rights is also capable of stripping firms and 

individuals of their wealth (Weingast 1995). Without predictable protection mechanisms, trade 

and production grinds to a halt and economic development is choked off (Acemoglu and 

Robinson 2013; Frye 2004). In other words, predatory behavior by state actors or by one’s 

business partners needs to be rooted out by a centralized, but not excessively powerful, authority. 

The provision of the rule of law is then seen as the key to economic development (Glaeser et al. 

2004; Aron 2000; Rodrik 2008).  

Elite business has historically driven the strengthening of such liberal institutions (North, 

Wallis, and Weingast 2009; Amsden 2010; Amsden, DiCaprio, and Robinson 2012). They can 

use their economic clout to pressure the sovereign for reform that will be beneficial to all 

merchants, not just the already powerful few. Political development is seen as in their long-term 

interest as it ensures they will be able to keep their current spoils with plenty of room to grow, 

unencumbered by excessive state coercion.  

While these dilemmas still affect most would-be capitalists in the developing world, 

globalization provides a select few with a transnational solution to their institutional needs. By 

writing their contracts in line with foreign laws, or filing against their opponent’s offshore 

holdings, plutocrats2, their private companies, and state-owned enterprises can secure property 

 
2 I define plutocrats as individuals who may garner political power due to their extreme amounts of monetary 
wealth. The term is more specific than the use of “elite” in Comparative Politics which can refer to political, 
commercial, or academic positions. Plutocrats can constitute a large part of the political elite (politicians can be 
plutocrats) but could also operate outside it. I use the term interchangeably with “oligarch” throughout this 
dissertation.  
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and adjudicate disputes through foreign courts. Kazakh firms litigate against other Kazakh 

nationals, while Saudi royals sue each other in the courtrooms of London and New York.  

 These cases involve claims over the rights to crucial resources of the home territory, like 

energy conglomerates or national banks. Close to $100 billion dollars’ worth of domestic claims 

have been fought out in London alone. While potentially giving plaintiffs more equitable 

treatment, given the costs of litigating abroad, outsourcing legal battles is a legal option available 

to only a select few. Nonetheless, resolving domestic disputes in foreign courts is far more 

common with plutocrats from some countries over others despite similarly weak home 

institutions. Russian oligarchs, for example, frequently outsource disputes but wealthy Chinese 

and South African plutocrats rarely do so. In other words, while functionalist factors are no 

doubt important, they cannot explain why the business practices of the wealthiest individuals and 

firms in the developing world are often decided by foreign authorities. 

 Developing the insights of comparative scholarship on business-government relations 

(Hellman 1998; Haber, Maurer, and Razo 2003; Evans 2012), I argue that the balance of power 

between the state and the plutocratic class determines when and why domestic disputes are taken 

abroad. Plutocrats in emerging markets are constantly engaged in a battle to keep their holdings; 

weak institutions not only mean they face threats from the state, but also from rival plutocrats 

trying to advance their own economic positions. Filing a case abroad could leave plutocrats 

exposed to further predations as it forces them to reveal the corrupt activities that generate and 

protect their wealth. 

 These costs from transparency generally deter the use of foreign courts, but when the 

state and the plutocracy have similar power, a commitment problem leads to political clashes. 

Some of the losers are then forced to exit and recoup their economic damages through foreign 
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jurisdictions. Since we live in a world of mobile capital, the winners of the political battle are 

also frequently forced to go abroad as it is the only way to seize their opposition’s offshore 

wealth. 

To develop the theoretical framework, I begin by providing a typology for the types of 

disputes that arise in today’s global economy, reviewing the relevant political science literature. 

This helps clarify the specific empirical phenomenon under investigation. I then lay out the 

economic benefits and political stakes of extraterritorially litigating domestic disputes. The 

fourth section elaborates the importance of the balance of power between the state and the 

plutocracy, before the final section summarizes the key takeaways of the theory.  

 

Varieties of Dispute Resolution  

The fear that a partner may break a contract, leaving a firm struggling to meet its needs or 

have to forgo prior investments, is one of the primary concerns for business (Coase 1937). The 

potential for “hold up” where an opposing party delays its payments/deliveries, or uses its end of 

the bargain as ransom, is endemic to trade regardless of whether the companies are start-ups, 

multinationals or even family or state-owned (Williamson 1996; Schmitz 2001). These risks 

condition firm organization, prevent investment, and diminish growth more generally 

(Williamson 1981; Frye 2004; North 1993). Concerns are only heightened as most contracts are 

incomplete – actors are generally unable to fully predict all possible conflicts when they begin 

transacting, making the state and the rule of law crucial to dispute resolution and commercial 

success (Frye and Yakovlev 2016; Hart and Moore 1988; Maskin and Tirole 1999).  

With international trade becoming the dominant form of economic exchange, we’ve seen 

a proliferation of economic conflicts, and with it new sources of dispute resolution. In this 
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section, I briefly lay out the various strategies actors use to protect their property and contracting 

rights depending on (1) where the actors are from and (2) where the authority they choose to 

resolve their conflicts is located. This helps clarify the empirical phenomenon under 

investigations – where actors from the same state use a foreign site of authority to settle their 

disputes. I label this “extraterritorial litigation” in line with legal scholars Dammann and 

Hansmann (2009) whose research makes the case for why we should see more functional forum 

shopping for domestic disputes.  Importantly, these characteristics help us understand how a 

dispute will resolve regardless of whether the entities are both private or if the dispute is between 

a private firm/individual and the state. While outsourcing of authority to third party international 

bodies is seen as central to resolving transnational conflict, IPE and global governance 

scholarship frequently neglects the fact that the majority of global transactions are resolved by 

third-party domestic bodies.   

 
   

Site of Authority 
  Domestic Third-Party 

 
Type of Actors Domestic v. 

Domestic 
Local Court; Private 

Ordering; 
Corruption 

Extraterritorial 
Litigation 

  
Domestic v. Foreign 

 
International 

Litigation 

 
Transnational 

Litigation; Private 
Arbitration 

Figure 2.1: Varieties of Dispute Resolution in the Global Economy 

 

Conventional Domestic (Top Left) 

When commercial disputes arise, a large body of work, dating back to Macaulay (1963), 

illustrates that firms prefer to settle. The costs of lawyers, court fees, and enforcement, all make 
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avoiding the courtroom a more efficient outcome. Nonetheless, à la Fearon (1995), private 

information, commitment problems, and issue indivisibility can prevent such settlement, 

requiring state lead institutions to supply the authority to resolve a dispute. To avoid the costs of 

dealing with state institutions, firms and traders regularly try to set up their own monitoring 

systems, where rogue entities are ostracized from the business community, via business 

associations or with firms choosing to only trade with others who have developed a reputation 

for fairness (Farrell 2009; Doner and Schneider 2000; Banerjee and Duflo 2000).  

Such public shaming and sanctioning has become a beloved mechanism for those who 

see state institutions as inefficient, or normatively abhorrent, but even some of their biggest 

proponents admit that these systems are hard to scale beyond small market places or ethnic 

communities, as the implicit coercion often rests on the shadow of state law (Milgrom, North, 

and others 1990; Richman 2012). This makes state lead institutions essential to ensure the 

growth of a market place (Grossman 2020). When these institutions are weak, the reliance on 

state actors only heightens, as political connections frequently substitute for the law (Wang 2014; 

Gehlbach, Sonin, and Zhuravskaya 2010; Szakonyi 2018). The form of dispute resolution 

between domestic actors then, either directly through the courtroom or via bargaining in its 

shadow (Galanter 1983; Stevenson and Wolfers 2006), ends up relying on domestic state 

authority, as displayed by the top left corner of Figure 2.1 

 

International (Bottom Left) 

With the liberalization of capital and the widespread financialization of commercial 

affairs (Abdelal 2007; Helleiner 1996; Oatley et al. 2013), the dominant forms of economic 

exchange have turned transnational. Firms set up subsidiaries and affiliates across jurisdictions to 
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take advantage of efficient global supply chains, blurring the lines between what is an 

“American” or “Japanese” product. Elite individuals not only live and invest in their country of 

citizenship but also buy up foreign real estate, maintain homes on multiple continents, and even 

purchase passports. Governments engage in cross-border trade, often through their state-owned 

enterprises, and borrow dollars and euros from hedge funds and geopolitical adversaries alike. 

This economic integration is all made possible by a vast body of international laws and 

institutions (Martin and Simmons 1998; Tomz, Goldstein, and Rivers 2007; Busch and Reinhardt 

2000). 

Economic integration only serves to increase concerns around predation as no natural 

adjudication mechanism exists in an anarchic environment. When dealing with parties that have 

developed court systems, and independent judiciaries, the easiest mechanism to resolve disputes 

is to just tie the contract to whichever party’s home institutions are more efficient or have more 

expertise. The practice is common when firms from say the US or the UK are party to a 

transaction as a rival firm can expect to get fair, expert adjudication in those venues, as depicted 

in the bottom left quadrant of Figure 2.1 (Whytock 2009).   

This “international litigation” where the adjudication takes place in the home jurisdiction 

of one of the parties is surprisingly common. We see it on a daily basis with the bond market, 

where New York law and forum is preferred even if an American party is dealing with say a 

Chinese entity, due to New York’s historical case law and substantial independence from 

executive or legislative authority (Choi and Gulati 2004). With the shipping industry, English 

law dominates globally and the British judiciary’s independence assures merchants that UK 

based shipping moguls will not receive special treatment (Hill and Kulkarni 2017). Governments 

like China and India do, however, mandate that any transaction involving a state-owned entity, 
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regardless of whether the counterparty is domestic or foreign, must be settled through their 

national judiciary. 

 

Transnational (Bottom Right) 

Not all private firms, or State-Owned Enterprises, are then going to be willing to have a 

hearing in a rival firm or state’s territory, particularly when dealing with actors where potential 

geopolitical tensions may be present. Moreover, trade now regularly occurs between entities 

where domestic courts are prone to corruption or simply lack expertise in complex commercial 

arenas. Moving to the bottom right box of Figure 2.1, this lack of authority has led a variety of 

innovative institutional arrangements that provide neutral third-party adjudication beyond any 

one nation state.  

The global investment regime, dominated by an ever growing bundle of Bilateral 

Investment Treaties (BITs), has received the most attention in the International Political 

Economy literature (Simmons 2014; Tobin and Busch 2010). With BITs, Multinational 

Corporations can now bring cases against host-states at international arbitration venues, which 

ensure a more equitable resolution process. Just as their effects on foreign investment are still up 

for debate, the outsourcing of authority to shadowy private venues is becoming an increasingly 

contentious public debate (Pelc 2017; Bauerle Danzman 2016; Calvert 2018; Wellhausen 2014). 

Similarly, when firms from different states trade, they regularly use private arbitration 

venues like the London Court of International Arbitration or the International Court of 

Arbitration in Paris. While private commercial arbitration has received less attention from 

political scientists, the trend is changing, with a number of scholars recognizing the importance 

of the New York Convention in safeguarding transnational transactions (Mattli 2001; Hale 
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2015).  Now signed by over 140 countries, the convention allows firms to seize the assets of a 

rival that are present in a signatory, providing a clear means for state lead enforcement of private 

decision-making (Efrat 2016; Mattli and Dietz 2014). The importance of the Convention also 

highlights a common misconception around “private arbitration” – although nominally done 

cooperatively, and through private organization, it still fundamentally relies on state authority to 

make the system work.  

Arbitration provides firms and states the ability to settle their disputes outside the 

spotlight and is generally considered to be more efficient than using a traditional domestic court 

(Redfern 2004; Casella 1996). But it also means that you and your opponent need to find suitable 

arbitrators who will assess a case solely on its merits, and it generally relies on actors having 

stipulated arbitration as the agreed upon resolution mechanism prior to any contracting. These 

complications, along with the limited use of disclosure, discovery, and remedies leads to third-

party domestic courts adjudicating the bulk of cross-border disputes (Whytock and Quintanilla 

2011; Robertson 2010).  

 

Extraterritorial (Top Right) 

Following a standard credible commitment logic, companies from different jurisdictions 

regularly tie their contracts to a neutral third-party venue like London and New York. To return 

to the bond and shipping examples, cross-border disputes are the bread and butter for the legal 

communities in New York and London with both cities now setting up their own special 

commercial courts, and even sector specific ones like London’s Admiralty court in the UK. You 

do not even need to write your contracts in line with the laws of the jurisdiction, you just need to 
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specify that the seat of adjudication will be New York or London and the courts will hear the 

case and adjudicate based on details of the contract (such as using foreign law).3  

We are now living under a transnational legal market where commercial entities forum 

shop for not only case law, but also courts that have the cheapest fees, the most specialized 

judges, and the most enforceable judgments (Eidenmüller 2011). This market looks like it is set 

to become increasingly competitive as trading posts like Singapore, Dubai, Amsterdam, and even 

Almaty, are all setting up their own specialized commercial courts seeking to find a comparative 

advantage and cut away the oligopolistic profits of New York and London (Bookman 2019; Erie 

2019).  

Recent IPE scholarship on property rights highlights how the transnationalization of 

business can now serve domestic firm interests. They can push for the adoption of international 

corporate governance standards to bolster domestic law, gain protection through supply chains, 

or team up with foreign firms via joint ventures to gain access to the international adjudication 

mechanisms provided by BITs (Markus 2007; Johns and Wellhausen 2016; Betz and Pond 

2017). While this new literature provides important insight into the way globalization is 

changing business-government relations, it has missed how the development of the transnational 

legal market has created the opportunity structure for cases like Berezovsky v. Abramovich or 

BTA Bank v. Ablyazov where entities from the same state instead use a third party court to settle 

their otherwise domestic disputes. This takes us to the top right quadrant of Figure 2.1, the 

primary investigation of this project. I label conflicts in this this box extraterritorial litigations. 

 
3 Focusing on dispute resolution, commercial contracts can be broken down into their governing law and the seat of 
jurisdiction. The two need not correspond. A number of the disputes discussed in this study specified London as the 
seat but were still written in and adjudicated by Russian law.  
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Three principles generally guide the logic of London or New York in accepting cases 

with few direct ties to their jurisdiction (Nougayrède 2014). First, the case is accepted if the 

defendant can be deemed domiciled in the jurisdiction (“personal jurisdiction”). Second, if the 

parties chose London or New York as the seat of jurisdiction in their written, or oral, contracts, 

the courts will generally hear their case.  And third, in the UK, when a party can credibly make 

the case that the she would not get a fair trial at home, or in the designated seat, London will take 

over on the basis of competency (forum conveniens).4 The combination of asset mobility and the 

global use of English and American contract law then has the potential to change the practice of 

sovereign authority.5  

The settling of disputes in foreign courts has recently been highlighted by a number of 

political scientists and legal scholars (Markus 2017b; A. A. Cooley and Heathershaw 2017; 

Sharafutdinova and Dawisha 2016). Many view this “forum shopping” as a solution to 

inadequate domestic institutions (Dammann and Hansmann 2009; Sharafutdinova and Dawisha 

2016). Corrupt judiciaries, inflexible domestic law, and poor-quality judges in the home state 

push parties to find better alternatives, which can now easily be found in London, New York, or 

through the bench at offshore sites like the British Virgin Islands. This work echoes the early 

functionalist logic explaining why we see governments sign-up for BITs or become a member of 

the World Trade Organization. But recent scholarship examining the use of these commitment 

devices illustrates that we need to take politics into account if we want to understand why 

 
4 In recent years, the first and second rationales have loosened in the UK – that is London is more open – while New 
York and American courts more generally have pulled back (Nougayrède 2014; Bookman 2015; Whytock, Childress 
III, and Ramsey 2013). For details on the development and preferences in the international contracts market see 
Cuniberti (2013).  
5 There are also ways to exploit these mechanisms to gain jurisdiction even if a defendant may be hard to reach. For 
example, one may use an “anchoring defendant” – by filing a case against a British citizen, or an employee of a 
plutocrat that operates in the UK or the US, one can plausibly satisfy the personal jurisdiction criteria, roping in the 
primary target-plutocrat as an additional defendant.   
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outsourcing dispute settlement is popular with some parties more than others  (C. L. Davis 2012; 

Pelc 2017; Carnegie 2014).  

We currently lack a systematic analysis that examines the political logic of extraterritorial 

litigation despite the important theoretical implications for sovereignty and global governance. 

The next section outlines the political and economic stakes of extraterritorial litigation, 

explaining how and why it is a political game for the super-wealthy.   

 

The Stakes of Extraterritorial Litigation 

IR scholars regularly define the last three decades as an era of American unipolarity or 

the neoliberal age, but it could just as easily be described as a time of global plutocracy. In 1987, 

when Forbes started ranking billionaires, they identified less than 30 across the developing 

world. Three decades later the number had grown more than twenty-fold to over 600. Figure 2.2 

visually represents this exponential increase: although trade liberalization and global supply 

chains have lifted a record number of people out of poverty, the gains have primarily gone to the 

very top. 

Operating in weakly institutionalized environments, these emerging market plutocrats are 

engaged in a constant battle to keep their wealth. They fear not only the state, but also fellow 

oligarchs ready to raid their companies (Markus 2015; Gans-Morse 2012; Firestone 2008). 

Comparative scholarship expects economic elites to leverage political connections and extralegal 

means to guard their property, but the transnational nature of today’s plutocracy provides them 

multiple avenues for legal protection.  Maintaining homes in different countries, and writing 

contracts in line with foreign laws, allow plutocrats to use courts in the US, UK, and other 

offshore sites, to resolve their commercial disputes. 
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Figure 2.2: Count of Billionaires (non-OECD) 

 

But extraterritorial litigation is not without political costs. It forces plutocrats to reveal the details 

of their business and wealth, which could provide rivals with more ammunition in a commercial 

or political fight. 

Plutocrats need to then weigh the benefits of the rule of law against how it might impact 

future threats – I argue that the balance of power between the state and the plutocracy in an 

individual’s home jurisdiction shapes the severity of these threats, which explains why the 

extraterritorial dispute resolution process is more popular with parties from some countries. This 

section develops the theory using insights from comparative research on business-government 

relations, and oligarchy more generally (Markus and Charnysh 2016; Winters 2011; Hellman 

1998; A. Cooley and Sharman 2017).  
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Baseline Transaction Costs (or Why We Need to Focus on Plutocrats) 

I focus the analysis on interactions between plutocrats, which I define as individuals with 

extreme amounts of monetary wealth that can lead to political power, because of three features of 

extraterritorial litigation. First, filing cases abroad can regularly involve millions in just legal 

costs, making plutocrats the only actors with adequate resources to take on a domestic opponent 

abroad. For example, in one of the cases discussed in Chapter 5, Berezovsky v. Abramovich, 

more than 100 million pounds were spent on just lawyers. This does not even account for the 

millions more spent on public relations and intelligence professionals.  

 Second, the value of using foreign courts will be conditioned by the size of a claim. The 

higher the claim, the greater the importance of a predictable dispute resolution process – 

plutocrats will be most likely to have cases worth millions, or even billions, which makes 

spending money on an extraterritorial litigation worthwhile.  

Third, even if a claimant wins, she needs to be able to enforce the judgment. Enforcing 

against assets at home would defeat the purpose of initially using London or New York as she 

would be back to dealing with the home judiciary. For the case to make financial sense, the 

opponent would then need to generally have assets located abroad that can be claimed. Only 

plutocrats are likely to have large, international holdings which are worth the size of a multi-

million-dollar claim that can eventually be seized.  

I assume that plutocrats want to maintain both their wealth and income streams and will 

thereby take actions that maximize their material resources. 
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Benefits of Using Foreign Courts 

 Previous scholarship notes that the primary benefit to using foreign courts to settle 

domestic disputes is strong rule of law in the host jurisdiction, where claimants and defendants 

will be treated equally (Dammann and Hansmann 2009; Sharafutdinova and Dawisha 2016). 

Opponents will be unable to bribe a judge and their shared sovereign will be unable to interfere 

in proceedings. As one British lawyer told me, “Impartiality is the key.”6 

But if a claimant is more politically connected than their rival, weak rule of law may 

actually be beneficial as they generally know that the case will turn out in their favor. For 

example, Ang and Jia (2014) illustrate that businesses with stronger ties to Chinese party 

officials are more likely to take use the domestic judicial system. In the absence of a strong state 

presence, unlike in China, the wealthier player would almost certainly win a bidding war to bribe 

a judge. When in conflict with a more powerful plutocrat, the baseline incentives for the weaker 

player is then clear cut: she should seek foreign protection.  

Nonetheless, the resources and flexibility of foreign courts may still incentivize (more) 

powerful actors to use London or New York. Foreign courts are often just more efficient in their 

proceedings, saving parties valuable time and money. Even if a plutocrat can guarantee an 

outcome at home, the price of a bribe and the length of proceedings could end up costing more 

than outsourcing a legal battle. Plutocrats would also be dealing with decades of predictable, 

common law that may provide additional advantages that the domestic institutional structure 

lacks. The UK, for instance, recognizes oral contracts, which are regularly used to cement deals 

in the developing world despite many judiciaries dismissing their validity. As one lawyer 

 
6 Lawyer19, In Person, January 2018 
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described the resource differentials: “We are Manchester United, they [courts in emerging 

markets] are Cardiff City.”7  

Moreover, foreign courts often have a number of interim measures and enforcement 

options that emerging economies lack. Worldwide freezing orders, which prevent parties from 

accessing or moving their money, can be used be used to make an opponent’s life impossible. 

This can lead to quicker settlement or payment. Judgments that come from reputable courts can 

then also be enforced in the host jurisdiction or in a number of other countries. These are 

particularly important if your rival has stashed their most prized assets abroad, as in now 

commonplace with plutocrats, in both liberal and illiberal countries (Alstadsæter, Johannesen, 

and Zucman 2017).   In the words of a lawyer involved in numerous extraterritorial litigations:  

Another big attraction is the freezing orders and injunctions…you can get one without having to 
fight a trial and it’s often enough to get someone to settle…it’s the first dossier that you bring to 
a freezing order that impresses the judge…that’s what does the damage.8   

 

Liabilities to Using Foreign Courts 

But when a plutocrat brings a case against a co-national in London or New York, she is 

not only subjecting herself to the judges in foreign jurisdictions, but also the laws governing 

disclosure and potential cross-examination in court. Such transparency is generally seen as a 

deterrent to litigation for all businesses – no firm wants to reveal the inner workings of its 

organization or products in fear that it could give competitors an edge or reveal damaging 

information that could hurt firm value. With plutocrats in the developing world, there are 

additional layers of risk that stem from the way they amass their wealth and how they manage to 

stay on top.  

 
7 Lawyer16, In Person, January 2018 
8 Lawyer40, In Person, February 2018 
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Examination Costs 

 To reach plutocrat status in an emerging market, it is highly likely that an individual has 

done a number of corrupt and likely criminal acts along the path to prosperity. Journalistic and 

academic accounts of business-government relations across numerous weakly institutionalized 

states highlight tax-evasion, bribery, and even contract-killings as common tactics companies 

and individuals use to navigate an environment without clear rule of law  (Klebnikov 2000; 

Cuadros 2016; Freund 2016). Or As one lawyer neatly summarized: “You only become honest 

once you’ve made a billion.”9  

 When involved in an extraterritorial litigation, plutocrats, their business partners and 

executives, will be subject to questioning by some of the world’s most experienced lawyers, all 

on public record. A counsel to numerous Eastern European oligarchs highlighted this as a regular 

deterrent whenever weighing the use of London. “They [the barristers] are asking one thing but 

are thinking five steps ahead…you don’t know what’s going to come out. Some will pay [a 

settlement] just to avoid that.”10 Revealing the details of one’s corrupt practices could have 

immediate negative economic consequences as business partners may retreat to avoid being 

embroiled in a scandal. Moreover, the information revealed during an examination could also 

leave parties subject to additional proceedings, be it at home or abroad. And this has 

consequences even if these are open secrets in the business community:  

It’s one thing to say ‘everyone knows’ but it’s another thing to expose to public scrutiny and 
exposure…it depends on the legal consequences. Does it give rise to liabilities – civil or 
criminal? Here or at home?  Can others come after you? Can it help the other side to defend the 
claim? Does it affect the judge’s view of your credibility?11 
 

 
9 Lawyer60, In Person, July 2018 
10 Lawyer29, In Person, February 2018 
11 Lawyer55, In Person, July 2018 
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Disclosure Costs 

 The costs go beyond what has happened in the past and directly influence and expose 

current business practices. As recent research illustrates (Haberly and Wójcik 2014), plutocrats 

across the developing world regularly use offshore havens to structure their investments. This is 

not necessarily illegal, and it helps explain why places like Mauritius, the British Virgin Islands, 

and Cyprus are huge foreign investors in places like India, China, and Russia respectively (Linsi 

and Mügge 2019). The general logic for why plutocrats use these complex contracts is generally 

seen as straightforward – they are trying to avoid paying more in taxes (Xiao 2004; Ledyaeva et 

al. 2015).  The graph below illustrates how pervasive this behavior has become. On average, 

almost 10% of a country’s wealth is hidden offshore – this includes developed democracies, 

hybrid regimes, and outright authoritarian jurisdictions.  

 

Figure 2.3: Percentage of National Wealth held Offshore (Alstadsæter et al. 2017) 
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Yet research also illustrates offshore havens play a far more important, political role 

when the rule of law is weak (Sharman 2012; Bayer et al. 2020). They provide additional safety 

nets for plutocrats in case they come under political pressure from the state or from economic 

pressure by a rival oligarch. For example, Mukhtar Ablyazov, who appears to have stolen $10 

billion, used literally thousands of shell companies to guard the wealth he accumulated while 

running BTA Bank in Kazakhstan (A. A. Cooley and Heathershaw 2017; Nougayrède 2016). He 

apparently only kept paper records that were stashed away in a giant yellow storage unit. 

Plutocrats regularly go to such great lengths to prevent being exposed. Another lawyer illustrated 

that these measures build on informal domestic practices– his Ukrainian clients rarely sign their 

contracts themselves, giving them an additional layer of flexibility.12  

By legally placing the assets abroad, or obscuring ownership more generally by keeping 

assets with stewards, rivals are unlikely to know where to even look when taking on a plutocrat. 

Participating in court proceedings will, however, force a plutocrat to disclose what exactly their 

assets are and how exactly they are structured, leaving them exposed to new political 

challenges.13 One lawyer explained the use of offshore structures bluntly: “The secrecy and the 

protection of assets…it’s an instrument of survival.”14 

The gains of equality and efficiency then need to be weighed against these examination 

and disclosure costs. The broader political environment that plutocrats operate in end up 

determining their severity.  

 

 

 
12 Lawyer56, In Person, July 2018 
13 If they lie, they can be held in contempt of court and possibly subject to time in prison. 
14Lawyer47, In Person, March 2018 
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The Balance of Power Between the State and the Plutocracy 

I start from the premise that lawsuits can be likened to bargaining failures. Because of the 

costs of lawyers, court fees, and potential transparency costs, parties should prefer to resolve a 

dispute outside a courtroom (Macaulay 1963; Mnookin and Kornhauser 1979). Commercial 

bargains between plutocrats fundamentally fail due to politics.  

In many democracies, we expect that politicians are highly dependent on plutocrats – 

they control capital and the money that is necessary to finance a campaign, and keep an economy 

growing (Evans 1979; Lindblom 1982). Alternatively, we have theories around developmental 

states with their embedded autonomy (Evans 2012), or highly autocratic countries where capital 

is completely subservient to the state (Brødsgaard 2012). I argue that this balance of power 

between the state and the plutocracy determines when and why extraterritorial litigations (do not) 

take place.  

I assume plutocrats face two primary threats to their wealth – horizontally from other 

plutocrats and vertically from the state. The balance of power structures the nature of the threats 

to plutocratic wealth and thereby conditions the size of the examination and disclosure costs 

outlined in the previous section.  

 

State Capture generally leads plutocrats to avoid foreign courts to prevent unraveling a 

beneficial system 

It is useful to start at the extremes. In a world where the government in power is 

completely at the disposal of the business class, the latter have virtually no concerns that the state 

will step in to expropriate their assets or implement regulations that may come to bite their 
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bottom lines. That is, they do not face any vertical threats and instead are focused on the 

horizontal threat from rival oligarchs.  

This is a highly corrupt system where plutocrats have likely had to resort to a number of 

extra-legal measures to get to the top (Hellman 1998; Grzymala-Busse 2008). When faced with a 

commercial conflict where the size of the claim far exceeds the legal costs (i.e. one worth taking 

to a foreign court), the claimant will inevitably be going up against a fellow plutocrat. The latter 

will usually know where the claimant’s skeletons are buried, and the claimant will likely know 

all about her opponent’s dirty laundry. Airing these details in in a public courtroom, especially 

abroad, could quickly lead to business partners cutting their ties. The costs from examination are 

then high for both parties.  

At the same time, in the absence of a strong state presence, there is no third-party keeping 

order between the plutocracy. Any foreign proceedings are going to reveal the nature of a 

plutocrat’s assets leaving them vulnerable to future predation by other oligarchs as it reduces the 

costs associated with targeting a plutocrat. The lawlessness makes the disclosure costs for parties 

correspondingly large.  These features hold for both claimants and defendants.  

When faced with a major dispute, even when both parties despise each other,  claimants 

and defendants are fundamentally winning when part of the plutocracy in the lawless world of 

state capture. Potentially unraveling the status quo could quickly cost them their businesses, 

providing strong incentives for corrupt parties to avoid the courtroom. The way disclosure and 

examination costs can increase horizontal threats then facilitates private settlement. It diminishes 

the likelihood of extraterritorial litigation, allowing the class to continue exercising indirect 

control outside the spotlight. Figure 2.4 summarizes the key logic behind dispute resolution in a 

world of state capture.  
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Figure 2.4: Dispute Resolution under State Capture 

 

Avoiding foreign courts does not mean that the business class will necessarily use their 

domestic institutions. Instead, they will often take the law into their own hands. In democracies, 

we are likely to see this occur via business associations or backroom deals, but we could also 

expect literal violence within the plutocratic class as they take measures, unchecked by the state, 

to gain commercial, and with it political, control.  

High dependence on big business is generally possible independent of regime type. As 

plutocrats regularly provide the capital for campaigns, be it advertising or vote-buying, this is 

more likely in democratic settings. But leaders in autocratic regimes with weak fiscal positions 

are also likely to still need such collaboration to ensure that they have enough coercive capacity 

to mitigate any threats to their tenure (Brusco, Nazareno, and Stokes 2004; Gonzalez-Ocantos et 

al. 2012). Latin American states like Columbia and Eastern European countries like Ukraine 

likely fit into this category while a number of democracies with weak non-electoral institutions 

like South Africa or Kenya also fall into the capture category.  

 

State Control generally leads plutocrats to settle to avoid sanctions by the sovereign 

On the other side of the spectrum, where the state completely dominates business, the 

former can take an active role in managing conflicts especially if the court system is weak. 

Assuming the sovereign has independence, it can often act as an impartial adjudicator between 
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even otherwise wealthy individuals. There are virtually no horizontal threats to plutocrats, as 

rivals are unlikely to behave in a predatory fashion without state approval, so instead plutocrats 

are focused on mitigating the vertical threat from the state.  

In a state dominated society, the only way an individual is likely to have become a 

plutocrat is to have curried favor with politically connected individuals or with the ruler directly. 

A plutocrat will be unable to bring a claim if they want to keep their wealth – disclosing the 

nature of their dealings not only risks airing their own dirty laundry but also the dirty laundry of 

the state. If a claimant has managed to get to the top while somehow avoiding corrupt behavior, 

forcing an opponent to disclose the nature of commercial deals will still likely run the risk of 

implicating the state. The examination costs are then extremely high as it risks direct sanctions 

from the state.  

Taking the case abroad in a state-controlled environment implies that the state will have 

sufficient domestic tools to strike back. What comes out in cross- examination could be used as a 

basis for enforcing corruption measures or the state could simply resort to political assassination. 

At the same time, disclosing the nature of one’s holding’s in the course of a trial would then 

direct the state on how to efficiently execute an expropriation.  

Coercion will be even more effectively accomplished by the sovereign with the aid of the 

rest of the business class that can shut a rebel plutocrat out.  This leads to the resolution of 

commercial conflict outside the foreign spotlight. In other words, power creates a basis for 

authority over the plutocratic class, limiting the likelihood of extraterritorial litigation.  Figure 

2.5 delineates the step-by-step process we should expect when plutocrats operate in state 

dominated environments.  
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Figure 2.5: Dispute Resolution under State Control 

  

Again, the fact that we do not see plutocrats from state-controlled countries go abroad 

does not mean that they will use their domestic formal institutions. What we know anecdotally is 

that they are likely to go up the political food chain. Some good examples of a world of state 

control would be the Middle Eastern monarchies, most notably Saudi Arabia. A solicitor 

summarized the way disputes are handled by saying:  

If we were two Saudi princes, I suspect there would be some influence. I suspect we couldn’t 
decide ourselves. We’d have to go up the chain. Someone bigger than us will come in.15 
 

State-Business Contestation leads to a commitment problem; political differences prevent 

settlement 

Extraterritorial litigation becomes most likely in the middle of the balance of power 

spectrum, when a country has a relatively strong state presence that is unable to completely 

control the plutocracy. In this scenario, some plutocrats are likely to be completely subservient to 

the state while many others operate outside its direct control with their own power resources. At 

a baseline level, this could be seen as the most threatening world as plutocrats are likely to face 

both horizontal and vertical threats, which could then make the examination and disclosure costs 

 
15 Lawyer18, In Person, January 2018 
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most severe. The nature of the power balance, however, leads to political conflicts that will leave 

plutocrats and the state with few options but to use foreign courts.  

When the state and independent plutocrats have relatively equal power, a sovereign will 

view the independent plutocrats as a potential threat – they could try to fund an opposition party 

to ensure that rules will fall more in line with their interests or to increase their potential rents. 

This dynamic could make a leader increasingly concerned with their tenure and creates clear 

incentives to bring the business elite into line. On the other side of this coin, business elites are 

aware that their very presence acts as a threat to the sovereign, making the plutocrats concerned 

with the potential that the sovereign will attempt to bring them down. In other words, the state is 

concerned plutocrats want to move to a world of capture, while plutocrats fear the state wants a 

world of control.  

While commitment problems figure heavily in theories of property rights, most scholars 

assume that this is a one-sided problem where the sovereign must take steps to credibly commit 

to stay in power (Diermeier et al. 1997; North, Wallis, and Weingast 2009). This is based off the 

assumption that the business class is banded together and has the same set of preferences. But 

such collective action by challengers is hard to sustain and, as Svolik (2009) comprehensively 

argues, rarely credible. This creates a two sided issue as both the state and plutocrats need to 

make concessions to fully credibly commit (Tompson 2005).  

Forming a legislature or strengthening rule of law may bind the sovereign but this could 

empower independent plutocrats. The latter could give up some of their property to signal their 

desire to avoid conflict. This would, however, leave them exposed to commercial warfare by 

other elites, inside or outside state control, who are interested in maximizing their own wealth 

and income. A plethora of recent research argues that parties and legislatures can diminish 
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commitment problems (Gehlbach and Keefer 2011; Brownlee 2007) but they are generally 

directed at satisfying the problem between the leader and the ruling coalition. These theories 

have also developed while examining cases absent the substantial economic development that 

has led to the presence of large plutocracies in emerging economies. This generally disregards 

the possibility of plutocrats existing in the absence of being part of the sovereign’s coalition.16  

The commitment problem, generated by the lack of a clear dominating player, creates 

two complementary pathways to plutocrat-initiated extraterritorial litigation. First, when a 

relatively independent plutocrat has a commercial conflict with the sovereign, or with an elite 

that is subservient to the sovereign, both parties will be unwilling to simply settle as it could lead 

to greater enrichment of an adversary. Simultaneously, the challenger knows that using a 

domestic court would almost certainly lead to an inequitable outcome. At this point, living under 

general fear for her position and faced with a serious commercial dispute, the independent player 

may choose to exit the jurisdiction. Exiting the jurisdiction limits the options for both rival 

oligarchs and the state to take on the plutocrat - the means to threaten the fleeing plutocrat, like 

raiding, corruption charges or expropriation, are largely domestically confined. The costs of 

examination and disclosure then diminish, incentivizing an extraterritorial litigation. If a 

plutocrat that exits then files an extraterritorial case, the commitment problem will prevent the 

parties from settling given the way it could reshuffle power resources and increase a threat at 

t+1.17  

Plutocrats will generally prefer to avoid conflict with the state as it will maximize their 

ability to maintain their wealth. Some will likely attempt to directly align themselves with the 

 
16 Moreover, they struggle to overcome Riker’s objection, treating institutions as exogenous without taking into 
account the broader power structure that I focus on (Pepinsky 2014).   
17 It’s easy to keep funding rival political causes from abroad – it’s much harder to expropriate or even kill someone 
when they are tied into a foreign jurisdiction.  
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sovereign. But, given the lack of guarantees that they will not be targeted after giving up some of 

their resources, a plutocrat should only be willing to do this up to the point where they can still 

pose a credible threat to the sovereign. The uncertainty around who has ultimate control can 

directly lead to conflict.  

In a fashion similar to preventive war, the sovereign may take on a rival plutocrat to pre-

emptively dispose of future threats. Other than eliminating a political challenger, an attack can 

illustrate to the rest of the independently wealthy who exactly is in charge. Successful targeting 

may then diminish the commitment problem: as they seek to maintain their income streams, 

plutocrats will generally refrain from taking actions that could make them the next “example.” 

As historical evidence from Latin America illustrates, this can be a highly effective strategy – 

rulers who take on the business class that backed them into power are likely to enjoy longer 

tenures (Albertus and Menaldo 2012). 

While such distributional conflict, path 1, and coercion, path 2, are historically common, 

in a globalized world of capital mobility and offshore finance, many of the targets can now flee 

with many of their resources intact. The losers of the power struggle will then attempt to regain 

their losses through foreign courts.  This not only gives losers the option for compensation but 

could also lead to legitimacy gains – more attention will inevitably be drawn to the case when 

filed in London or New York than if they try to settle, use domestic courts, or even use private 

arbitration. While such publicity can backfire when the elite is in control of the state, having lost 

their domestic position takes off the corruption-induced shackles. Global attention and, 

potentially revealing an opponent’s secrets, could then act as a roadblock against further 

predation. Settling these cases becomes increasingly difficult regardless of whether the claimant 
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has a conflict with a party subordinate or independent of the state – enriching someone who the 

sovereign identifies as a threat will quickly put a plutocrat’s commercial interests in jeopardy. 

Leveraging liberalism is, nonetheless, a double-edged sword. The sovereign, filing 

through its own commercial entities or via subservient plutocrats, may now choose to go after the 

losers in foreign courts to ensure that they do not have the means to come fighting back. In a pre-

globalized world, the winners of a political clash would generally try to coerce the losers, 

expropriating their assets or forcing new profit-sharing schemes. Now that the assets of the losers 

are abroad, usually in offshore accounts and real estate, the sovereign would struggle to acquire 

them. Moreover, trying them in the domestic court for past corruption or criminality, while 

serving important symbolic purposes (Shen-Bayh 2018), will be unlikely to give them access to 

foreign-located resources. Courts in safe havens would view such judgments as politically 

motivated, preventing enforcement. But the sovereign and its backers will also have the option to 

now take up a trial, or enforce a judgment, in London or New York on the basis of the individual 

and assets being present in those jurisdictions.  

The gains from this politically motivated litigation go beyond the immediate case. By 

taking the costly signal of filing abroad, the state illustrates to the other plutocrats that if they 

lose after mounting a challenge, exiting the jurisdiction will not be enough to resolve their 

political problems. A state-lead extraterritorial litigation can drain their otherwise hidden wealth, 

and they can be delegitimized in front of the authorities of their safe haven. This should keep 

other potential rebels in line, diminishing future political threats from any remaining 

independently wealthy plutocrats.  

There may also be legitimacy gains for the state. Those who doubt the logic, or rationale, 

of going after a rival may eventually side with the sovereign if a reputable court agrees that the 
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rival committed a fraudulent or criminal act.  Foreign audiences would inevitably be less 

concerned by an “attack” by a sovereign if a liberal jurisdiction rules that the fleeing challenger 

was targeted for legally valid reasons.  

Figure 2.6: Dispute Resolution under Contestation 

 

Figure 2.6 illustrates the two-prong logic of extraterritorial litigation when the balance of 

power in a country is politically contested. Some good examples of this world include Nigeria 

and Kazakhstan over the past fifteen years, and Russia under Vladimir Putin. The entire model 

was curtly summarized by one lawyer involved in numerous Russian litigations in London:  

Put simply, this happens because in the last decade and a half there was a power struggle 
between oligarch groups. It starts with the oligarchs themselves but then the state gets stronger 
and decides to get involved. The state decides to claw back its strategic assets…so the state starts 
fighting and in some cases it wants to also adjudicate them. 
 

In other words, the disputes coming out of a world of contestation are extremely difficult 

to settle because they are in reality political conflicts unraveling under commercial guise. It is 

worth repeating that this model is probabilistic and does not expect all disputes, in even a world 

of contestation, to be adjudicated via foreign authorities. Moreover, in a world of contestation we 

should still expect to see variance in resolution strategies depending on the oligarch’s or 
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plutocrat’s relationship to the state. If they are independently wealthy, they will be constantly on 

guard. Those who are thrown out will be more likely to use foreign courts, but those who are 

able/want to remain in Russia are likely to continue avoiding foreign courtrooms because of the 

transparency costs. In a world of contestation, we should also expect to see plutocrats who are 

not independently wealthy and are instead directly reliant on the state for their wealth and 

income. These could arise, for example, by plutocrats relying on contracts from SOEs, or, as in 

the Russian case, those who have come through the security ranks to eventually become 

plutocrats (the silovarchs). They should virtually never go abroad as their individual situations 

are de facto conditions of a state-controlled world.  Furthermore, the theory does not argue that 

we will not see any cases in conditions of capture or control. There may still be political fallouts, 

while the benefits of law may outweigh the costs of transparency from dispute to dispute. But 

given the balance of power we should expect the most cases in the middle, and fewer cases in the 

extremes.  

To summarize the entire theoretical model, when plutocrats own the state, they will want 

to avoid publicizing their corrupt deals, leading few to choose foreign courts to settle their 

disputes. Fear of upsetting the status quo, by increasing horizontal threats, leads to resolution 

outside the (foreign) courtroom. Likewise, when the state owns the plutocrats, the consequences 

of undermining the state’s authority removes using foreign courts from the equation. Fear of 

retribution keeps business at home. Examination and disclosure costs limit the use of foreign 

courts but who exactly the plutocrat fears differ in these contexts.   

This leads to the following testable hypothesis: 

H1: The relationship between state control of the plutocracy will have an inverted-U shaped 

correlation with the number of extraterritorial litigations, ceteris paribus. 
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H2: Plutocrats in a state dominated economy will be less likely to use foreign courts in fear of 

retribution by the sovereign 

H3a: Plutocrats in a captured economy will be less likely to use foreign courts in fear of 

exposing their corruption. 

H3b: Plutocrats in a contested economy will file cases in London against those on the outside of 

their political faction. 

H3c: When plutocrats in a contested economy have a conflict with someone within their faction, 

they will be less likely to use foreign adjudicators.  

 

Conclusions 

The development of markets relies on effective institutions that minimize predation by 

solving commitment and coordination problems. With increased global integration, the prospects 

for such conflict have dramatically increased. In International Relations, we generally examine 

the international institutions and organizations that step in to fill the void of authority by creating 

nominally neutral third-party adjudication (even if these institutions do often just empower the 

strongest states). But much of the global economy is governed by the domestic institutions of 

major economic powers, whose judicial independence, and expertise have made them the natural 

fora for resolving transnational disputes. While this solves governance problems, it also creates 

new opportunities. 

By writing their contracts in line with foreign laws, or filing against an opponent’s 

offshore holdings, plutocrats, their private companies, and state-owned enterprises can now 

arbitrage the rule of law by adjudicating their domestic commercial disputes in foreign courts. 

But not all elite firms and individuals take advantage of this sovereignty transferring adjudication 
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option. When plutocrats own the state, they will want to avoid publicizing their corrupt deals, 

leading few to choose foreign courts to resolve their disputes. Fear of upsetting the status quo 

leads to resolution outside the (foreign) courtroom. When the state owns the plutocrats, the 

consequences of undermining the state’s authority removes using foreign courts from the 

equation. Fear of retribution keeps business quiet and at home. But when a relatively powerful 

state and an independently wealthy plutocracy co-exist, it leads to clashes, and politics prevents 

settlement. Using foreign courts becomes the last resort for losers of the battle, while the winners 

subject themselves to liberal rules in order to achieve their illiberal ends. The remaining chapters 

of the dissertation empirically assess these propositions.  
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CHAPTER 3: EXTRATERRITORIAL LITIGATION IN COMPARATIVE 
PERSPECTIVE 

 
 

The Rolls Building is located just off Fetter Lane in the heart of Central London. Sitting 

outside the predominantly glass building you are likely to hear a half-dozen different languages 

spoken, and to see a mix of individuals wearing Saville Row tailored suits and the occasional 

white wig. Some of the higher rolling clients will leave the building to enter a litany of armored, 

almost certainly all black, vehicles, possibly stopping to give a statement to the British and 

foreign news anchors stationed at the building’s exit. Within a square mile, there are countless 

law firms, barrister chambers, and professional consultants, coordinating their work with fellow 

accountants, lawyers, and investigators working a time zone or four away.    

The mélange is a result of London’s central place in global economic governance. With 

31 different court rooms, and 3 “super courts” that cater to the elite of the elite disputes that this 

project focuses on, the Rolls Building covers the full spectrum of international, transnational, and 

extraterritorial commercial conflicts. A combination of historical factors, which had 

compounding returns as the global economy integrated over the past four decades, ensures 

London plays this role. As English law coercively spread to numerous outposts as a result of 

colonialism, it became the dominant set of rules undergirding international trade. The laws have 

evolved and developed as economies globalized yet remain flexible and able to cater to a vast 

swath of commercial affairs. Since judges have been encountering complex litigations for 

decades, the bench has built up virtually unrivaled expertise.  The UK also recognizes oral 

contracts and boasts some of the most powerful interim measures like worldwide freezing orders. 

These pull factors make London, and the courts housed at the Rolls Building in particular, the 

primary venue of choice for multinational corporations and plutocrats of all stripes. I use the 
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disputes that take place in London to assess my theory on the determinants of extraterritorial 

litigation.  

The use of foreign courts to resolve domestic commercial conflicts is a new dependent 

variable for International Political Economy. While a number of scholars have called attention to 

the phenomenon, no one has systematically analyzed the cross-country differences. I argue that 

the balance of power between the state and the plutocracy determines the use of London for 

resolving domestic disputes. At the extremes of the balance of power we should rarely expect 

cases abroad because of the political costs of transparency. When the power balance is relatively 

equal, extraterritorial litigation becomes more likely because domestic political clashes spill into 

commercial courts abroad. More empirically, I expect the relationship between the balance of 

power and the number of extraterritorial litigations to follow an Inverted-U. The purpose of this 

chapter is to test these cross-country expectations.   

I start by describing the first dataset on extraterritorial litigation, which covers cases over 

a two-decade period. After detailing the coding and data collection process, I provide descriptive 

statistics that provide some initial evidence for my primary hypothesis. To measure the balance 

of power between the state and the plutocracy, I proxy for it by using State Ownership of the 

Economy as calculated by the Varieties of Democracy Project (V-Dem). I use a variety of 

theories from Comparative Politics to validate the proxy, while the measure generally matches 

how scholars implicitly discuss key countries along the broader balance of power variable.  

I then use alternate estimation strategies to fully assess the relationship between the 

balance of power and the count of the number of extraterritorial cases from a country filed in 

London. I control for a host of economic and institutional variables that impact the likelihood of 

there being economic conflicts between plutocrats, and the functional need to then use foreign 
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courts. A number of different econometric results, including assessing the extreme point and 

slope of the curve, provide consistent evidence for my theory.  

 

The Landscape of Extraterritorial Litigation 

Data Collection Process 

Venue Choice 

Two courts handle the majority of commercial disputes in London. First, the London 

Commercial Court, the central player in the transnational legal market, is where expert judges 

hear cases in a variety of sectors ranging from shipping to derivatives to commodities. It is also 

the venue where procedural aspects of commercial arbitration can be appealed, giving us a 

glimpse into an otherwise opaque legal setting. Second, I also collect data on cases heard at the 

Chancery division. This court shares many overlapping areas of expertise with the LCC but is 

also the dominant venue for disputes around trusts and intellectual property. Between 1996 and 

2015, claimants and defendants from over 120 countries took part in court proceedings, with 

over 40% of cases not involving any British participants.  

Nearly 6,000 public judgments were issued during the two decades I study as per the 

British and Irish Legal Information Institute (BAILII). This does not cover every single judgment 

by the High Courts as some are unavailable via the public database due to copyrights assigned to 

the short-hand writers that transcribe verbal judgments and for copyrights assigned to judgments 

published in law reports, but it does provide a broadly representative sample. I coded the 

nationality of every participant in the hearings at the LCC and the primary claimant and 

defendant at the Chancery, totaling over 8,000 parties for all the judgments available on BAILII 

over the period of analysis. 
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Identifying Party Nationalities 

To identify the nationality of the firms or individuals involved in the cases I began by 

examining the nationalities detailed in the judgments. To verify the nationality, and when the 

court documents did not list it or if the company was a subsidiary or shell company, I referenced 

a number of complementary databases. For firms, I first checked company websites. These were 

then cross-referenced with Bloomberg’s Private Enterprise database and the UK Government’s 

firm registry. When dealing with firms I coded the nationality of both the parent and the 

subsidiary if the latter was the one party to the case. This difference is important to correctly 

identify extraterritorial cases. For example, if Exxon’s Nigerian subsidiary were suing a Nigerian 

firm in London, only paying attention to the initial claimant’s nationality would lead one to view 

this an instance of an extraterritorial litigation. But since Exxon is an American corporate, 

writing a contract with a neutral third party as the seat of jurisdiction would be the expected 

outcome, making it a standard case of transnational litigation. 

For individuals, most nationalities were available via the case documents. In its absence, I 

cross-referenced Bloomberg’s Executives database, the BoardEx Executives database, and the 

UK Government’s managers and executive registry. When individuals or firms were using 

offshore shell companies or trusts, in several cases the ultimate owner of the account was 

disclosed over the course of the proceedings, making false coding less of a concern. Nonetheless, 

in the cases where it was not disclosed, I referenced the International Consortium of 

Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) Leaks database that compiles records on over 320,000 offshore 

accounts with links back to the primary beneficiary/owner. When I was unable to identify the 

ultimate owner, I coded the location of the trust or company, and eventually dropped it from the 

econometric analysis.  
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Coding Extraterritorial Litigation 

Once the nationalities of the parties were coded, any judgment where the ultimate owner 

of the claimant and defendant shared a nationality were coded as an instance of extraterritorial 

litigation. Given that there could be numerous judgments for a single dispute, I only include a 

dispute once, assigning it to the year of the first judgment or the year that the case was first filed 

when available. This resulted in 156 unique instances of extraterritorial litigation in a diverse 

array of sectors including insurance, oil and gas, shipping, telecommunications, and financial 

services. The nature of the dispute also varied tremendously across these cases including 

bankruptcy and credit claiming to managerial fraud and product quality disputes. Exterritorial 

cases came from over 40 different countries ranging from the US and Switzerland on the most 

institutionalized end, to Brunei and Zambia on the other. The value of the claims for these cases 

amounted to well over $200 billion.  

The bulk of the extraterritorial cases from the developed democracies are in arenas where 

English Law has a clear global advantage. For example, a number of them involve insurance 

disputes where London is considered a natural choice for the market, while battles between 

shipping moguls from place like Greece unsurprisingly appear in the data given the role of 

English law as the de facto commercial law of the seas.  Although some of the cases from 

emerging markets also appear to simply fit this forum shopping logic, these extraterritorial fights 

have more varied characteristics. Coming out of Ecuador we have a battle between different 

parts of the Naboa family that controls a sprawling banana empire.18 Cases involving Pakistan 

and Zambia pit their government bureaucracies against former heads of state accused of 

 
18 De Molestina & Ors v Ponton & Ors  
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corruption.19  We even see different factions of royal families seeking to reclaim the spoils of 

their dictatorships.20 Out of Tajikistan, we have a giant fraud claim involving the Tajik 

Aluminum Company and its former board of directors.21 In that case, the state-owned TALCO 

apparently spent up to $150 million on the legal costs (Hryniuk 2018), more than  5% of the 

country’s annual GDP, suggesting something more than just basic functional forum shopping 

was driving the dispute.  

For the quantitative analysis I then restrict the sample to cases from non-OECD countries 

for both theoretical and practical reasons. Virtually all OECD members meet the functional 

considerations for forum shopping as they all generally have strong rule of law and developed 

commercial markets (prerequisites for membership). The choice set for parties in and outside 

countries in the organization is then systematically different. At the same time, business is 

generally less corrupt in these countries and the prospects of sovereigns retaliating due to an 

extraterritorial litigation is substantially lower than an average emerging economy. The logic for 

choosing London would then inevitably also be different.22 The restriction leaves us with 108 

instances of extraterritorial litigation from 31 different countries.23  

The data contain a broad mix of plutocrat battles. Naguib Sawiris, an ever looming 

presence in Egyptian politics due to his media holdings, was involved in a lucrative fight with 

 
19 Zambia, Attorney General of Zambia for and On Behalf of v Meer Care & Desai (a firm) & Ors; Islamic Republic 
of Pakistan v Zardari & Ors 
20 State of Brunei & Ors v HRH Prince Jefri & Ors 
21 Tajik Aluminium Plant v Ermatov & Ors 
22 Practically, the measure for state-business relations would also generally place OECD countries on the captured 
end as most industry is privately held. Including OECD countries in the analysis would then bias the results as the 
zeroes found in what would be the equivalent of the “captured” world are likely to be driven by the availability of 
adequate domestic institutions 
23 The OECD is preferred to restricting the sample to consolidated democracies as the latter does not take into 
account the development of commercial market infrastructure. Nonetheless, I also run models including just non-
democracies as they tend to meet all the functional factors that encourage forum shopping, and elections tend to 
radically alter the bargain between the state and business. See Table 3.1.B of the Appendix.  I further run models 
that select the sample based on judicial independence. The statistical and substantive effects of the results presented 
in the main paper remain generally unchanged.  
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fellow plutocrat Gamal Marwan.24 Former Russian parliamentarian, Leonid Lebedev, was up 

against Russian metals magnate Viktor Veksleberg, and his long term business partner Leonard 

Blavatnik, in a dispute worth well over $2 billion.25 That particular case has sprung between 

multiple jurisdictions including trials in New York. Boris Berezovsky was involved in a handful 

of disputes himself, including the $5.6 billion fight against Roman Abramovich detailed in 

Chapter 5, another against Dmitry Fomichev of real estate fame26, and one with parts of his own 

family.27 There was even an attempted case involving Ukrainian football legends Dynamo 

Kiev.28  

While private-to-private disputes are common, the state still plays a direct role in over 

30% of the emerging market cases. Government driven claims come from a range of countries 

including Russia29, Nigeria30, and Djibouti.31 But none of them compare to BTA Bank v. 

Ablyazov where the state lodged a near decade long case worth over $6 billion against Kazakh 

fugitive, and nominal political reformer, Mukhtar Ablyazov.  

This case-level data was then converted into country-year form by adding the number of 

extraterritorial litigations by country and by year. Figure 3.1 illustrates the wide geographical 

representation of the cases, with plutocrats from virtually every region using London for their 

commercial battles.  

  

 
24 Sawiris & Ors v Marwan 
25 Rochester Resources Ltd & Ors v Lebedev & Anor 
26 North Shore Ventures Ltd v Anstead Holdings Inc & Ors  
27 Gorbunova v Berezovsky (aka Platon Elenin) & Ors 
28 Pacific International Sports Clubs Ltd v Soccer Marketing International Ltd & Ors  
29 (1) Jsc Mezhdunarodniy Promyshlenniy Bank (2) State Corporation "Deposit Insurance Agency" v Sergei 
Viktorovich Pugachev 
30 Nigeria v Santolina Investment Corp & Ors 
31 Boreh v Republic of Djibouti & Ors 
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Figure 3.1: Geographic Distribution of non-OECD Extraterritorial Litigations 

 

Plutocrats and firms from Russia, Kazakhstan and Nigeria were the most frequent 

emerging market filers. These countries, in line with my theory, regularly experiences power 

struggles within the plutocracy due to a formidable state presence. China, on the other hand, had 

no cases in London throughout the coding period while the Saudis, despite their growing 

plutocracy and vast wealth in London, only had four cases spread out over the entire time period. 

A now notorious example of state capture, South Africa, also had no such cases.  

 

Analyzing the Determinants of Outsourcing Authority 

Estimation Strategy 

The dependent variable is then a count of the extraterritorial litigations by country for 

each year between 1996 and 2015. The count tends to vary substantially by year, which suggests 

over dispersion, making a negative binomial model more appropriate than the standard Poisson 

that assumes the conditional mean and conditional standard deviation of the DV are the same.  

(1,37]
[0,0]
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Moreover, the dependent variable has a large number of zeroes that are likely caused by 

two different data generation processes. In some cases, even if the political conditions make 

going abroad a likely outcome, there could be virtually no commercial conflict, while in other 

cases zeroes could be caused by the domestic political equilibrium as per my theoretical logic. 

When two different types of zeroes may be present in the data a zero-inflated negative binomial 

(ZINB) regression is preferred (Long and Freese 2006). The ZINB follows a two-stage set-up. 

The first is (generally) a logit regression that predicts the probability that the outcome is a zero 

and then uses this probability to adjust the results of the second stage, which is a standard 

negative binomial regression that analyzes the countries that are “not always zero.”  

Econometrically, the results of a Vuong test also indicate the ZINB model to be more 

appropriate than a standard negative binomial. In all the proceeding models, standard errors are 

clustered by country. This helps account for potential dependence within units over time and 

produces robust standard errors within each panel.   

 

Operationalizing the Key Variables 

Explanatory Variable 

Given that we have no direct measures of the balance of power between the state and the 

plutocracy, I proxy for the relationship by using the degree of State Ownership of the Economy 

calculated by the Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) project. V-Dem (Coppedge, Gerring, 

Lindberg, Skaaning, Teorell, Altman, et al. 2017, 231) asks at least five country experts to score 

the state’s role in the economy on a range of 0-4 where 0 means that “virtually all valuable 

capital is owned by the state” and where 4 signifies countries where “very little valuable capital 

belongs to the state” or is directly controlled by it. More specifically V-Dem asks experts “Does 
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the state own or directly control important sectors of the economy?” and then allows experts to 

choose any of the five following options: 

“0: Virtually all valuable capital belongs to the state or is directly controlled by the state. Private 
property may be officially prohibited.  

1: Most valuable capital either belongs to the state or is directly controlled by the state.  

2: Many sectors of the economy either belong to the state or are directly controlled by the state, 
but others remain relatively free of direct state control.  

3: Some valuable capital either belongs to the state or is directly controlled by the state, but most 
remains free of direct state control.  

4: Very little valuable capital belongs to the state or is directly controlled by the state.”   

 

 V-Dem then uses techniques based on item response theory to aggregate the various 

expert claims and control for differences and uncertainty in their estimates (Coppedge, Gerring, 

Lindberg, Skaaning, Teorell, Krusell, et al. 2017). Once this “relative scale,” measurement 

model output, score is calculated, the variable for the modeling sample ranges between -2.80 and 

2.71 with a mean of 0.51. In line with their recommendations, I use this IRT-based variable as 

the primary explanatory variable in the regression models. V-Dem also calculates additional 

measures of state-ownership that account for estimate uncertainty and another measure 

transformed back into the ordinal scale. All results presented are robust to the use of these 

alternate measure. 

 I choose to use state-ownership of the economy as a proxy for three complementary 

theoretical reasons. First, as a large body of work in comparative politics illustrates (Lindblom 

1982; Frye, Reuter, and Szakonyi 2014), politicians and the state generally rely on business to 
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help fund campaigns, buy votes, and more generally keep the economy growing, which are all 

essential to staying in power. In the absence of having economic resources at their disposal, state 

actors will generally be (more) reliant on the plutocratic class to keep them in power.  

On the other hand, when the state does have substantial economic resources, such as large 

state enterprises, its ability to provide such patronage and control the economy will be 

correspondingly higher, leading to less dependence on big business.  At the same time, higher 

control of the economy also ensures that states will have more tools to take on renegade 

capitalists. For example, state ownership of banking means that the state can cut off the loans 

necessary for a billionaire to maintain their commercial empire.   

More broadly, while a variety of social and cultural factors could shape the balance of 

power across different countries, economic resources have utility in all contexts that both actors 

will want to capture. If the plutocrats are truly in charge, they will find ways to transfer valuable 

state assets into private hands to maximize their rents. Conversely, if the state truly dominates 

the plutocrats, the state will ensure that the private actors transfer ownership of important 

commercial ventures into state coffers to further its own political and economic interests.  

The Inverted-U 

 To account for the proposed Inverted-U relationship, I include both the linear measure of 

state ownership and its quadratic term. If such a relationship exists, we should expect the 

quadratic term to have a negative, statistically significant effect.  

While this approach has generally been used to assess Inverted-Us in political science, 

stopping the assessment at this point can lead to incorrect inference. As Lind and Mehlum (2010) 

explain, to be confident that an Inverted-U exists the turning point of the curve must fall well 

within the data range of the linear term. I report both the extreme point (turning point) and the 
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Fieller confidence interval for the estimate for each model. We further need to ensure that the 

curve has a positive, increasing slope at the initial values and decreasing, negative values at the 

other end of the data range, i.e., we need to be able to reject the proposition that the curve is flat. 

I also run and report the results of the test developed by Lind and Mehlum that allows us to reject 

the hypothesis that the relationship is monotone.  

Control Variables  

The inflation stage of the ZINB models seeks to distinguish between zeroes that are 

present because there is limited commercial conflict within a state’s plutocracy and zeroes where 

conflict is present yet actors choose not to file cases abroad. I cannot directly observe the number 

of conflicts in a state, so I model this difference by including the variables that are likely to cause 

commercial disputes. 

First, I include the average change in a country’s growth rate for the previous five years. 

We should expect an economic slowdown to generally increase the likelihood of individuals and 

firms breaking contracts, and lead to instances of fraud and corruption becoming exposed. Next, 

I add institutional and political variables that should influence economic conflict between 

plutocrats. I include the World Bank’s Rule of Law measure that has become one of the standard 

measures for property rights in a given country. The measure encompasses estimates for judicial 

independence and the ability to enforce commercial contracts, both of which would be key 

functional reasons to forum shop.  

I also add a French Legal Heritage dummy as a proxy for a country’s contracting rights. 

Since such law is generally seen as protecting minority shareholders, it diminishes the likelihood 

that inter and intra-firm conflict will arise (Acemoglu and Johnson 2005; Djankov et al. 2008). 

The two components together are generally seen as prerequisites for economic growth as in their 
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absence predation should be higher. I then add my explanatory variable as I not only expect it to 

influence when plutocrats file cases abroad but also condition the likelihood that conflict arises 

due to the commitment problem between the sovereign and an independent elite. 

I further need to account for the fact that some zeroes could just be a function of actors 

having insufficient resources to file abroad. Since the legal fees and the fight for jurisdiction can 

regularly cost millions of pounds, and only large disputes will be worth the expense, I proxy for 

the number of players in a country that could attempt to file abroad by using the count of the 

number of billionaires in the country. I collected this data for the years 1996-2015 by going 

through the online archives of Forbes magazine’s billionaires list.  

Finally, I include factors that shape the relationship between the state and the plutocracy. 

The country’s capital account openness (Chinn and Ito 2008) is included as more openness will 

diminish the control of the state over the plutocracy, and further reduces the incentives for 

private actors and the state to act in predatory ways – the transaction costs to fully claiming a 

rival’s assets will be much higher when stashed abroad. Boix et al.’s (2013) binary measure of 

Democracy, which accounts for whether elections in the country are competitive, is then 

included as the electoral process should increase state reliance on business. Finally, given that 

immobile assets are easier to control, and the vast literature on the effects of resources on state 

autonomy and elite in-fighting, the percent of a country’s GDP that comes from natural resources 

is added.  

Negative Binomial Stage 

The second stage of the ZINB then predicts the likelihood that cases will be filed abroad 

once commercial conflict arises. This stage is the primary test of my theory, and I include 

variables that could affect the decision to go abroad and proxies for alternate hypotheses.  
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I include all the institutional variables mentioned above as they are seen as the primary 

determinants of extraterritorial litigation.  The number of billionaires once again helps account 

for the number of players that are likely to have the resources to file abroad. Plutocrats could also 

instead be forum shopping just to ensure they get access to a predictable body of common law. I 

then include a dummy variable from LaPorta et al. (1998) that codes whether or not the home 

country has a common law heritage, which should diminish the likelihood of extraterritorially 

litigating. 

Capital account openness should also be important from a functionalist perspective as 

having assets abroad facilitates gaining jurisdiction in the UK and also makes it easier to enforce 

judgments against a rival.  The UK is a popular safe haven for elites from Eastern Europe, South 

Asia, and Africa but other regions like East Asia have their own safe havens like Singapore and 

Hong Kong (Palan 2002; Cobham, Janskỳ, and Meinzer 2015). While a UK judgment could still 

be enforced in these jurisdictions, and plutocrats still often have resources in London 

independent of region, the norms of safe haven choice could add an additional layer of 

transaction costs. I then add a dummy variable that takes a value of 1 for regions where the UK 

may not be the dominant safe haven (East Asia, North America, Oceania, and Latin America).   

Finally, regime type and resource wealth are added as they directly impact the relationship 

between the state and the plutocracy 
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Figure 3.2: Number of Extraterritorial Litigations by Year 

 

A general concern with both stages of the estimation is that, since we are dealing with 

time-series data, observations are unlikely to be independent. As Figure 3.2 shows, arbitraging 

the rule of law has steadily become more popular. I include a linear time trend that helps to 

account for this pattern, which is likely explained by the fact that more players have learned 

about using foreign courts as a protection mechanism over time. The time trend also helps 

control for the development of offshore finance which may help in both gaining jurisdiction in 

the UK and with enforcing a judgment.  

When analyzing panel data with a continuous dependent variable, researchers generally 

include a lagged dependent variable to account for past behavior influencing current behavior. 

This approach has, however, been shown to lead to incorrect estimation when dealing with count 

data and should only be used if we expect an exponential increase in the number of cases filed 
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abroad (Brandt et al. 2000). Figure 3.2 illustrates that the increase instead follows a linear 

pattern, and at a country level displays substantial variance, making the choice of a lagged DV 

potentially problematic. Instead, in line with Findley and Young (2011), I use a five-year moving 

average of the DV in both stages. I also run all the models presented using a three-year average 

of the DV, and then the lagged DV.  The results in the next section are robust to all these 

specifications but I present the models excluding any lagged variables given the broader 

concerns in how they distort estimations, even when dealing with continuous variables (Achen 

2000).32  

 

Results 

Before beginning the econometric analysis, I plot the count of extraterritorial litigations 

by a state’s ownership of the economy. I weight the counts by the size of the state’s plutocracy 

(the no. of billionaires) to give us a clearer understanding of how economic means are impacting 

the decision to go abroad. As Figure 3.3 illustrates, there appears to be some preliminary support 

for the Inverted-U expectations of the theory. There are virtually no cases filed in London when 

the state dominates business (the lower scores of the variables), while there are a few toward the 

opposite end, but the counts are low despite the corresponding countries having sizeable 

billionaire classes. Moreover, it is in the intermediate levels of state ownership where the 

commitment problem between the plutocracy and the state is generally present that we see the 

most cases filed in the UK courts. Figure 3.3 does not account for any of the economic and 

institutional factors that may affect filing, so we need to turn to the regression models to 

statistically assess my expectations.  

 
32 Results can be found in Table 3.1.F of the Appendix 
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Figure 3.3: Cases by Country-Year Weighted by Size of Plutocracy 

 

Table 3.1 presents 3 models that examine the relationship between the state-plutocratic 

relations and the likelihood of extraterritorial litigations. The models include all non-OECD 

countries that have sufficient data for the covariates. This leaves us with 121 countries for each 

model. The first stage (not shown for presentation purposes) for all the models include the 

functional and political characteristics described in the previous section. 
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Table 3.1: Determinants of Extraterritorial Litigation 
  (1) (2) (3) 

Count of Cases 
Explanatory 

Variable 
Functional 

Factors 
Full 

Model 
        
State Ownership -0.132 0.00728 0.0830 

 (0.369) (0.256) (0.271) 
State Ownership (Quadratic) -0.447 -0.529*** -0.422*** 

 (0.284) (0.151) (0.162) 
No. of Billionaires  0.0187*** 0.0212*** 

  (0.00384) (0.00391) 
Rule of Law  0.918* 0.372 

  (0.508) (1.008) 
Contracting Rights  2.172** 1.978* 

  (0.856) (1.160) 
Common Law  0.955 0.666 
  (0.955) (1.193) 
Capital Account Openness  -0.141 -0.119 
  (0.177) (0.415) 
Alternate Safe Haven  -2.127*** -1.776*** 

  (0.431) (0.423) 
Democracy   0.629 

   (0.811) 
Natural Resources   0.0499** 

   (0.0218) 
Time Trend  0.0581 0.0767 

  (0.0744) (0.0933) 
Constant -0.588 -2.868* -4.330** 

 (0.661) (1.464) (2.030) 
Extreme Point 1.56 0.01 0.10 
Fieller 95% CI Infinity -0.58; 0.56 -0.54; 1.75 
Lind-Mehlum U-Test 1.53* 3.40*** 2.27** 
Observations 2,186 2,186 2,186 

Standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Note: First stage of ZINB models not shown for presentation purposes.  
Standards Errors are clustered by country. 

 

Model 1 estimates a ZINB regression assessing the relationship between just the 

explanatory variable – state ownership – and the number of cases filed in London from a 

country. The negative coefficient of the quadratic term provides initial support for an Inverted-U 
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relationship between the two variables, while the t-value of the Lind and Mehlum test is 

significant at the 10% level suggesting that the relationship is not flat but instead characterized 

by a hump.   

The second model adds the functional factors that scholars and lawyers deem as affecting 

the use of foreign courts for domestic disputes. Once the controls are taken into account, the 

quadratic term is significant at the 5% level while the extreme point of 0.01 is in the middle of 

the data range for state ownership. We then see that the Lind and Mehlum test is also significant 

at the 1% level, which allows us to reject the null hypothesis that the relationship is flat.  

Importantly, the main functionalist features that are regularly cited as explaining the use 

of London courts do not have statistically significant effects. Actors from common law 

jurisdictions appear to use London more frequently while rule of law at home also does not 

statistically significantly predict using London. The coefficient for the rule of law and 

contracting rights is actually in the opposite direction compared to what a functionalist analysis 

would expect. Capital account openness has limited effects, but if London is a preferred safe 

haven for a country, parties appear to use the courts more frequently, illustrating the importance 

of financialization. At the same time, the size of the plutocracy is highly correlated with 

extraterritorial litigations.  

Model 3 adds the political confounders that may influence the relationship between the 

balance of power and filing cases abroad, including the country’s regime type, and the natural 

resource base. Once adding these factors, the directions and size of the explanatory variable 

remain generally unchanged and continues to be statistically significant at the 5% level. The 
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extreme point is well within the data range and the t-value of the Lind and Mehlum test is also 

significant at the 5% level.33  

 

Figure 3.4: Predicted Number of Cases by Plutocracy Size (No. of Billionaires) 

 

To illustrate the shape of the curve and to highlight the substantive effects, I plot the 

predicted number of extraterritorial litigations by country-year, based off Model 3. I leave all the 

control variables as observed with the exception of the count of the number of billionaires. 

Figure 3.4 shows how the predicted number of extraterritorial cases depending on state 

ownership of the economy, as conditioned by plutocracy size.  

 
33 Some readers may be concerned that adding the natural resources variable causes unnecessary collinearity due to 
the negative relationship between resource wealth and institutional strength. All models presented are robust to the 
exclusion of the variable.  
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More specifically, the plots show the predicted count if all countries had approximately 

the same number of billionaires as Saudi Arabia (15), Brazil (65), India (90), and Russia (110). 

The shape of the curves provides consistent evidence for my theory. When the state controls 

“all” or “most of the valuable” capital in the economy, the far left of the figure, there are 

virtually no (expected) cases filed in London across different plutocracy sizes. At the far right, 

when the private sector has the most valuable economic resources, again we see almost no 

instances of plutocrats arbitraging the law.  

At the middle of the spectrum, where a relatively strong state and an independently 

wealthy plutocracy are both present, we see the highest probability of extraterritorial litigations.  

Country-years that are at the peak of the curve are substantively more likely to have plutocrats 

fighting in foreign courts.  The figure further illustrates the importance of wealth concentration 

in determining extraterritorial litigation, as moving from the private wealth levels of Saudi 

Arabia to Russia leads to a roughly six-fold increase in the predicted number of cases at the peak 

of state-plutocratic contestation.  

Only two other variables are consistently significant across the models, and both provide 

evidence supporting the assumptions of my theoretical setup. I focus my theory on plutocrats as 

they are the actors that have the economic means and disputes valuable enough to take abroad. I 

proxy for the number of plutocrats using the number of billionaires in the country as calculated 

by Forbes and it has a strong, positive relationship with the number of cases and is significant at 

the 1% level across all models. This result could be interpreted in a number of different ways. It 

could be result of the fact that there are more conflicts between plutocrats and the state when 

there are a higher number of billionaires as more actors could pose a threat. 
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The Impact of Billionaires 

 

Figure 3.5: The Relationship between Billionaires and Extraterritorial Litigation 

 

It could instead simply be a result of there being more disputes worth taking abroad in general.  

Nonetheless, the finding does provide an important illustration of one of the key 

implications of the project – that we need a research agenda focused on the International Political 

Economy of Oligarchy. Figure 3.5 visualizes the relationship between the number of billionaires 

and the count of extraterritorial litigations. First, I add GDP to model 3 and we see that 

billionaires continues to be significant. We would generally expect that larger economies have 

more economic disputes that could be brought to foreign courts. From a basic functionalist logic, 

GDP should then have a positive statistically significant relationship with extraterritorial 

litigation. GDP has that effect when we include billionaires, yet the latter remains a positive 

predictor. Instead we see that we cannot rule out that GDP has no relationship with the DV as it 
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is not robust to the exclusion of the billionaire count. This quasi-placebo test then suggests that 

economic means are a key determinant of the use of foreign courts, further highlighting the 

distributive nature of arbitraging institutions.  

The Role of Offshore Finance 

I argue that where money is held is a key part of whether these cases can happen, and 

whether they are rational to take forward as a function of potential enforcement. The second 

control variable that is consistently significant is whether or not London is the conventional safe 

haven for the country. Across all models, the dummy variable is significant at the 1% level. 

Figure 3.6 plots the predicted number of cases for when countries have 90 billionaires, 

distinguishing between whether London acts a safe haven or not. The results are stark. While at 

the extremes of both curves we again see virtually no predicted cases, but London acting as the 

primary safe haven leads to almost three times the number of predicted cases by country-year. 

The finding reaffirms the importance of offshore finance in leading to the use of foreign courts 

and should push IPE scholars to consider the political impacts of safe havens that goes beyond 

conventional tax avoidance.   

Robustness Checks 

I conduct six complementary sets of robustness checks that assess my choice of 

estimation strategy, proxies, regional effects, omitted variables, the effects of regime types 

(including authoritarian sub-types), and potential temporal dependence between observations. 

The core finding regarding the relationship between the balance of power and use of foreign 

courts remains generally unchanged. These results can be found in the Appendix.  
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Figure 3.6: Predicted Number of Cases depending on Offshore Haven 

 

Conclusions 
 

The British High Courts occupy a unique role in global governance. The expertise and 

independence of the judiciary, and the widespread role of English law, makes it the foremost 

global legal hub. While its broad jurisdictional grounds and mass of legal infrastructure 

developed to support disputes that arise from international trade, these very features allow 

individuals and businesses to sidestep their home judiciary to fight their domestic commercial 

conflicts abroad. Using the first dataset on extraterritorial litigation, based on public judgments 

in London from 1996-2015, this chapter set out to test my primary cross-country hypothesis 

linking the balance of power between the state and the plutocracy to the outsourcing of disputes. 

Plutocrats need to weigh the benefits of the rule of law that London provides against the potential 

costs of transparency that arise from a public, liberal legal process. I expect, and find consistent 

evidence, for an Inverted-U relationship between the balance of power and the count of cases 
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filed abroad. The dependent variable for the econometric analysis was the count of these cases by 

country-year, while I proxied for the balance of power using State Ownership of the Economy as 

calculated by the V-Dem project.  

Given that we likely have two types of zeroes in the data, and that I cannot observe all the 

disputes between plutocrats in a country, I used a zero-inflated negative binomial modeling 

strategy. A range of specifications, controlling for economic, institutional and functional factors 

influencing the use of foreign courts, provide support for my claims. The quadratic term for State 

Ownership was consistently negative and statistically significant, providing the first means of 

support. The turning points for the curves were well within the data range, while the Lind-

Mehlum test of the slope of the curve was consistently statistically significant.  

Importantly, the alternate functional hypotheses had little support when analyzed at the 

cross-country level. This is not to say that lack of rule of law or limited commercial law are not 

important factors in any individual case. Instead it highlights that they are insufficient to explain 

the cross-country patterns in extraterritorial litigation. At the same time, there was also 

substantial support for two of the key foundations of my theory – the rise of a global plutocracy 

and the importance of offshore safe havens.  

Assessing the Inverted-U claim involved coding over 6,000 different judgment and 8,000 

actor nationalities. I focus on London because it is the biggest play in the transnational legal 

market so most intra-country disputes that are filed abroad are heard in front of the British 

judiciary. While more than half of these judgments were domestic, British v. British cases, over 

40% were transnational, having a foreign element. IPE scholars have paid extremely limited 

attention to the role of domestic courts in global governance, so the dataset could open a host of 

new questions. For example, while we generally consider the international influence of the UK 
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as having waned – something that in theory should only reduce with an impending BREXIT – 

the spread of its domestic legal regime decades ago could still be paying dividends. Businesses 

from former colonies are still deeply familiar with English law, as it is the basis for their own 

system, yet many lack high capacity judiciaries at home. They may then still be choosing 

England as a seat of jurisdiction for their transnational battles, allowing the UK authorities to 

continue exercising control over the activity of its former formal subjects. 

The chapter presents detailed econometric support for the theory, but I cannot claim that 

these results are definitive. While I have taken a number of steps to assess the robustness of the 

findings and control for potential confounders, the models are based off observational data and 

may still suffer from omitted variable bias and endogeneity concerns. More critically, I have thus 

far provided limited evidence supporting the causal mechanisms behind transparency concerns 

and the prevalence of political conflict. The remaining empirical chapters seek to assess the 

causal factors driving extraterritorial litigation by comparing the dispute resolution strategies of 

Russian oligarchs over the past two and a half decades.  
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CHAPTER 4: CRACKS IN THE OLIGARCHY 

 

Russia in the 1990s is the chaotic archetype of state capture. After the collapse of the 

Soviet Union, the “new” Russian state implemented a radical social experiment: the mass 

introduction of capitalism and democracy in a country that lacked economic or political 

freedoms for the majority of the 20th century. From a functionalist perspective, the newly minted 

capitalists were ideal candidates to take their domestic economic disputes abroad. There were 

courts, but the state was weak and lacked capacity, leading cases to quickly turn into a fight for 

the highest bribe (Hendley 1997; A. C. Ledeneva and Ledeneva 1998; Pistor 1996). The business 

environment was awash with various forms of coercion and fraud, many of which would were 

not yet formally classified as crimes in Russia, but would have certainly been illegal under 

English law (Klebnikov 2000, 3).  

 Moreover, the emerging Russian plutocracy was quick to integrate into the international 

financial and legal networks that would give them the tools necessary to take disputes into 

foreign courts. Many began stashing away assets into offshore havens and property markets the 

moment the empire collapsed,34 while law firms from the city of London were some of the 

earliest businesses to set up shop in Moscow, recognizing the commercial void they could fill. In 

other words, dominant theories of extraterritorial litigation would expect Russian plutocrats of 

the ‘90s to storm the London judiciary to solve important commercial functions. But, as per 

 
34 For example, Chrystia Freeland (2000, 131) reports that “By the mid-1990s, red directors and kooperators were 
already salting away tens of millions of dollars In Swiss bank accounts; yet, like the rest of the Russian 
establishment, they had only the foggiest notion of how advanced capitalism worked.” 
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BAILII, no intra-Russian dispute came to judgment in London between 1995 and the year 

2000.35  

Boris Yeltsin, who lead the country through transition, delegated authority over much of 

the economy to the “young reformers” (Kotkin 2008; Klebnikov 2000; Shleifer and Treisman 

2001). A group of liberals in the classical sense, led by economists Anatoly Chubais and Yegor 

Gaidar, they were ready to spare no social or political cost to give Russia a functioning market 

economy. They first released the Soviet price control system, which quickly lead to 

hyperinflation, eating away the value of money and with it ordinary people’s savings. Foreign 

traders were subsidized, allowing them to reap huge arbitrage opportunities by selling natural 

resources on international markets. The initial privatization attempt via a voucher system, which 

granted all Russian citizens shares in the major state-owned enterprises, spiraled out of control as 

the overwhelming majority of people were unfamiliar with concepts of equity ownership. Too 

many traded vouchers that ended up being worth thousands for just a bottle of vodka. The 

reformers used negative interest rates to boost the creation of banking conglomerates that were 

already making huge profits by handling state accounts. Most notoriously, the primary 

privatization scheme, the loans-for-shares program, turned into a colossal corruption fueled 

process that enriched the burgeoning bankers (Shleifer and Treisman 2001; Goldman 2003).  

Taking a page from social science theory, the hope was that creating a vibrant capitalist 

class would safeguard democratic institutions, setting the stage for economic development and 

Russia’s integration into the post-cold war, liberal order (Freeland 2005). There were certainly 

some successes in creating the treasured market economy: “…In 1991, when the young 

reformers came into government, fewer than 1 in 10 Russians were employed by the private 

 
35 Based off data described in Chapter 2. This does not mean that plutocrats were not using English law or 
bargaining in the shadow of the English courts or arbitration. But they rarely went not go to judgment.  
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sector. Less than three years later, nearly two-thirds of the labour force worked in Russia’s 

14,000 private or partially privatized companies.” (Freeland 2005, 66). But the end result was a 

perversion. With a weak, confused state running the country, the market for goods and the 

market for coercion quickly integrated. Violence was a mainstay of everyday business 

transactions, and became the de facto method to resolve economic conflicts (Belokurova 2014; 

Gans-Morse 2017; Volkov 2016).  

The democratic institutions were the ones that suffered the most. The loans-for-shares 

program, as detailed later in the chapter, was engineered to permanently band the economically 

wealthy with the Yeltsin regime. Trading campaign funding for state property was seen as the 

only viable method to prevent a return to communism. “Mikhael Berger, a liberal Russian 

journalist who chronicled each twist and turn in the privatization programme, believed the young 

reformers’ guiding ethos could be summarized as in a catchy slogan – ‘Corruption for the sake of 

Democracy’. It is not an accidental trade-off, but a fully conscious pragmatic choice.’” (Freeland 

2005, 67).  

The result was the oft-repeated, if somewhat exaggerated (Treisman 2001), statistic about 

wealth concentration under Yeltsin – some 7 oligarchs apparently controlled close to 50% of the 

economy by the end of the decade. This radical inequality laid the groundwork for a politics 

dominated by the plutocracy, who took both law and policy into their own hands. As David 

Hoffman, who covered Russia for the Wall Street Journal and wrote the classic The Oligarchs, 

summarized:  

The very essence of the state – authority to set the rules of the game – was simply privatized by 
the new capitalism. The sequence was unmistakable: the wave of money came first, starting with 
early opportunities to sell oil and computers for super profits. The easy money was followed later 
by privatization of gigantic factories and natural resource treasures. Money and property 
invariably brought competition and conflict. And conflict needed a place to settle its dispute, but 
since the rules were still not drawn – the law not enforced, the courts not effective – the new 
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money and property interests created their own rules outside the law, using bribery and 
corruption, using violence and coercion, all of which could be easily purchased. The cycle was 
complete: money ruled. (Hoffman 2011, 235) 
 

Russia in the 1990s then saw virtually no intra-oligarch disputes fought in foreign courts 

despite a clear functional need for the rule of law. The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate how 

the structural conditions, and specifically the corrupt nature of state capture prevent legal 

outsourcing. It starts by delineating the development of the Russian plutocracy, highlighting how 

and why it is a clear example of state capture. The second section describes how violence and 

coercion were used to resolve disputes outside the foreign spotlight at a macro-level. Next, I turn 

to illustrating the growth and dispute resolution strategies of two oligarchs that came to define 

the world of state capture – Boris Berezovsky and Mikhail Khodorkovsky. My theory also 

expects that rather than using places like London to adjudicate conflicts, plutocrats should try to 

engage in private ordering and backroom deals, so the final section dives into such attempts and 

offenses by the key oligarchs while they controlled the state.    

 

Plutocratic Control  

Corruption as Wealth Creation 

Chrystia Freeland, now famous for representing Canada during the North American Free 

Trade Agreement renegotiations, covered Russia for the Financial Times through the ‘90s. She 

recognized the key differences between communism and capitalism is not about ownership but 

instead organization: “Western business schools tell their students that the secret of success is to 

know your customers. In the late Soviet Union, it was know your appartchiks (Freeland 2005, 

111).” After the imperial collapse, the importance of government connections only amplified (A. 

V. Ledeneva 2006; Safavian, Graham, and Gonzalez-Vega 2001; Varese 1997). With the 
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economy in tatters, and rules of private property still developing, the best bet at amassing a 

fortune was raiding government coffers. Many would go on to establish independent businesses, 

and take risks setting up new and productive trading ventures, but the one feature that united the 

individuals that would dominate the ‘90s market for commerce and politics was the ability to 

fleece the state. Boris Berezovsky, Vladimir Gusinsky, Mikhail Khodorkovsky, Vladimir 

Potanin, and the list goes on, all managed to de facto transfer state revenue and capital into their 

own hands to build up their initial wealth.  

The first common strategy was to set up a bank, take advantage of your government 

connections to get some big state accounts, and then use that as a capital base. As Khodorkovsky 

summarized, “‘Basically, we took money from the state, gave it to enterprises, and then took 

money from state enterprises and returned it to the state.’” (Hoffman 2011, 124). While such 

arbitrage can hardly be critiqued as a commercial strategy, and is crucial to a developing banking 

system, the second common strategy took on more illicit characteristics. The eventual plutocrats 

would seize management of a state-owned enterprise and then find creative ways to redirect the 

revenue streams into their own private bank accounts. More often than not, these accounts were 

held offshore as a mechanism for both tax evasion and political protection.  

While the country underwent a host of economic and political changes in the ‘90s, the 

importance of government connections remained like a crude communist addiction (Darden 

2008; A. Ledeneva 2001). But the new superrich weren’t complaining, and they hardly hid the 

facts. As media mogul Vladimir Gusinsky told Freeland:  

‘I cannot say I am an absolutely honest man, an example for everyone…Nor can any person who 
survived in this country before 1985, or who built great things after 1985. We all have things 
which we would not like to tell our children. As we say in Russia, the lucky child suckles on two 
mothers. There are people with whom you can establish relations and receive a lot.’ (Freeland 
2005, 140-141) 
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Loans for Shares 

But the graft of the early ‘90s paled in comparison to what ensued between 1995 and 

1997. The Russian state, led by Boris Yeltsin, had worked admirably to try to shore up the 

economy, but with a ballooning deficit and billions in international debt, they needed something 

drastic to ensure that they would not fall off a monetary cliff (Desai 2005; Gaidar 1997; McFaul 

1995). Vladimir Potanin devised the ultimate quid-pro-quo. One of the few eventual oligarchs to 

come from a highly ranked communist family background, Potanin was raking in millions 

through his financial activities centered around Oneximbank. But he had his sights set much 

higher. He wanted not just revenue streams, but permanent ownership over some of Russia’s 

most lucrative natural resources. Specifically, he wanted to capture Norilsk Nickel, a bastion of 

the Soviet Union that produced billions in revenue a year with enough smelting power to move 

global markets. To get his hands on the prize he came up with a scheme that is notoriously 

known as the loans-for-shares program, which till today constitutes the biggest transfer of public 

wealth into private hands. 

The Yeltsin government needed money (Shleifer and Treisman 2001) – the only 

individuals who had the kind of cash needed to stave off creditors were the emerging plutocrats. 

The plan was for the plutocrats to loan the government money using equity in major state-owned 

enterprises as collateral. None of the plutocrats involved expected to be paid back. Instead, the 

assumption was that the government would default on these domestic loans and the plutocrats 

would gain control of Russia’s most valuable economic resources at knock down prizes.  

Up to this point, the Russian superrich were constantly at each other throats, both 

metaphorically and physically. But loans-for-shares was one of the first instances in which they 

had collective class interests – only the wealthiest would be able to partake in the heist. They 
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were quick to take advantage of the feeble government that was ready to sell the long run future 

of the Russian economy to solve its short-run insolvency issues. As Freeland described:  

A core group committed to the plan quickly emerged. Perhaps surprisingly, that group quickly 
agreed on a rough and ready division of Russia’s most valuable companies. ‘We reached an 
agreement on who would take what. We agreed not to get in each others way,’ Nevzlin [the no.2 
at what would become Yukos] admitted. ‘In this respect there was an element of insider dealing’ 
Potanin would get the best company, Norilsk Nickel, because he had come up with the plan in 
the first place. Khodorkovsky would get Yukos, a huge Siberian oil company. Other smaller 
enterprises were earmarked for the more junior players. (Freeland 2005, 166) 
 

The process was expected to unfold in two stages. The plutocrats lend the money, and 

eventually the equity stakes in the major SOEs that the plutocrats had lent money against would 

be auctioned off. The initial goal was for the government to make substantial profits on the 

auctions that went well beyond the loan values. But, illustrating their control over the 

government apparatus, the plutocrats took a number of steps to ensure that they would be part of 

the sale of the century. First, after a lobbying onslaught lead by Khodorkovsky, the plutocrats 

managed to convince Anatoly Chubais and the Yeltsin government to ban foreigners from 

entering the auction. This ensured that only the handful of actors already involved in purchasing 

the government could duel it out themselves. Next, and even more importantly, the plutocrats 

were able to set the rules of the auctions themselves. Hoffman neatly summarizes the financial 

and legal trickery, cementing plutocratic economic and political control:  

In a key procedural twist, that enormously helped the tycoons rig the auctions, they were allowed 
to bid on their choice property while also being the auctioneer. For example, Menatep Bank was 
the official ‘organizer’ of the auction for Yukos as well as the chief suitor. This was a glaring 
conflict of interest but increasingly it was the businessmen who dictated the terms to the 
government and not the other way around. They picked the companies they wanted, they picked 
the terms, and they picked the outcome. (Hoffman 2011, 314) 
 
 The results of the auctions came as little surprise to anyone paying attention to the way 

the Yeltsin government and the young reformers began to bend to, as Boris Berezovsky 

frequently remarked, ‘big capital.’ “Khodorkovsky originally loaned the state $159 million for 
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the 45 percent stake [in Yukos] in 1995. A year later, he sold the stake to himself using a shell 

company, for $160.1 million. The state’s profit on the deal was almost zero. The state gained 

little more than it had in 1995, and Khodorkovsky got an oil company.” (Hoffman 2011, 362). 

Vladimir Potanin, the designer of the scheme had multiple coups through the process. He first 

loaned the government $179 million against 38% of the shares in Norilsk Nickel, buying it 

outright for $250 million. While there was a net gain, it was a pittance in comparison the 

company’s revenues. Potanin also sold himself 15% of the oil company Sidanco, for which he 

had given the government $130 million - but he bought the equity for $129.8. He did quickly 

cash out a profit by selling British Petroleum 10% for $171 million (Hoffman 2011, 362). The 

table below, from Paul Klebnikov (2000, 209), illustrates the massive gains plutocrats were able 

to capture by bailing out the Yeltsin government. Figure 4.1 visually represents the dramatic 

gains in market value. 

 

Table 4.1: The Six Most Expensive Loans-For-Shares Auctions  
(in Millions of U.S. Dollars) 

Company % Auctioned Auction Price 
(November-

December 1995) 

Market Cap 
Implied by 

auction price 

Market Cap on 
the Stock Market 
(August 1, 1997) 

Lukoil 5% 35 700 15,839 
Yukos 45% 159 353 6,214 
Surgut 40% 88 220 5,689 

Sidanco 51% 100 196 4,968 
Sibneft 51% 100 196 5,948 
Norilsk 51% (voting) 170 333 1,890 
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Figure 4.1: Market Capitalization of Major Firms 2 Years after Privatization 

 

Some of the companies would eventually be worth almost a 100-fold more than the prices 

paid during privatization. The plutocrats fortified their control of the economy, but the young 

reformers and Yeltsin did not completely sell out without a price. The liberals structured the 

program in a way such that the first stage – the loans – would occur in 1995, but the takeovers 

would only truly be complete in 1997. This was key to the regime’s political success with the 

presidential elections arriving in between, in 1996. Alexey Ulyukaev, a young reformer, 

summarized with the following, “’We gave them just one of the two keys [to the property]. They 

would receive the second key only after the election.’” (Freeland 2005, 173). It was a safety net, 

or the devil’s bargain depending on your vantage point, that the liberals made to safeguard the 
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market economy. With the economy broken, and many citizens yearning for a sense of order, 

Yeltsin’s re-election chances were slim. To fully reap their gains, and prevent the risk of 

expropriation, the plutocrats needed to vanquish a familiar foe – the resurgent communist party.  

 

Davos 

 The World Economic Forum at Davos is the central playground for the global plutocracy. 

Each year the majority of guests take private helicopters into the resort nestled away in the Swiss 

alps to discuss pressing topics like climate change and inequality, and all the irony is lost. In 

1996, Davos was the site of true collective action by Russia’s emerging economic elite. The 

events will quickly dispel any doubts about how effectively the plutocrats ended up controlling 

Russian politics.   

 Heading into Davos, the Yeltsin regime was at an all-time low – polls had the leader’s 

popularity in the single digits, while Gennady Zyuganov was leading a resurgent communist 

charge. The likes of Berezovsky and Potanin had been too busy working out the details of loans-

for-shares to fully appreciate the challenge in front of them, but Davos was a rude wake-up call. 

Rather than discuss Yeltsin, or the prospects for foreign investment in Russia, all international 

eyes were on Zyuganov and he knew how to work the crowd. “Even that stern arbiter of 

capitalist correctness, the Wall Street Journal, admiringly described Zyuganov’s Davos 

performance as a combination of ‘a bulldozer’s power and a prize-fighter’s balance’ and said he 

‘bedazzled the West.’” (Freeland 2005, 183). Hedge fund giant George Soros told Khodorkovsky 

that the they better ride their jets out of Russia in time, or they would risk losing much more 

(Freeland 2005, 184). 
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 Boris Berezovsky directed the charge to prevent that outcome. While at Davos he first 

went to see Vladimir Gusinsky who, as the next section details, was his biggest economic rival. 

Despite both literally shooting at each other within the previous two years, they managed to 

quickly bury the hatchet: 

 ‘We didn’t waste time finding a common language,’ Berezovsky recalled. ‘We both understood 
that the threat of a return to Communism required a joint counter-attack.’ Gusinsky recalled later 
that Berezovsky came to him and said, ‘I think it is time for a truce. The country is at a 
crossroads, to the left or to the right. These are not the elections, but almost a civil war- without 
shots being fired.’ (Hoffman 2011, 327) 
 

The next step was to bring the rest of the major economic players together, and by the 

end of Davos the group of seven - Berezovsky, Gusinsky, Khodorkovsky, Potanin, Vinogradov, 

Smolensky and Friedman-Aven – were united to keep Yeltsin in power. “Russian pundits even 

coined a new word to describe the seven…– the semibankrishcina, or the reign of the seven 

bankers, a reference to the semiboyarschina, the era in medieval Russian history when seven 

boyars presided over the country.” (Freeland 2005, 187).  

 Returning home, they managed to wrestle control of the beleaguered Yeltsin campaign 

apparatus. Appointing Anatoly Chubais as the head of the campaign, they imported a variety of 

western tactics and got Yeltsin looking the like the leader he was before the stress of an 

imploding country had turned him into a disconnected, distracted politician. Alexander 

Korzhakov, the head of Yeltsin’s security detail noted that, “‘The Yeltsin campaign was financed 

mostly by secret contributions from Russian banks and financial industrial groups, as well as 

individual businessmen...The campaign created a slush fund into which this money was dumped; 

no one accounted for it.’” (Klebnikov 2000, 221). But again the plutocrats couldn’t resist using 

their favorite enrichment tactic – state coffers:  

They did not use government money directly. Rather, with help from the campaign headquarters, 
they created a hidden scheme in which they obtained government bonds cheaply. The bonds 
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were deliberately sold to the tycoons’ banks at a deep discount. Then the banks could resell the 
bonds at a market price, raising quick cash, which they were then supposed to spend for 
campaign activities. How much they actually spent for Yeltsin and how much they pocketed will 
never be known. (Hoffman 2011, 349) 
 

  The type of war chest that the plutocrats possessed would have allowed them to buy an 

election in virtually any emerging democracy. On July 3rd 1996, Yeltsin won his re-election 

campaign, defeating Zyuganov by almost three-fold the number of votes. A few weeks earlier, 

Zyuganov’s popularity had been three times Yeltsin’s (Freeland 2005, 227). It ensured that 

individuals like Khodorkovsky would be able to fortify their economic gains, and there was little 

question left of who had the political power either. As Russian parliamentarian Grogroy 

Yavlinsky summarized, “‘The government that was formed was without any clear ideology. It 

was neither red, nor white, nor green. It was based solely on personal greed. You got a system 

that was corporatist, oligarchic, and based on monopolized property rights and semicriminal 

relationships.’” (Klebnikov 2000, 253). 

 

Guns over Gavels 

The previous section detailed the political and financial wizardry that created a 

foundation for the Russian plutocracy. These events led Joel Hellman (1998) to coin the term 

“state capture” while he studied the transition process across Eastern Europe. I expect that under 

such conditions, the transparency costs of extraterritorial litigation would be prohibitively high, 

as the risks of exposing corrupt behavior could unravel a beneficial domestic status quo. Instead, 

as I theorize, extralegal means become the dominant form of business and dispute resolution.   

Through the ‘90s, the Russian state continued to provide courts but lacked the capacity 

and political will to enforce the laws (Pistor 1996; Halverson 1996). The results were ravaging. 
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Parts of the country had a de facto free for all where rival business factions would send their 

armed guards to take over business assets from prior management – turning the gangsters into 

ordinary coercive management, issuing orders to their workers (Volkov 2016; Galeotti 1998). It 

was like something out of Gogol (Freeland 2005, 76). Violence quickly began to characterize 

business across the country as a way to resolve conflict in a relatively lawless system. As 

Freeland described:   

Just how fragile that sort of market economy was I discovered in 1993, on a trip to 
Yekaterinburg, the broad-shouldered, straight- talking capital of the Urals region which was 
Russia’s industrial heartland and Yeltsin’s home base. There I met Vladimir, a 36-year-old 
defense engineer turned computer importer, just the type of intelligent, energetic entrepreneur the 
New Russia needed if its capitalist revolution was to succeed. Sales were brisk and profits were 
high, Vladimir told me, but he didn’t think it would last. His dearest dream was to send his 
children to college in the United States. When I asked him why, he fished into his drawer and 
pulled out a gun. ‘This is how we enforce contracts here,’ he told me thumping the pistol on the 
table. ‘I don’t think that’s a very good way to build a stable business. (Freeland 2005, 21) 
 

The young reformers had imagined that the market forces driving a rapid shift to 

capitalism would leave little place for corrupt behavior. But by putting the market ahead of 

institution building, the opposite unfolded. Paul Klebnikov witnessed this happening across the 

country: 

Economic liberalization had led, not to black market operations evolving into legitimate 
business, but to newly incorporated business being sucked into the black market. Russia’s new 
businesses were pushed into the world of organized crime by the corruption of the government 
apparatus, which meant that commercial success was overwhelmingly dependent on political 
connections. Business were hampered by a crushing tax code – which impelled enterprises to 
conduct business off the books – and the absence of an effective legal system, which meant that 
contracts were unenforceable and debts uncollectible without the use of mob enforcers. 
(Klebnikov 2000, 30) 
 
 The state felt helpless. “I feel like a person sitting in a pile of shit with his hands and legs 

tied- he can smell everything, he can see everything, but he can’t do a damn thing,’ grumbled 

one Moscow detective.’” (Klebnikov 2000, 34). As has often occurred in countries lacking rule 

of law, we saw the void filled by private actors. But not the benign type that libertarian theorists 
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hope will develop and form when markets grow. Instead krysha took over (Varese 2001; Gans-

Morse 2012). The Russian phrase directly translates to ‘roof,’ and implies a person or business 

that has protection – political, economic or coercive – from someone higher up. Occasionally one 

would need to actually take action to illustrate it, but as with all deterrence, the best krysha never 

requires a gun to be shot (Mezrich 2016, 23). Ben Mezrich neatly summarized its importance: 

“In Russia, the walls didn’t hold up the roof; the roof kept the walls from falling in. Without a 

strong roof, no matter how lavish your house, it would eventually come down.” (Mezrich 2016, 

28).   

According to a report by the Ministry of Internal affairs close to 40% of private business, 

60% of state-owned companies and 85% of banks were connected to organized crime 

(Klebnikov 2000, 29). The statistics illustrate that mob ties and coercion were not restricted to 

ordinary businessmen, but instead formed a key part of the management and dispute resolution 

practices of the emerging plutocrats. While discussing the new plutocrats, one London-based 

lawyer, who spent significant time in Russia, said, “the ‘90s disputes were settled with 

Kalashnikovs.”  Undergirding his assessment was that the plutocrats hardly had a choice given 

the way business and the economy operated. Another lawyer noted that the rule of law was 

always going to be secondary given the structural political conditions: 

We’re talking about a period of historical and political instability, which meant that everything 
was up for grabs. They didn’t have time for the courts…and part of it is just how they got the 
assets...you didn’t have to litigate.36 
 

The notion that the corruption and criminality characterizing state capture prevented the 

use of foreign courts was echoed by a number of different lawyers I interviewed. More 

specifically, the way business, politics, and crime merged ensured that plutocrats would be 

 
36 Lawyer31, In Person, February 2018 
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unable to use foreign courts. The costs of transparency would be too high because “If you sue 

here [in London] you open yourself up to a counterclaim…if you’ve got skeletons in your closet 

they will also be found out.” 

Some directly pinpointed the costs from revealing the corruption: 

Look the anecdotal data suggests that people were using other, non-legal means for their 
disputes…there was a lot of money to be made and just like anywhere there is money the 
criminals start to get involved…and then they facilitate the settlements…you couldn’t go to court 
when that was a factor.37 
 

While others explicitly referenced a lack of state authority in diminishing the need for 

extraterritorial litigation:  

Frankly it was too early and lawless [to come to London] …they could find more expedient, 
coercive ways to get things done…they did not feel trapped by the state in the same way.38  
 
 To summarize the chapter thus far, in the lawless world of state capture criminality and 

corruption defined business. This was true for both everyday entrepreneurs and the growing 

Russian plutocracy. Such activity diminished the use of courts, both domestic and foreign, 

because of the potentially high costs of transparency. Violence and coercion became the standard 

means of resolving commercial conflicts. While the previous two sections provided a macro 

view of these developments, the next two sections provide a micro perspective by focusing on 

two of the primary plutocrats of the’90s.  

 

The Center of Attention  

The Rise  

Boris Abramovich Berezovsky was supposed to win a Nobel Prize. After earning a PhD 

in Applied Mathematics from the prestigious Moscow State University, he was singularly 

 
37 Lawyer30, In Person, February 2018 
38 Lawyer25, In Person, February 2018 
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focused on bringing glory to the Soviet Union, and himself, while running a lab at the Academy 

of Sciences for nearly a quarter of a decade. All that changed with Perestroika. As with all the 

eventual oligarchs, his start came through leveraging his government connections. He teamed up 

with state-owned car manufacturer Avtovaz, one of his clients at the Academy. While most 

Russians began to fear the passage of time, as hyperinflation corroded their savings, Berezovsky 

figured out how to profit off it. Ben Mezrich summarized the ingenuity:  

Double-and triple- digit inflation had turned every ruble into a rapidly leaking balloon, shrinking 
by the second. But Berezovsky had been able to turn this enemy to his advantage. He had come 
up with a scheme to take a large number of cars on consignment, paying the Red Directors only a 
nominal down payment, which, for the most part, they had happily pocketed. Then Berezovsky 
sold the cars through his various dealerships. After that he’d wait months – or even years – to 
make good on the balance of what he owed Avtovaz, letting inflation do its work…In short, 
Logovaz was earning more than six hindered percent profit on every car sold (Mezrich 2016, 14-
15). 
 
 Finding these arbitrage opportunities became key to Berezovsky’s success as he ventured 

into a variety of industries. Not only did he become a banker, he created the biggest financial 

Ponzi scheme of the era that netted him millions, and even gained him comparisons to a future 

US President. Next, he borrowed a page from his rivals, like Vladimir Potanin and Vladimir 

Gusinsky, by seizing control of the state-owned airline Aeroflot. Given that the airline was 

dealing with huge amounts of foreign currency, and lacked the real bureaucratic capacity to 

handle the accounts, Berezovsky and his lieutenants stepped in. They are accused of diverting the 

revenue streams from Aeroflot into their Swiss bank accounts at lightning speed.  

But to take him to real plutocrat status, Berezovsky recognized the need to go bigger. He 

needed to not only manage Kremlin property, but actually manage the Kremlin. While 

Berezovsky repeatedly tried to make inroads through Yeltsin’s security chief, Aleksandr 

Korzhakov, his breakthrough came via recognizing another business opportunity. “Yeltsin, fresh 

from the bloody battle with parliament in October, had written his second book of memoirs, 
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Zapiski Prezidenta (Notes of a President). Berezovsky, who had formed a useful friendship with 

Valentin Yumashev – the former journalist and trusted Yeltsin family friend who had ghosted the 

president’s first book of memoirs – offered to publish the work.” (Freeland 2005, 131). While 

sales of the book were unimpressive, it could not have hurt that Berezovsky managed to present 

an outright positive picture by apparently placing money, nominally from book sales, in 

Yeltsin’s offshore accounts.  

Berezovsky’s fortunes rose immediately, according Korzakhov, as detailed by his 

unofficial biographer and former Forbes journalist Paul Klebnikov:  

‘Through his access to Yeltsin, Berezovsky appropriated for himself a unique and leading role 
among the so-called oligarchs,’ Korzkhakov remembers. ‘In other words, he became the favorite 
of the president’s family. Berezovsky was constantly demonstrating his special relations with the 
Yeltsin family; he reminded people of his closeness to the president on any pretext. High 
government officials feared refusing Berezovsky, who insisted on specially favorable conditions 
for his own business.’ (Klebnikov 2000, 119) 
 

This exclusive treatment was still not enough to satisfy Berezovsky’s voracious appetite 

for control. With Yeltsin’s image struggling, and his ability to shape the public limited, 

Berezovsky went after the most politically valuable asset in any emerging democracy – the 

airwaves. Leveraging his good graces, he convinced Boris Yeltsin to hand over control of ORT, 

commonly referred to as Channel 1, the large state-owned TV channel. While there were 

lucrative advertising contracts attached to the station, which Berezovsky would eventually try to 

monopolize for himself, he was open about his larger ambitions. He told Klebnikov in 1996, “ I 

did not intend to make money with [Chanel 1]…I regarded it as an important source of political 

influence. All the subsequent events-especially the presidential elections-have confirmed that.’” 

(Klebnikov 2000, 147). He is referring to the way he ran, and re-elected, Yeltsin following 

Davos. 
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Nonetheless, Berezovsky still needed to ensure that ORT would not sink all his profits, 

and Roman Abramovich gave him an easy way to cover costs. An orphan from Siberia, he was 

exporting everything from toy dolls to oil, quickly marching toward plutocrat status. He met 

Berezovsky on a fellow oligarch’s yacht and proposed that the two of them get together to 

capitalize on the privatization frenzy. Specifically, Abramovich wanted to combine oil producer 

Noyabrskneftegaz and the Omsk Refinery to create a new oil major, Sibneft (Klebnikov 2000, 

195). Abramovich would take over the business side, but to make it all possible he needed 

Berezovsky to handle the political process. Berezovsky easily delivered and the two snatched up 

the company for $100 million in 1997. Abramovich eventually sold the company for $13 billion 

dollars a decade later. 

From the beginning, Berezovsky realized that the bandit capitalism he was running was 

always at risk of ending. He took a variety of steps to ensure that he would be maximizing profits 

while also creating a host of safety nets. Key to the latter was his ability to leverage the laws and 

rules of foreign jurisdictions. While setting up Logovaz, his car trading endeavor, he learned that 

a joint venture with a foreign entity would minimize his tax bill and allow him to keep his 

revenues hidden away. Paul Klebnikov detailed some of this early complexity, and explains that 

1992 was the start of a long relationship between Berezovsky and offshore finance:  

Forus Services had been established on February 13, 1992, by Boris Berezovsky (representing 
Logovaz), Nikolai Glushkov (representing Avtovaz), and the Swiss commodities trader Andre & 
Cie. Though all three founders almost certainly owned a large share of the company, the actual 
ownership structure of Forus was deliberately opaque. The Swiss company Forus Services S.A. 
was owned by Forus Holding (Luxembourg), which in turn was owned by the holders of bearer 
shares (including Anros S.A.). The owners of Forus, in other words, were insulated by at least 
two front companies – in vintage espionage terms these would be called ‘cutouts’ (the 
intermediaries insulating the spymaster from the spies he runs)….Officially Forus was a 
financial company trading currencies and organizing lines of credit and other financial operations 
for Russian companies abroad. It remained, however, very much an insiders’ club. Its main 
significance was not as a financial enterprise but as a holding company, owning the shares of 
some of the most important entities of Berezovsky’s growing empire. The first institution Forus 
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helped establish was Obyedinyonny Bank, registered in Moscow in 1992. Obeyedinyonny would 
eventually become the primary bank for both Avtovaz and Aeroflot. Despite such large corporate 
accounts and the impressive political support Berezovsky could muster, however, the bank 
remained a small, private affair. (Klebnikov 2000, 89) 
 
 Logovaz, Aeroflot, ORT, Sibneft, and their offshore connections, would eventually lay 

the groundwork for Berezovsky’s extraterritorial litigations. They were the keys to his economic 

and political success but eventually became a mix of political culpability and opportunity. 

Despite having the resources and the ability to access foreign courts in the ‘90s, Berezovsky’s 

corruption and business practices made extralegal means the preferred way to resolve economic 

disputes with fellow Russian businessmen.  

 

The Conflicts 

 Where Berezovsky went, controversy and, often, bullets followed. But when he got his 

start in the car industry it was already in the midst of a heated battle between rival Chechen and 

Slavic gangs. While Badri Patarkatsishvili, Boris’s long-term business partner and de facto 

brother, was the chef intermediary with the mob bosses, Berezovsky was regularly swept up in 

the violence. “After his car dealerships were attacked on three different occasions by heavily 

armed gunmen, he spent much of the winter of 1993-94 abroad. Refreshed from his travels, he 

returned to Moscow to find the mob war still raging. He was targeted almost immediately. The 

door of his apartment was booby trapped with a grenade. Fortunately, it failed to explode.” 

(Klebnikov 2000, 35). The car industry was one of the reasons why Moscow detectives found 

themselves feeling completely helpless. Come 1997, when the police were finally able to 

comprehensively look into Berezovsky’s partners, Avtovaz, they found evidence linking the 

company to sixty-five contract killings (Klebnikov 2000, 92).  
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 Berezovsky had to count himself lucky on numerous occasions. On June 7th 1994, he 

entered his chauffeured car outside the Logovaz headquarters, but the Mercedes only made it a 

few blocks. An Opel Sedan full of explosives had been left idly waiting for Berezovsky to pass 

and was detonated remotely. Berezovsky would suffer severe burns and barely made it out alive. 

His bodyguard ended up losing an eye. Berezovsky retreated to Switzerland, while the 

headquarters of his private Obyedinyonny Bank was bombed not long after. Who exactly ordered 

the hit was lost in the chaotic world of the ‘90s, but many assumed it had to be one of the rival 

gangs trying to force Berezovsky out of their car dealership market. One suspect was Sergei 

Timofeev, an apparent Moscow mobster, whose bank had recently been in a loan related dispute 

with Logovaz. Four months after the attack on Berezovsky, Timofeev was found dead in a car in 

central Moscow (Blake 2019, 45).  But Berezovsky eventually came to believe that the TV 

magnate Vladimir Gusinsky was behind the attack (Klebnikov 2000, 28).  

The car bombing was only one of a series of coercive events that characterized the 

biggest oligarch rivalry of the ‘90s. Vladimir Gusinsky was a former theater director turned 

mogul, who enriched himself by forming an alliance with Moscow Mayor Yuri Luzhkov. His 

Most Group pioneered many of the tactics that became part of political and economic strategy 

for the oligarchs. Berezovsky, to a certain degree actually owed his success to Gusinsky, as Paul 

Klebnikov observed: 

In many ways, the two men were the mirror images. Berezovsky in particular seemed to chart 
much of his business career by following Gusinsky. In 1989, when Gusinsky established a joint 
venture with an American firm, Berezovsky formed his own joint venture with the Italians. In 
1991, when Gusinsky established a bank, Berezovsky formed his own bank. When Gusinsky’s 
bank started handling Aeroflot’s account, Berezovsky took the account for himself. After 
Gusinsky started one of Russia’s leading newspapers, Berezovsky, too, bought a newspaper. 
When Gusinsky established a TV network, Berezovsky decided to have a TV network as well.  
(Klebnikov 2000, 148)  
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 In other words, Gusinsky and Berezovsky were constantly vying for control over the 

same slice of plutocratic pie. Berezovsky had little choice but to retaliate once he returned from 

Switzerland. Rather than go through any courts, he went to General Korzhakov. The head of 

Yeltsin’s security services claims that on numerous occasions, Berezovsky tried to convince him 

to organize the assassination of Gusinsky (Klebnikov 2000, 153). Berezovsky continued to claim 

that Gusinsky was a threat to Yeltsin’s work and all the efforts the three of them had put in to 

reforming the country.  

While these pleas failed, Berezovsky did manage to gain some retribution while the two 

tycoons were battling for control over Aeroflot. Going directly to Yeltsin, Berezovsky kept 

arguing that Gusinsky was teaming up with Luzkhov to take Yeltsin on. Matters only got worse 

for the tycoon when NTV’s coverage of the ongoing battles in Chechnya grew more negative. 

On December 2nd, 1994, Gusinsky found himself being followed by a group of men dressed in all 

black, faces covered, carrying automatic rifles. They chased his car from his home into the 

parking lot of his office building, Novy Arbat. Gusinsky tried to get his friends in the Moscow 

police to help, but it was to no avail as the officer who acted as his first brick of krysha was 

suddenly fired. Gusinsky, sitting in his penthouse office, watched for hours as the group roughed 

up his bodyguards in the parking lot. At one point, when Gusinsky’s driver refused to get out of 

the car, one of the men in black placed a grenade on top of the car.  

Gusinsky called in journalists, hoping cameras might dissuade his attackers but it only 

made matters worse. A second group of men dressed in the same nondescript attire, but with a 

larger set of guns, showed up and forced his bodyguards to lie face flat in the snow for hours. 

The men were sent by Korzhakov to de facto do Berezovsky’s bidding. The incident became 
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known as the “Faces in the Snow” fiasco, and Gusinsky fled to London to regroup.39 If he 

needed to, Berezovsky could have then filed a case against his media rival abroad, but 

Berezovsky had already gotten the better of him through his extralegal measures.  

All this stands in stark contrast to how the member of the Yeltsin “family” worked to 

protect his image. Much of this section relies of Paul Klebnikov’s semi-biographical book on 

Berezovsky, Godfather of the Kremlin. Klebnikov was the head of Forbes Russia and began to 

publish on Berezovsky’s growing economic and political influence. When a bombshell story on 

Berezosky was filed by Forbes, Berezovsky did not hesitate to actually go abroad for retribution. 

He filed a libel suit against the magazine in the London courts, illustrating that if he really 

needed to, Berezovsky could have found a way to turn his domestic disputes into extraterritorial 

litigations.  But he didn’t need to, nor could he politically afford to, once he captured the state:  

While many individuals contributed to Russia’s decline in the 1990s, Berezovsky exemplified 
the spirit of the era. No man was as versatile in negotiating the rapidly changing situation; with 
each new twist in Russia’s agonizing transition to a market economy, Berezovsky reinvented 
himself to profit from the change. And when he turned to politics, he dominated his peers. 
Having privatized vast stretches of Russian industry, Berezovsky privatized the state. (Klebnikov 
2000, 1) 
 

The Chosen One  

The Rise 

As a child Mikhail Khodorkovsky had his sights set on becoming a soviet factory 

manager. “He was so focused, so young, on that one goal that even in kindergarten the other 

children nicknamed him ‘director’, the Soviet equivalent of referring to a kid as ‘CEO.’” 

(Freeland 2005, 114). He joined the komsomol, the youth wing of the communist party, as a teen 

and was quickly viewed as the future of a changing party. David Hoffman reports that on 

 
39 The incident is covered in detail by a number of writers including Freeland (2000), Klebnikov (2000), and 
Hoffman (2001) 
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numerous occasions party bosses put their hands on Khodorkovsy’s shoulder, telling him that he 

would become their experimental capitalist. In Hoffman’s words, he “was anointed” (Hoffman 

2011, 101), and looking back at his success few could argue that he disappointed.  

While pursuing his degree in chemistry he worked his way up to the deputy head of the 

institute’s komsomol committee (Freeland 2005, 116). He expertly used this position to take 

advantage of the new opportunities created by Perestroika. First, along with well-connected class 

mate Alexei Golubovich, he set up a private café through the institute (Sixsmith 2010, 16). 

Claiming they were creating services to improve scientific research, they began to run IT 

services and sell computer parts for various Soviet ministries. It was unbelievably lucrative for 

the time – by 1987, they were working with most Soviet departments and their employee ranks 

had risen into the hundreds (Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009).  The use of these kooperatives 

were crucial to the rise of many Russian plutocrats. 

The capital and acumen they gained from their computer business left Khodorkovsky and 

his associates perfectly poised to set up Bank Menatep when Gorbachev liberalized the rules 

around banking licenses. Their success, and the fact that Khodorkovsky was living up to the 

capitalist hype, led to their group becoming key advisors during the transition. This created an 

even stronger position as they entered the lawless ‘90s. “It [advising the Russian prime minister 

in 1990] was also an immensely valuable experience, allowing Khodorkovsky and Nevzlin to 

acquire that most valuable of currencies: government contacts.” (Freeland 2005, 117).  

Taking a page from Gusinsky and Potanin this became the root of their success. In what 

Freeland called “the real Klondike” (Freeland 2005, 117), Khodokovsky and co. started 

managing the government’s finances including everything from basic servicing of former Soviet 

bank accounts to inter-department transfers. As Hoffman detailed, it was all a little too easy:  
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The bank [Menatep] thrived on a web of government lending programs, ranging from defense 
spending to food purchases; the Russian Finance Ministry was one of its major clients and loans 
for the state made up more than half of Menatep’s lending activity in 1995. The former Menatep 
vice president tried his hand at Western-style investment banking but later concluded, in 
frustration, that it was futile when the bank earned millions of dollars in profit for doing nothing 
as an ‘authorized’ bank. ‘There was just no point’ in the painstaking work of investment 
banking, he said, ‘when you could go have a banya session with your buddy at the Finance 
Ministry and they would put in $600 million. (Hoffman 2011, 23) 
 
 According to political scientist Richard Sakwa (2014, 10), “The relationship was largely 

one-way, with Mentap shaping government policy, while the nascent state had few levers with 

which to exert influence in the other direction.” The company became such effective government 

operators that they de facto created their own lobbying firm acting on behalf of its various 

clients. 

 When the young reformers began the voucher phase of privatization it was Menatep that 

stepped in, acting as buyer of last resort in addition to snapping up some serious bargains. Their 

portfolio grew to include “…textile mills, chemicals, metallurgy, glass, food processing, wood 

pulp and paper, fertilizers and oil. It was a risky process because no one was sure what 

conditions these industries were in – the Soviet way was never to open the books and to guard 

profit and loss figures as if they were national secrets – but Khodorkovsky and his partners took 

the risk.” (Sixsmith 2010, 31). Menatep slowly came to embody the diversified holding group 

that would come to characterize much of Russian capitalism (Johnson 1997).  

 Come 1995, Khodorkovsky’s economic and political resources already placed him in the 

elite of Russian society, inevitably making him one of the biggest beneficiaries of loans-for-

shares. He put in the work lobbying the Yeltsin administration and Chubais, securing the 

guarantee that no foreigners would be involved, and as a banking entity became responsible for 

the auction of the entire episode’s biggest prize – Yukos. The giant oil company had close 2% of 

the world’s oil reserves under its control.  
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Khodorkovsky and Menatep wound up paying $309 million for 78% of the company. By 

1997, it was trading at 30 times that value (Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009, 48). In one of their 

extraterritorial cases a decade later, the group valued itself at almost $100 billion. The process 

was not as smooth as many had expected, with rival oligarch groups putting in serious bids that 

were often disqualified on arbitrary technical grounds. Years later many oligarchs still viewed 

the acquisition of Yukos as the most corrupt privatization process, since some of 

Khodorkovsky’s rivals argued that the group had the audacity to use the government’s own 

money, which Bank Menatep held, to capture the oil company (Hoffman 2011, 317). 

 As is quite clear, government connections and political patronage was essential to 

Khodorkovsky’s early growth and eventual status as the richest man in Russia. These were facts 

that he and his business partners like Leonid Nevzlin rarely denied. As early as 1991, 

Khodorkovsky noted that his rise under the Soviet Union would not have been possible without 

his connections:  

‘All the ventures that were started at this time succeeded only if they were sponsored by or had 
strong connections with high-ranking people…It wasn’t the money but the patronage. At the 
time, you had to have political sponsorship.’(Hoffman 2011, 09)  
 

But more than arguably any other oligarch he perfected these methods. According to one 

preeminent Russian journalist of the ‘90s, “‘He was one of the first to understand the advantages 

of investments in government officials…Receptions for high-level guests at the bank’s country 

cottages on Rublevskoye Highway…would be returned in income a thousandfold.’” (Hoffman 

2011, 124). While Berezovsky targeted the top, Khodorkovsky recognized the value of a 

diversified political portfolio. The group believed they could survive through any administration 

because they had actively structured the company “…to parallel the government. Khodorkovsky 
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and his lieutenants all had direct lobbying links to key ministers, and their deputies to the deputy 

ministers.” (Hoffman 2011, 232).    

 Nonetheless, Khodorkovsky and Menatep took several steps to safeguard their wealth. 

They started advertising to the public in an apparent attempt to rake in new revenue, yet they had 

little desire for the new customers with the government accounts taking up their time and 

resources. The goal was to create a constituency as an additional form of political insurance 

(Hoffman 2011, 123). But in line with the other oligarchs, the meat of the protection strategy was 

offshore finance. There are reports that as early as 1990 Menatep was helping Soviet Directors 

stash their assets abroad. Gibraltar, the British Virgin Islands, Cyprus, Isle of Man all became 

key intermediaries in the everyday transactions. As David Hoffman details, the complexities we 

associate with Apple’s tax evasion in the 21st century were effectively at work in 

Khodorkovsky’s empire:    

In the early years of his banking career, Khodorkovsky built an offshore financial network. 
Menatep branched out to offshore havens in Switzerland, Gibraltar, the Caribbean, and other 
secretive locations where hundreds of millions of dollars could easily be hidden. When he 
obtained Yukos, Khodorkovsky moved his money into this offshore financial network. This was 
a common practice in the oil industry; oil was one of the most surefire methods to move wealth 
out of Russia. Whenever Yukos oil left Russia for abroad, it was sold through offshore trading 
companies that Khodorkovsky controlled. The oil wealth then accumulated outside of Russia, 
avoiding taxes and other risks inside the country. The offshore network was an ever rotating 
menu of odd names and places. One key component, for a while was Jurby Lake Ltd. on the Isle 
of Man, a well-known offshore tax havens in the United Kingdom. Jurby Lake was a group of oil 
trading companies that handled the Yukos exports and then deposited the earnings to other select 
companies controlled by Khodorkovsky and his partners, according to documents describing the 
structure and a former Menatep official who spoke to me about it. Menatep Bank had its own 
web of offshore links, such as Menatep Ltd. Gibraltar and Menatep Finance SA of Switzerland. 
Moreover, Khodorkovsky in 1994 purchased 20 percent of Balmet Group, a Geneva-based 
global investment management company with offices in Gibraltar, Cyprus, and the Isle of Man, 
and other financial centers catering to clients who wanted to avoid taxes and detection. (Hoffman 
2011, 447). 
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 Khodorkovsky perfected a host of political and economic strategies that made him one of 

the biggest beneficiaries of state capture. These were essential resources in his rise to the top of 

the Russian Forbes list. This type of wealth accumulation was inevitably accompanied by a host 

of business conflicts, yet despite his links into the international financial and legal system, he 

resorted to extralegal means to achieve his economic ends.  

 

The Conflicts 

 After Mikhail Khodorkovsky was expropriated by the Russian state in the mid-2000s, he 

became a symbol for the liberal opposition against the Putin regime. Many Russian observers 

still find this a startling, ironic shift. While few would deny that his eventual treatment in prison 

was illegal and excessive, according to some, a man with the type of corrupt past like 

Khodorkovsky personifying a new reform era is somewhat of a contradiction. A number of 

lawyers I spoke to echoed hesitation about discussing Yukos and Khodorkovsky in the expected 

glowing terms because they had no doubt that that the Menateo group had blood on their hands. 

As Bill Browder, the American investor who has himself become a strident political force 

against Putin put it:  

‘This wasn’t Mother Teresa versus Mike Tyson. There were two big tough guys at it with each 
other and one of them won. Putin won, Khodorkovsky lost, but it was a fair fight. He certainly 
didn’t deserve the pity of some type of political prisoner because all the things he did basically 
disallow him from claiming that.’ (Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009, 209)40 
 
 Over the course of consolidating Yukos, and building up Menatep, Khodorkovsky’s 

group encountered a number of different economic conflicts and opposition. A recurring theme 

was that these individuals would be bought off, find themselves coerced through kompromat and 

 
40 Browder’s tune has certainly changed since his own blacklisting by the Putin regime. For an informative, personal 
account of his rise, fall and anti-corruption efforts, see Browder (2015). 
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occasionally even go missing. Or we would simply see key documents or paper trails suddenly 

disappear. “For example, a truck carrying 607 boxes of Menatep Bank documents mysteriously 

plunged into the Dubna River on May 24, 1999. That was how things were done in Russia, a 

state where the rule of law had yet to be established and enforcing the securities law was a 

distant dream.” (Hoffman 2011, 452). As an analyst of the oil sector summarized: 

‘Basically, Yukos quite ruthlessly and effectively squeezed out minority shareholders from its 
various subsidiaries during the consolidation process. They used to call it greenmailing…There 
is no doubt that large amounts of blood were spilt. This is all absolutely off the record, but there 
are all kinds of tales – and untangling fact from friction is of course very difficult – but I think 
most people would accept that this went on sometimes at a local level. My impression of how the 
murders were planned is that they were not planned from above – somebody like Khodorkovsky 
was not actually giving a direct order.’ (Sixsmith 2010, 49) 
 
 During the investigations of Yukos in the 2000s, the Putin regime brought up dozens of 

deaths linked to the company and its staff. In one case against the head of Yukos’s security 

services, Russian prosecutors argued that two hitmen, a man and wife team, were sent to murder 

a business rival who had allegedly crossed the Yukos management team over a business deal. 

The murder was attempted but failed. Pichugin, the security head, is then alleged to have had the 

hitmen murdered, although no bodies and little corroborating evidence was uncovered (Sixsmith 

2010, 93). Martin Sixamith, author of one of the most detailed accounts of the entire Yukos 

affair, provides compelling evidence that this particular case could not have unfolded in the way 

the Russian authorities argued, but Yukos’s reputation and business dealings created the room 

for such political maneuvering.41  

 Other investigations involving Russian politicians cast a darker shadow over Yukos. The 

murder of Nefeteyugansk mayor, Vladimir Petukhov, is arguably the most controversial. Shot 

dead on Khodorkovsky’s 35th birthday, in 1998, Petukhov had been embroiled in a long-running 

 
41 For a detailed examination of the facts see Sakwa (2014, 114-117) 
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battle with Yukos over its tax payments (Sakwa 2014, 117). The company accounted for some 

70% of the oil-town’s revenues and had engaged in a variety of different payment mechanisms 

under the previous mayor including using property, promissory notes, and even delivering 

money directly to the government agencies to, in theory, minimize corruption (Sakwa 2014, 117-

119). Petukhov engaged in a variety of tactics to claw back money from Yukos, including an 

eight-day hunger strike. His conviction is hardly surprising – part of the impetus for him running 

for mayor was to pressure Yukos to pay back his private company that had become a large 

creditor of the local Yukos subsidiary. 

 Following his death more than 300,000 residents of the town marched against Yukos and 

almost stormed its local corporate offices (Sakwa 2014, 119).  The workers were already 

frustrated with Yukos having cut wages and jobs in the region as a function of the 

macroeconomic turmoil, and they had no doubt that Khodorkovsky was behind the killing. 

Petukhov’s wife would eventually testify stating that “‘I can think of no one else but 

Khodorkovsky who could have done it. There was no one else.’” (Sakwa 2014, 121). Yukos 

eventually argued that the killing was actually against their interest – it would interfere in an 

ongoing arbitration that they expected would resolve their tax issues with Nefteyugansk, and the 

reputational costs would be substantial (Sakwa 2014, 120).  

The same hitman that allegedly carried out the Petkhov attack was also at the center of a 

clash between Yevgeny Rybin and Yukos (Sakwa 2014, 121-122). Rybin, heading up an 

Austrian company’s Russia operations, survived two attempts on his life as he tried to recoup 

losses incurred when his company was collateral damage in a takeover by Yukos in 1997. The 

hitman’s confession, which became a key feature of the trials against Yukos, noted that the 

orders had come directly from Nevzlin who at the time sat on Yukos’s board of directors.  
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 Given that Khodorkovsky’s extraterritorial fights were directly with the Russian 

government, it’s worth further focusing on how he handled conflicts with government officials at 

the center of power. We’ve already discussed his ability to capture bureaucrats and politicians, 

but such skill also extended to the security services, who are generally considered Putin’s biggest 

backers.  As Hollingsworth and Lansley report, the close ties were almost an official position: 

…in testimony to the US Senate Banking and Financial Services Committee in 1999, which 
described a ‘KGB money-laundering operation with stolen funds that were passed through 
Khodorkovsky’s Menatep Bank as a KGB-controlled front firm. In effect, the committee was 
told the bank was being used by Kremlin insiders and top KGB officials as their paymaster. The 
reward for the oligarch was a large pot of gold, which one source described as ‘a platinum 
parachute,’ (Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009, 215)  
 
 Menatep did, however, eventually clash with the Russian bureaucracy in 1999. After the 

collapse of the ruble and economic crash in 1998, Yukos amassed millions in debt that it had no 

intention of paying back. Khodorkovsky, by now well-versed in using offshore structures to 

avoid paying his taxes, came up with an audacious plan to move the entire Yukos company 

offshore. The goal was to then leave the creditors and minority shareholders with a hollowed 

shell of a company while he and his directors turned Russia’s biggest company inside-out 

(Hoffman 2011, 453). It led to a series of a major scandals and fights with shareholders, most 

infamously with Kenneth Dart the American plutocrat.  

 Dmitri Vasiliev, the chairman of the Russian Securities Commission, watched on 

infuriated as Yukos insulted any notion of minority shareholder rights. He was adamant that they 

would not get away with it, and, after consulting with Chubais, announced a full investigation. 

Vasiliev was facing an uphill battle – going up against one of the most powerful companies in 

Russia particularly while his ministry was indebted to some of Yukos’s PR consultants (Hoffman 

2011, 453-454). Moreover, his office lacked substantial powers beyond blocking the registration 

and issuance of publicly traded equity. He initially tried to outsource the investigation by 
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encouraging the minority shareholders to file suits again the Khodorkovsky. Dart actually 

followed through across six different offshore courts (Hoffman 2011, 452). Notably there were 

no major, related Russian extraterritorial litigations.  

While this only worked to block some of the initial transfers, Vasiliev looked to then 

bring in enforcement from the rest of the Russian government. But the Fuel and Energy Ministry 

and a corrupt State Tax Service did nothing. The chairman then raised the ante by announcing a 

criminal investigation. Yukos shot back quickly. First, they started to publicize that Vasiliev was 

choosing a famous American speculator over them. Next, following the relatively tame 

announcement of the criminal investigation, Yukos filed a case in Russian courts accusing 

Vasiliev of slander - under Russian law this was a criminal offense (Hoffman 2011, 455). 

“…Vasiliev saw the criminal complaint for what it really was, a message. He would face 

interminable difficulties, interrogations, and who knows what else they could come up with. The 

prosecutor’s office was notoriously on the take...Rather than fight, a frustrated and discouraged 

Vasiliev resigned from the common on October 17 [, 1999].” (Hoffman 2011, 455-456). In the 

end, the creditors settled, and Khodorkovsky got complete control of the oil. In the captured 

‘90s, Khodorkovsky would always find a way to resolve his disputes without need to risk the 

exposure of Menatep’s or Yukos’s inner workings   

 

Limits to Private Ordering 

The violence and coercion that were used to resolve disputes took a substantial toll on 

Russia’s rising plutocracy. In line with my expectations, in a captured world the plutocrats tried 

to mitigate the costs themselves. There were several attempts to lay down an informal set of 

rules, or establish a form of private ordering, to facilitate dispute resolution and bring order to 
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their chaotic system. The Club on Sparrow Hills is arguably the most notable attempt. In 1994, at 

the insistence of Vasily Shaknovsky, an aide to Yuri Luzkhov who was witnessing the bloodshed 

firsthand in Moscow, a broad band of plutocrats assembled in a sprawling home in the historic 

Moscow residential neighborhood. The hill boasted a number of prestigious institute’s and at one 

point was home to the Moscow film industry (Hoffman 2011, 271). The scenes in the villa would 

have fit right into any mafia reboot. 

Khodorkovsky, Berezovsky, Potanin, Smolensky, and Vinogradov were all at the first 

meeting of the club, which took place in September 1994. They were joined by a host of other 

players with growing influence like Mikhail Friedman whose Alfa group was quickly turning 

him into a major economic force. Shakhanovsky had ambitious goals – he wanted bolshoi capital 

to recognize its collective interests, to start working together for the sake of the country rather 

than shooting each other (Hoffman 2011, 272). But the plutocrats lacked trust and before any 

major political projects, like the 1996 election, could come together, they needed to come to 

some agreement on what the actual rules were. The plutocrats even apparently drafted a charter: 

The essence was that they would not attack each other. They pledged not to bribe the law 
enforcement authorities to go after each other, or use newspapers and television to smear each 
other. At the time all of them were building their own private corporate armies and intelligence 
agencies for doing just that. Many of them had hired ex-KGB chiefs for the task. (Hoffman 2011, 
272) 
 
 The komporomat that these KGB officials were hired to collect was now supposed to be 

off limits. Vinogradov told Hoffman that he thinks these collective rules were broken the minute 

after the first meeting, yet the group continued to formally meet on a regular basis for a full year, 

and again for crisis clean-up after that. Regardless, the way these rules were broken forcefully 

came into public view only two years later when virtually all members of the club tried to reap 

the spoils of a paralyzed, recently re-elected Yeltsin. 
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Bankers War 

 Igor Malashenko pointed out one of the essential features of state capture in Russia: “It’s 

funny when people talk about the seven bankers ruling the country; they hate each other. They 

have conflicting interests. When they sit together, around the same table, you can feel the tension 

in the air.’” (Hoffman 2011, 376). While the plutocrats tried to establish rules to govern 

themselves, indiscretions would inevitably arise when real money was at stake, leading to feuds 

that none could take abroad given the corruption propping up their fiefdoms. As Freeland notes, 

the fight over the airwaves of Russia that unfolded in 1997 was almost logical from the vantage 

point of the informal system:  

The battle which set off the bankers’ war started for the same eternal reason that Cain killed Abel 
and Hitler marched on the Sudetenland: one of the oligarchs felt he was not getting his fair share 
of the loot. The aggrieved party in this case was Gusinsky, whose gripe just about made sense in 
the weird moral world of the oligarchs. Gusinsky had been shut out from the great bonanza of 
loans-for-shares. Yet, thanks to his television and newspaper empire, he had played a crucial role 
in the Davos Pact. When Yeltsin was re-elected, he felt he deserved to be rewarded on the same 
scale as the others. Sviazinvest dovetailed neatly with his media interests and would, Gusinsky 
felt, make the most appropriate prize. (Freeland 2005, 272)  
 
 Privatizing the telephone giant Sviazinvest was never going to be easy. Past attempts had 

failed because the directors of the disjointed network all commanded their own little areas, while 

the security services viewed the wires as an essential part of their territory. But Vladimir 

Gusinsky put in the work, lobbying the necessary directors for over a year before he took his 

proposal to the head of the property ministry, Alfred Kokh. Gusinsky knew this was a 

complicated, high capital operation so he brought in some juggernauts – Friedman’s Alfa Group 

and Credit Suisse First Boston were ready to finance any deal and the Spanish Telecom giants 

Telefonica were onboard to help run the enterprise (Hoffman 2011, 375). 

 But given the structural conditions at the time, Gusinsky knew it was only a matter of 

time before another oligarch tried to get in his way. It turned out to be Vladimir Potanin. 
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Gusinsky had always been skeptical of the Norilsk Nickel owner, who was now serving in 

government to nominally represent the plutocratic class’s interests.  Gusinsky tried to head off a 

challenge by having them agree with Kokh that Potanin would not be involved in any auction, 

which Gusinsky was now running, so long as Potanin was apparently serving the public. Yet 

Potanin quickly stepped down, and “…immediately announced that, on principle and for the sake 

of ‘the development of capitalism in the country’ he would not respect any ‘prearranged deals’ 

and would ‘compete with everyone, everywhere.’” (Freeland 2005, 264-265). Potanin built up 

his own impressive backers, including the investors Boris Jordan and George Soros, and 

Gusinsky was furious. Unsurprisingly the entire financial set up for a deal this big involved a 

web of offshore companies in places like Cyprus and the BVI (Hoffman 2011, 378).  

With tempers running high, the Kremlin tried to broker a deal to split the telephone 

company down the middle, but neither plutocrat was having it. The state was simply not strong 

enough, in a captured world, to force a settlement. Potanin offered to pay off Gusinsky with a 

deal in the hundred millions, stating that his consortium would even give Gusinsky the reins over 

the company, admitting that the former theater director was the only one who actually 

understood the business (Hoffman 2011, 379). It was immediately rejected: 

Gusinsky warned Potanin: ‘If you participate then everything that I know about your loans for 
shares auctions and all about your deals and relations will be made public after!’ It was an angry 
threat, typical of many that brought Gusinsky his share of enemies. (Hoffman 2011, 379-380)  
 
 As the date of the auction neared, Gusinsky still thought he was owed the company for 

his work on the re-election. Being in charge of the auction was another clear sign to him that the 

company was his for the taking – a logical extrapolation from the loans-for-shares phase. Potanin 

again tried to broker one last deal. The two of them, with Berezovsky tagging along as he tried to 
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live up to his “Godfather” anointment by Klebnikov, went to see Anatoly Chubais while he was 

on holiday in the South of France.  

Chubais’s reputation had been massively damaged by loans-for-shares. Spurred on by the 

true liberal reformer Boris Nemtsov, he was adamant that they were going to disband the system 

of state capture, and he flat out refused to deal with Gusinsky. The auction would proceed. To 

virtually everyone’s shock, Potanin and his group emerged victorious with a $1.87 billion bid. It 

topped Gusisny’s offer of $1.71 billion. The transaction was the biggest privatization return for 

the Russian state, and it appeared that the government was finally growing out of its plutocrat 

shackles. 

 Gusinsky was in shock and in fury. Berezovsky was even more alarmed as the political 

system he helped build looked like it might be changing:  

‘You cannot play according to one set of rules and then decide that from four o’clock tomorrow 
morning you are establishing a new set of rules,’ Berezovsky declared. ‘Chubais is trying to 
break the government and big capital. But big capital is the real support of the government.’ 
(Klebnikov 2000, 270) 
 

The results heightened the paranoia that Gusinsky had been feeling in the previous weeks 

– that Kokh and Chubais were in Potanin’s pocket. Gusinsky and Berezovsky then teamed up to 

see what allegations would stick. Rather than going to a domestic or foreign court to contest the 

privatization, they waged a war through the media.  

 The first shot was fired by Sergei Dorenko. One of Berezovsky’s media hitmen with a 

popular show airing on primetime, Dorenko accused Potanin of dirty dealing, labeling him a 

speculator ready to siphon off all of Russia’s profits abroad. Gusinsky brought in his media 

group, with his various newspapers speculating on where the money came from, labeling the 

young reformers like Nemtsov as the corruption at the root of the bandit capitalism they were 

nominally fighting.  
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 The real battle was waged through more conventional kompromot. Journalists started 

learning details about Kokh’s tax returns. He had filed a $100,000 advance for an apparently 

detailed book of the privatization process. This was a huge sum for the time that made its way 

from Servina Trading in Switzerland into Kokh’s accounts. “In early October, London’s 

Financial Times reported that the tiny company which paid Kokh’s $100,000 book advance had 

ties to Potanin’s Uneximbank: the link that Gusinsky had suspected. An official of Potanin’s 

Swiss affiliate, Banque Unexim (Suisse), had previously been a director at Servina Trading and 

commissioned the book.” (Hoffman 2011, 391). Over the coming weeks, a shaky video showing 

Kokh and Potanin in a hot tub in the Cote D’Azur soon after the Sviazinevest privatization 

surfaced. 

 Next the two media moguls went after Chubais. First attacking his dignity. It appears that 

Berezovsky penned an op-ed under a pseudonym that brought all the backroom dealing into the 

open. As Hoffman notes: 

Chubais, already a hated figure in Russian public opinion, was portrayed as darkly scheming and 
power hungry, ‘a cynical zealot,’ for whom ‘the ends justifies the means,’ whose mentality 
resembles that of Lenin.’ A ‘ferocious pragmatist who has placed his faith solely in revolutionary 
expediency.’ The author complimented Chubais for creating, during the election campaign, ‘ a 
closed-circuit oligarchic system, later nicknamed ‘the seven banks.’’ But now, the author said, 
Chubais was wrecking the group of seven bankers in order to build up Potanin alone as a 
‘privately owned supermonopoly.’ The essay had all the markings of an angry personal letter 
from Berezovsky, furious that Chubais had ruined his cozy club of oligarchs, his bolshoi capital 
operating system. ‘The ‘seven banks’ system could have become a normal market,’ the author 
said, ‘but Chubais decided otherwise.’ (Hoffman 2011, 388)  
 

Chubais only made matters worse for himself when he noted in an interview that he too 

was writing a book on privatization. He and his team received a total of $450,000 in advance 

(Hoffman 2011, 393). There is much debate on where the money came from, but the evidence 

suggests that it came via a publisher that Potanin’s bank had recently bought. But the payoff 

seemed to have been directed to the slush fund the oligarchs had set up during the 1996 
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campaign, rather than to Chubais and co. directly. The story that it was a bribe for the 

privatization continued to dominate airwaves and eventually Chubais was relieved from his 

government post. Kokh had gone into the private sector but lost all his credibility.  

Sviazinvest was arguably the worst investment of Potanin’s career. He couldn’t even get 

his hands on the company as the second stage fell through amidst the chaos. Soros also admitted 

it was his worst investment. One deal was enough to wreck the emerging political leadership and 

handicap a number of their plutocrats. As Chubais complained to Hoffman:  

‘The major players on my team being investigated. Enormous numbers of telephone calls are 
bugged. My closest relatives are being investigated…My son is constantly being followed. And 
much else is happening nonstop. What has yet to be done? I haven’t been shot.’ (Hoffman 2011, 
396)   
 
 While the plutocrats tried to govern themselves, the economic stakes and the lack of real 

authority, led to an all-out war between the most powerful private players. This happened only a 

few months after all involved were united in their pursuit to re-elect Yeltsin. Despite the fact that 

the individuals could have found multiple potential logics to have a case heard in a foreign court, 

the dispute instead played out through the domestic press. One of the biggest advantages of this 

approach is that it was asymmetric – the de facto claimants, Berezovsky and Gusinsky ran the 

media. They were never subject to any cross examination and were left to stretch the truth as a 

weapon against their rivals through their privately-owned airwaves.  

 

Conclusions  

Lack of rule of law and limited commercial law are considered the key drivers of 

extraterritorial litigation. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia in the 1990s epitomized 

the need for such functional forum shopping. In this chapter, I show that while this need 

persisted, the nature of business and politics under a captured state mitigated the use of foreign 
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courts – corruption and coercion were far too common to put a case in front of the foreign 

spotlight. 

The plutocrats, or oligarchs, that came to run the country began building their wealth 

through the currency of government connections. They were quick to stash their assets abroad, 

and avoid paying taxes, by integrating into the offshore financial and legal networks that would 

allow them to take cases abroad. Many fortified their positions as the elite of the elite through the 

loans-for-shares program that should not only be considered the economic sale of the century, 

but also the political sale of the century. It left the Yeltsin government and the young reformers 

even more indebted to the handful of individuals who came together at a Swiss resort to ensure a 

beneficial oligarchic system.  

The degree of wealth concentration was astounding. According to work done by Boone 

and Rodionov, by the end of the decade 12 companies had revenues greater than the entire 

federal budget, with eight oligarch groups accounting for some 85% of the revenues of the 

biggest 64 companies (Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009, 59). Virtually all of these individuals 

seemed to have strong links to the criminal underworld, which served as their original 

mechanism for dispute resolution. With rare exceptions, like Yeltsin’s re-election, the 

relationships between the economic wealthy was adversarial and dominated by paranoia. 

Chrystia Freeland once wrote that, “The rich have always been different from you and me, but in 

Russia the biggest difference was that they were more scared, they were always looking for the 

emergency exits.” (Freeland 2005, 106). Few could blame them given the frequency with which 

their lives were threatened.  

The examples of Berezovsky and Khodorkovsky detail how individuals can come to 

dominate the political scene and turn it into even greater economic gains. Moreover, they further 
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indicate how violence and corruption were their own routes to resolving disputes even when 

individuals could logically gain access to foreign courts. Berezovsky repeatedly tried to get rid of 

his eventual partner Vladimir Gusinsky, while crimes plague Yukos’s past even as they now 

rightfully serve as a symbol against the Putin regime. Lacking real state dictated rules, the 

plutocrats inevitably tried to set up their own informal system of governance, but the plutocrats 

were ever ready to undercut the institutions for individual economic gain.  
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CHAPTER 5: POLITICAL CONTESTATION AND EXTRATERRITORIAL 
LITIGATION 

 
 
London proved the perfect playground for superrich Russians on the run from Putin’s regime. Its 
booming banks and skyrocketing property market gave them a safe place to stash the money they 
had looted during the smash-and-grab post-Communist era, while its opulent hotels, luxury 
department stores, and star-studded nightclubs made for appealing places to spend it. England 
was a land where both an ill-gotten fortune and a tarnished reputation could be laundered to 
look as white as a sheet in a flash. Its world-class lawyers and accountants were on hand to help 
siphon cash safely out of Moscow and into respectable-looking UK companies via opaque 
offshore structures. Its estate agents were ready to hand over the keys to the country’s most 
prestigious addresses without asking too many questions, and its lacquered PR gurus flocked to 
polish away any lingering reputational taint from the mucky business of getting rich in Russia. – 
Heidi Blake (2019, 14)  
 
 
 Soon after Yeltsin left office in 1999 there was a sharp increase in Russian extraterritorial 

litigations. There were over thirty disputes at the London Commercial Court and the Chancery 

division over the next decade and half.42 So prevalent were the oligarch and state-owned battles 

that apparently “at one point there was even a Russian rate,” at the major British law firms.43 

Conventional functional theories would struggle to explain the divergence, particularly with 

many of the domestic “push” factors improving. The Russian courts were still generally 

considered as lacking real commercial expertise but with more time and experience judges were 

developing the necessary legal capacity (Hendley 2004). The efficiency of the courts was now 

quite dramatic with many lawyers claiming that the Russian legal system was far quicker than 

what you could find in places like the US and the UK.  

Moreover, corruption in the judiciary made many strides forward. As scholars like Jordan 

Gans-Morse (2017) have shown, beginning in the 2000s, Russian business actually began to turn 

to the domestic courts on a regular basis, in part due to increased demand and the improvement 

 
42 Based off data on public judgments described in Chapter 3 
43 Lawyer15, In Person, January 2018 
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in institutional strength (Frye 2002b; Hendley 2009). One London based lawyer with years of 

experience with Russia said that “…if the Kremlin has nothing to do with it, its direct interests 

are not involved, then you can get a really fair trial [in Russia].”44 While the quote suggests that 

business could get justice at home, it also signals why we saw the wave of extraterritorial 

litigations. The majority of disputes that found their way to London involved not just commerce 

but politics. “It all began with Putin,”45 summarized a lawyer at a major London firm.  

At the time of writing, Vladimir Putin has been in power for two decades. When elected 

few insiders foresaw the way he would reshape both Russian politics and Russian society. He 

was supposed to help continue the burgeoning system of capture but, buoyed by public 

popularity and resurgent oil prices, he was armed with the tools to take on the oligarchy (Colton 

and McFaul 2003; Rutland 2000). He hardly hid his ambitions once he officially came into 

power. As he told Chrystia Freeland (2000, 326): 

Those who have made money shouldn’t control society…the oligarchs must not, and have no 
right to influence government decisions. If somebody doesn’t like this, if somebody got used to 
anarchy, I am sorry, but they will have to agree with the new rules.  
 
 His rise then ushered in a shift from sate capture to a world that I label contestation, 

where a relatively powerful state and an independently wealthy plutocracy both exist. I argue 

that this gives rise to a commitment problem as the state and the plutocracy cannot trust each 

other, which results in political clashes. Some of these clashes then play out as economic 

conflicts in the foreign courtrooms of London and New York. Given the size of the claims in 

many of the disputes, these cases have the potential to rearrange who has control within the 

home political system. Even if no money is forced to change hands, the public process can 

 
44 Lawyer7, In Person, January 2018 
45 Lawyer23, In Person, January 2018 
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expose the corruption and coercion that frequently characterizes both commerce and politics in 

emerging markets. The primary purpose of this chapter is to illustrate how these dynamics 

unfold.  

The chapter generally follows the same structure as the previous one on state capture. I 

start by delineating how Putin came to power and how it led to political contestation. The next 

section provides a macro view of why we then saw intra-Russian cases begin to be heard in 

London, relying heavily on the interviews I conducted with 60 corporate lawyers that work with 

Russian clients. The third and fourth sections continue the within case-analysis at the micro-level 

by diving deeper into the political and economic conflicts of Boris Berezovsky and Mikhail 

Khodorkovsky. We see how the threat they posed to the Russian state led to clashes between the 

plutocrats and the Kremlin. Foreign courts became the only way to get their money back, 

especially as they were unencumbered by the potential costs of transparency since they were in 

exile and in prison, respectively.  

 

From Capture to Contestation46 

In line with most dictators, Vladimir Putin’s rise has become like folklore. A schoolyard 

bully growing up, Putin found salvation and discipline through the noble sport of judo. In 1975, 

he joined the KGB at the height of the Cold War with the expectation that such service would 

bring him much needed status and stability. A relatively unremarkable recruit, he did not turn 

into one of the spies he admired as a child. Instead, he found himself stationed in a run-of-the-

mill outpost in East Germany as the Soviet Union disintegrated. When the KGB eventually tried 

 
46 This section summarizes the rise of Putin drawing on a number of important academic and journalistic texts 
including Dawisha (2015), Gessen (2013), Goldman (2008), Sakwa (2007), Mezrich (2016), Myers (2015), and 
Zygar (2016) 
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to remove Yeltsin during a coup in 1991, an oft repeated quote is that Putin immediately 

resigned from the security services. He, apparently, firmly stood on the side of the democrats. 

On returning to Russia, Putin went home to St. Petersburg and joined up with his former 

professor Anatoly Sobchak who was serving as mayor of the city. He held a series of positions 

during his time with Sobhack, including head of external relations in charge of foreign 

investment and developing new commercial ventures. The mayor’s office was notoriously 

corrupt, and Putin would find himself regularly ensnared in crises of his own doing. Within his 

first year there was an investigation into his dealings that apparently included siphoning off 

almost $100 million for his cabal.  

Once Sobchak lost the mayor’s office, Putin moved onto the Moscow political scene. 

Over various stints in the Yeltsin government, he built up a reputation as a by-the-book, direct, 

loyal lieutenant who would find a way to get difficult jobs done. Almost like a no-nonsense fixer. 

His labor came to fruition as he was named the head of the Federal Security Service, the FSB 

which took the KGB’s place, in 1998. The move was a result of Yeltsin and the family searching 

for someone they believed would keep the administration, rather than the security services, at 

heart. 

The cycle repeated only a few months later. Following the economic crash of 1998, and 

the ever-growing inequality, Yeltsin’s popularity was at another low point. Term limited, the 

family needed to start thinking about an exit strategy that would provide them safety from 

prosecution and ensure the continuity of a system that would still enrich them. They needed 

someone who could win popular support by appearing to be independent of the status quo while 

still remaining a malleable, controllable political figure. They needed, as Masha Gessen (2013) 

titled her Putin biography, a man without a face. Yeltsin was going through Prime Minister after 
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Prime Minister, and it was during these heated weeks that Boris Berezovsky apparently 

suggested Putin would be the ideal fill-in. A few conversations with Yeltsin later, on August 9th, 

1999, Putin was named the de facto successor.  

But making the move from Prime Minister to President was not going to be 

straightforward. Putin was chosen partly because he was an unknown, but that also meant that he 

had no name recognition as a politician. Moreover, unlike in 1996, there was no communist 

threat that Berezovsky and the family could leverage. The oligarchs were split on how the system 

needed to evolve to suit their needs – Vladimir Gusinsky cut loose and teamed up with longtime 

patron Yuri Luzhkov who had been running Moscow for close to a decade. The stage was set for 

another heated Berezovsky-Gusinsky battle with numerous other oligarchs aligning themselves 

with the two different factions.  

But Putin and the family were lent a major electoral boost from one of the city’s greatest 

tragedies. Over the first two weeks of September, a series of apartment explosions across 

different neighborhoods of the city lead to 293 deaths and over 1,000 injuries. Moscow was yet 

again in a state of chaos and paranoia, with the government quickly blaming Chechen terrorists. 

Putin, as Prime Minister, took over and through a message of law, order, and revenge became the 

face of the fight back.  

It was during this episode that Berezovsky felt most vindicated over his decision to lobby 

for the KGB agent. Gessen recounts one of her interactions with a Moscow veteran journalist, 

that illustrate some of the signals Berezovsky was ignoring: 

‘Berezovsky would keep calling me and asking, ‘Isn’t he fucking amazing?,’ she [Natalia 
Gevorkyan, a celebrated reporter at Moscow News] told me years later. ‘I would say, ‘Borya your 
problem is, you have never known a KGB colonel. He is not fucking amazing. He is perfectly 
ordinary.’ (Gessen 2013, 32) 
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Overseeing the second Chechen war, and repeatedly exclaiming its barbarity, Putin 

quickly ascended in the polls. The United Russia Party that was formed to de facto support the 

prime minister took home a majority in December’s Duma elections (Colton and McFaul 2000). 

The origins of the apartment bombing are still hotly debated with a large body of credible 

evidence indicating that the FSB were responsible for the attack. 

The rally-around-the-flag effect was not enough to put the Yeltsin family at ease. To 

cement Putin’s position, Yeltsin shocked Russia by announcing his abdication of the presidency 

on New Year’s Eve. It made Putin acting president, and given the rules of the Russian 

constitution, moved the election up. Blindsiding the other contenders, Putin was officially 

elected as President in March, comfortably winning with 53% of the vote.  

Putin was more popular than even Berezovsky imagined. The economy had begun to 

rebound, buoyed by a recovery in oil and natural resource prices.47 Putin also had the support 

base of the siloviki, the security services, that virtually no Russian leader had enjoyed in multiple 

decades. In other words, the timing put Putin on a path to reassert the Russian state’s authority 

over the new plutocracy that was managing the economic and political system.  As Sakwa 

summarized (2014, 44), “A new model of political economy was to emerge in which the notion 

of an ‘oligarch’ as a politically independent entrepreneur was to become anachronistic. Putin’s 

attempts to restructure Russian political economy signaled a sea change in the legal 

environment.” 

The Russian state was quickly put into gear. The first target was Vladimir Gusinsky. Not 

only had Gusinsky sided with Luzhkov and his running mate Primakov prior to the election, his 

NTV media station had also started looking into events that Putin did not want investigated. 

 
47 Between 1996 and 2006, Russian state revenue from oil increased tenfold from $14 billion to $140 billion (Sakwa 
2014, 33) 
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Shortly after the apartment bombings, NTV was the only station to thoroughly investigate the 

rumors surrounding the FSB’s role in the terror attack. They even suggested that Putin’s hand 

was at play. Within a few weeks of the new administration, Gusinsky was under investigation for 

embezzlement.48  

Gusinsky was swiftly thrown behind bars and given an ultimatum: give up control over 

NTV or stay in prison. Gusinsky was left with little choice but to sell Media Most to Gazprom 

for $300 million. The most popular news channel and one of the biggest banking groups was 

going to be transferred over to state control at a valuation that would resemble the stealing during 

loans for shares, which, ironically Gusinsky did not even participate in. Some went as far as to 

call the affair “loans for freedom.”   

The battle was not as smooth as Putin and his colleagues had hoped. They faced 

resistance from both domestic and transnational sources. As Gessen wrote:  

Soon enough, this kind of takeover of private business large and small would become 
commonplace. But the system Boris Yeltsin had left behind was not quite ready to accommodate 
‘state racketeering.’ Yeltsin’s successive governments had not succeeded in turning the Russian 
courts into a functioning justice system, but they had succeeded in planting the seeds of ambition 
in them. Now these courts, mostly at the lower levels, would refuse some of Gazprom’s claims 
with one city court even throwing out the case against Gusinsky altogether. In the end, it took the 
state monopoly almost a year to gain control of Gusinsky’s media empire. (Gessen 2013, 164) 
 

Gusinsky also tried to repudiate the deal claiming it was under duress once he left Russia, 

fleeing to his mansion in Spain. But Alfred Kokh, the new head of Gazprom’s media arm that 

took over Most, went all out. With the help of the prosecutor general’s office he got an Interpol 

red notice and sought extradition. Gusinsky was forced to relent and pay, but he did end up 

making a claim against the Russian state through the European Court of Human Rights. The 

episode could be considered another microcosm of my argument. 

 
48 For detailed examinations of the media under Putin see Gehlbach (2010), Kagarlitsky (2002), and Ostrovsky 
(2017). 
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Putin ensured that Gusinsky would be a clear warning shot for the rest of the plutocrats. 

On July 28th, 2000, he sent invites to all the leading businessmen for a meeting that is now 

infamous in Russia. Putin simply stated that the plutocrats were done with politics. They would 

be allowed to keep their ill-gotten gains as long as they did not cross into Putin’s territory. One 

invitee said, “‘It was more like a gathering ordered by Don Corleone than a meeting summoned 

by a leader of the Western world.’” (Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009, 66). The resurgent state 

was trying to stave off the costly fights that stem from contestation.  

Nonetheless, Putin continued to deny that he had anything to do with Gusinsky’s legal 

troubles. Yet, anytime he was questioned about the cases, he seemed to be aware of every detail. 

In David Hoffman’s words, “He had his hands on the hangman’s noose now being strung around 

Gusinsky’s neck.” (Hoffman, 479). The new structure of business-government relations was 

neatly summarized by Putin himself during an interview with French newspaper Le Figaro:  

Generally, I don’t think that the state and the businessmen are natural enemies. Rather, the state 
has a cudgel in its hands that you use to hit just once, but on the head. We haven’t used this 
cudgel yet. We’ve just brandished it, which is enough to keep someone’s attention. The day we 
get really angry, we will not hesitate to use it. It is inadmissible to blackmail the state. If 
necessary, we will destroy those instruments that allow this blackmail. (Mezrich 2016, 173). 
 
 The changes in the economy, and the simultaneous election of a new leader, had turned 

Russia from a stage of plutocratic capture into political contestation. The fight with Gusinsky 

was an attempt by the state to lay down a new set of rules. But given the power balance we saw 

many more unfold over the coming decade. The former theater director was a powerful actor, but 

his saga has now become a footnote compared to other plutocrat-state battles, particularly as 

many became public consumption when they unfolded in foreign courtrooms.  
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Why (Some Economic) Disputes Migrated to London 

Putin’s reign can then be understood as a fine balancing act. The Russian state has 

increasingly grown in power but in the presence of a large, independently wealthy plutocracy, 

there is constant tension between who really has control. I argue that these dynamics have led to 

political clashes as plutocrats and the state both try to assert their authority. The losers that are 

forced to exit only really have one option to get their money back – taking the dispute abroad. 

Having exited the political game, their fear about the transparency costs diminish, and without 

equitable access to courts at home, extraterritorial litigation becomes their last resort.  

The majority of the interviews I conducted started the same way. When asked about why 

Russians end up bringing disputes to London, lawyers would rattle off a list of the functional 

factors: “It’s the flexibility.” “Our judiciary is unrivaled.” “The Russian courts cannot compare.” 

Although a handful participants were adamant that the functional features were all that mattered, 

it would generally only be a few minutes before lawyers brought up the political structure, and 

the plutocracy having a target on its back, as primary features. One lawyer who worked on 

several major extraterritorial litigations said that, “People here often have a snowy idea for why 

this happens like independent judiciary and quality of judges…but that’s really a tiny aspect… 

Necessity is the mother of invention.”49 In a similar vein, another lawyer told me to disregard the 

first fifteen minutes of our conversation – that is when we discussed the functional features. He 

noted that “These are well rehearsed conversations we have in the pub and in the boardroom.”50  

 

 

 

 
49 Lawyer39, In Person, February 2018 
50 Lawyer15, In Person, January 2018 
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It Starts with Mr. P 

 The recurring theme was that once Yeltsin left office, life for the plutocrats became more 

politically tenuous. “It’s only since Putin came to power that they [plutocrats/oligarchs] started to 

fear and seek safety…before Putin it was chaotic…after Putin it’s more dangerous…people start 

thinking I need a plan B.”51 These new conditions, according to several lawyers, are why we saw 

such a large new presence of Russians moving to London, most of which was not by choice. In 

the words of an established lawyer in London, “…it’s the boom of the oligarchs, and then 

eventually moving away and having disputes…it’s about the movement of the high net worth 

individuals.”52  

 Precisely because most of these individuals were forced out, or simply feared too much 

for their lives in Russia, the British judiciary became their only reprieve. “In the 2000s you get a 

lot of people fleeing to London, and then a lot are here on asylum so they obviously can’t get a 

hearing in Russia.”53 “For many, it’s the first and last one [option].”54 A frequent advisor to 

Russian corporates noted that the movement of people, triggered by the political contestation, led 

directly to the extraterritorial litigations:  

I feel that probably a lot depends on the cost to the claimant and they were now living outside of 
Russia. They are refugees from Russia, they’ve escaped, and they were also using outside 
counsel. There are a number of cases initiated outside of Russia which should certainly come to 
Russia but land up in the UK.55 
 
 A lawyer who has worked with a number of oligarchs echoed my argument. The 

contestation explains the shift in litigation behavior between the ‘90s and the 2000s:  “Honestly, 
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it’s because they hadn’t fallen out at that point. Then it’s dominoes.”56 Another lawyer went even 

further, stating that the London battles would have been handled in a private, back room fashion 

if the political structure had not shifted:  

...and then there’s the change at the top….a lot of the cases have to do with what happened with 
Yeltsin and the traders that made off…these are arguments between two people who should have 
never had anything to do with the assets in the first place…I really think that if Yeltsin had 
stayed in power…there would have been an internal system devised to resolve all this.57 
 
 
One Piece of a Bigger Political Puzzle 

 A recurring point in the interviews was that extraterritorial litigation should not be 

viewed in isolation. As I argue, the cases are often a function of a political clash, and need to be 

considered as a struggle over control in Russia: 

Litigation is only ever one aspect of a bigger more complex situation. It’s always 
political…always layers of commercial decision, and the lawyers don’t usually find out…these 
are sophisticated, robust operators.58  
 
Then there’s the nature of the disputes. They are strategic. They are not about the person or the 
assets. It’s got a bigger scope… They [Russian clients] are some of the most strategic people. I 
know I’m not getting the full picture. There’s the bit you know, the bit you don’t know, and the 
bit you can’t know.59 
 

Crucially extraterritorial litigation is often the only option that losers of the clash have 

left. Foreign courts become the mechanism that they can use to try to regain economic and 

political power:  

It’s part of a game in a globalized world where the traditional players who don’t have power but 
were once thought to have power.60 
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This [extraterritorial litigation] happens when someone’s back is against the wall…they are left 
with no choice...it’s a way to fight back against what’s happening to you at home.61 
 

As I argue, it is because of these political stakes that we end up seeing many of the intra-

Russian disputes go to some kind of judgment. Given the broader circumstances, “Asking for a 

settlement, and this is not just for the Russians, can be seen as a sign of weakness…I need to 

have him on the back foot before I am going to consider it.”62 Parties cannot be seen giving away 

money to an opponent of the state. Safeguarding economic and political positions prevent the 

types of out of court deals we would expect given the economic costs and liabilities of the 

disputes: 

The political situation can help or hinder settlement. For smaller disputes it doesn’t really matter 
but when its larger with a lot of stake there will be some effect…some political influence…the 
political situation becomes relevant and could facilitate or not facilitate.63 
 
When these begin, no one thinks that they are going to take it all the way unless there is really 
bad blood and political pressure.64 
 
 
Berezovsky’s Fall and Fight 

The Political Clash  

As much as Putin may have wanted, Boris Berezovsky was not going to go down without 

a fight. Berezovksy viewed the takedown of one of his biggest rivals with disdain, and it must 

have felt like a sense of déja vu. Anatoly Chubais had tried to change the rules around 

privatization overnight, and Putin was now trying to rearrange the entire governance system 

within weeks of his election. Berezovsky believed he was the engineer behind the electoral 

victory. The whole point of picking Putin was to ensure that Berezovksy’s oligarchy would 
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continue on. He had lived through multiple attempted mob hits, Gusinsky, the communists, and 

the bankers’ war, so Berezovsky inevitably thought he could handle a no-name former-KGB 

agent of his own creation.  

Putin repeatedly sent Berezovksy signals to illustrate that his reign over the Russian 

political scene was ending. But Berezovsky had control over arguably the most important 

political resource. Even if Putin had seized NTV for himself, Berezovsky still had ORT – at the 

time, the channel had shows with viewership bigger than all of ABC, NBC, and CBS combined 

(Mezrich 2016, 53). As a novice politician, the beginning of Putin’s reign was rocky with a 

series of questionable decisions that Berezovsky ensured ORT would call out and amplify at any 

given opportunity. This included castigating Putin for trying to usurp power by changing the 

constitution to allow him to fire governors, and criticizing a botched rescue mission during an 

infamous hostage situation at a theater in Moscow. The goal was to show Putin that the state still 

needed Berezovsky’s, and big capital’s, support.  

The signaling turned into a full-on battle for control after the drowning of the Kursk 

submarine. A symbol of the Soviet navy was out on an exercise, its first in a decade, when it 

sunk. 118 men were trapped on board for several days, all while Vladimir Putin was on holiday 

at his dacha in Sochi. Rather than return early, or even make a statement, Putin was quiet through 

the first few days. ORT went all out in its coverage blasting the president. The rest of the media 

followed suit and soon images of Putin hosting a dinner party surfaced while the 118 men were 

still stuck. The President initially refused the aid of the international community, but finally gave 

in once he returned to Moscow. A Norwegian rescue mission reached the submarine but found 

every man dead. The coverage lambasting the President’s mishandling of the crisis, and his 
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feeble attempts to console the victims’ families dragged on throughout August, spearheaded by 

Berezovsky’s team.  

Shortly after, while Berezovsky was celebrating the way another tragedy appeared to turn 

in his favor, he was summoned to the Kremlin. Expecting to meet with Putin directly, 

Berezovsky instead found himself in the office of his old protégé, Alexander Voloshin. Voloshin 

had stayed on as Chief of Staff when the office passed from Yeltsin to Putin. He made the 

purpose of the meeting clear from the beginning: Berezovsky was no longer going to be involved 

with ORT and its content. He would need to give up the channel, or he would be forced out.  

  Berezovsky, of course, refused. But he didn’t realize what he was really dealing with. 

This was no longer his Kremlin. The Russian state had its own media apparatus, the economy 

was growing and the rest of the plutocrats were getting in line. The prosecutor general signaled 

Berezovsky’s dealings with Aeroflot, the charges which he squashed under Yeltsin, were going 

to be investigated again. But he preemptively left Russia on October 30, 2000 (Mezrich 2016, 

172). He was eventually forced to sell his shares in ORT to his former business partner Roman 

Abramovich, but Berezovsky only caved once his close associate Nikolai Glushkov was arrested. 

Abramovich promptly transferred the ORT shares directly into Kremlin control.  As Heidi Blake, 

journalist and author of From Russia with Blood, summarized, “Within a matter of months, the 

man who had helped bring Putin to power had made himself the number one enemy of the 

Russian state.” (Blake 2019, 15). 
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Berezovsky-Abramovich 

The Partnership 

 Roman Abramovich is arguably Russia’s most impressive rags-to-riches story. Now 

famous world over as the owner of Chelsea football club, he started off selling dolls and 

children’s’ toys in the ‘80s (Midgley and Hutchins 2011, 37). His first big break came when he 

managed to work his way through the bureaucracy to acquire an oil exporting license, which at 

the time amounted to “a license to print money” (Midgley and Hutchins 2011, 42). The wealth he 

began to accumulate put him on the outskirts of the real plutocrats like Berezovsky and 

Khodorkovsky, but he finally met Boris off the coast of Antigua on the yacht of Alfa Bank’s 

Pytor Aven. Abramovich was not going to squander the opportunity, quickly pitching 

Berezovsky the idea of combining the Noyabrsk oilfield and the Omsk refinery to create Sibneft, 

as discussed in the previous chapter.  

According to Ben Mezrich (2016), who chronicled their relationship in Once Upon a 

Time in Russia, Berezovsky was immediately impressed by Roman’s ambition. With 

Berezovsky’s eyes set on making ORT his personal fiefdom he needed the money. In keeping 

with his godfather moniker, Berezovsky apparently said he would require $30 million of the 

$100 million Abramovich expected annually just to keep things running smoothly. Abramovich 

had his krysha.  

 On his return to Moscow from Antigua, Berezovsky immediately set out to make the deal 

happen. He secured the rights to run the auction but still needed to get buy in from the red 

directors running the oilfield and the refinery. Ivan Litsekvich, the head of Omsk, would not 

acquiesce but: 

In the sort of coincidence of timing that seemed to happen more and more often in modern 
Russia, at some point during the weeks the merger was being discussed, Litskevich had 
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organized a late-night party for himself and an attractive young woman on the banks of the Irtysh 
River; halfway into the tryst, Litskevich decided to try to impress his date by jumping into the 
frozen waters in front of them- and almost instantly after hitting the 7-degree water, had a heart 
attack and drowned. His driver –  one of the few witnesses to the event – died in a bar fight 
shortly afterward. (Mezrich 2016, 73) 
 
 The actual auction was a farce even by the standards of the ‘90s. The wrong address was 

put on the advertisement to prevent competitors showing up. Security guards stopped people 

from entering, and those that managed to get in were ruled out on technicalities like a form that 

was supposed to be in yellow being filed in blue (Klebnikov 2000, 268). Needless to say, 

Abramovich’s company NFK took home Sibneft for a little over $100 million (Klebnikov 2000, 

207). Importantly, neither Berezovsky or Badri Patarkatsishvili’s names showed up on the 

papers. Abramovich only put up $17 million of his own money for a company that would 

eventually be worth 10 figures. No one else was satisfied with the outcome, as Paul Klebnikov 

reported: 

‘This was a comedy and it remains a comedy,’ snorts Alfred Kokh. ‘In fact the actions in 
acquiring Sibneft were so thinly disguised that the quotes that comes to mind is 
Lebed’s:’Bereozvsky…is not satisfied with stealing – he wants everybody to see that he is 
stealing with impunity.’ (Klebnikov 2000, 269) 
 

 It was the start of an incredibly lucrative, mutually beneficial relationship. Abramovich 

would apparently have literal suitcases filled with money delivered to his business partner’s 

office on a regular basis. At the same time, Berezovsky took a liking to Abramovich and brought 

him into the Yeltsin family fold. Abramovich could be regularly found in the Kremlin residence, 

and over time became particularly close to Yeltsin’s powerful daughter, Tatyana, and her 

husband, former chief of staff, Valentin Yumashev. 

 But the two oligarchs were not going to rest on their laurels. A couple of years later, they 

made a play to join the ever-violent aluminum sector. The ‘90s in Russia is regularly referred to 
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as a time of the “aluminum wars” because rival gangs had control over major swaths of the 

industry. Bloodshed was a common event, but over time power had begun to consolidate into the 

hands of a few individuals. The most successful of whom was the now notorious Oleg 

Deripaska, still in his late twenties at the time.  

Abramovich, Berezovsky, and their right-hand men, Badri Patarkatsishvili and Eugene 

Shvidler, smelled the opportunity. They needed to convince the rivals to stop shooting each other 

and start cooperating, and the best way to do that would of course be with money. Shvidler 

brought all the relevant parties together and supposedly locked them in a hotel room over night 

to make a deal happen (Mezrich 2016, 162). By the next morning, Abramovich’s political and 

financial clout had brought an end to the bloodiest episode in Russian capitalism at the cost of 

$560 million. A few years later, Rusal, the company that came out of the negotiations, would 

become the backbone of the global aluminum market, worth billions.  

The Decoupling 

 While Berezovsky was buying the 1996 elections, Abramovich was already, allegedly, 

becoming wary of his partner’s brash political antics (Mezrich 2016, 87). He suggested 

Berezovsky back away from the company to ensure its growth with the important caveat that the 

payments would keep coming along. His fears proved prescient when Putin and Berezovsky 

openly clashed, while in the interim years, Abramovich became an effective political player in 

his own right. Beyond being part of the powerful Yeltsin family clique, he recognized the winds 

were changing once Putin came to power and took several steps to ingratiate the new president. 

He was one of the driving forces behind the creation of the United Russia party that backed Putin 

to his eventual victory (Midgley and Hutchins 2011, 106). He was even instrumental in staffing 
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the new administration, sitting down with every person who wanted to run a department or be 

part of the cabinet (Midgley and Hutchins 2011, 102). 

In other words, Abramovich appears to have recognized the threat he could be perceived 

as, given his independent wealth, but took decisive steps to show Putin whose side he was on. 

With animosity reaching a tipping point, Abramovich became the natural interlocutor between 

the Russian state and Berezovsky as they negotiated the latter’s exit from Russian economics and 

politics. Abramovich skillfully managed Berezovsky’s divestment from ORT, even if he was 

unable to secure Glushkov’s release for weeks.  

But those negotiations would pale in comparison to actually breaking up their 

partnership. Putin wanted Berezovsky out of the Russian political and economic system, so 

Abramovich needed to end his arrangement with his longtime patron. While vacationing in the 

Alps, Badri, Berezovsky and Abramovich sat down to negotiate a final exit. Abramovich’s 

family was seated in the same café. The offer was remarkable – Abramovich would pay $1.3 

billion to his two associates in exchange for complete control of their holdings. According to 

Mezrich (2016, 199): 

The fact that Roman was willing to hand over this enormous lump sum, a historic amount by any 
consideration, was, in Badri’s view, a testament to the younger man’s respect and honor of their 
relationship, of what they had accomplished. 
 
 But to Berezovsky this deal was testament to the fact that he was no longer relevant. He 

struggled to accept the offer but recognized that there was little else he could do. After some 

serious financial engineering, including bringing in a series of intermediaries in the transaction, 

the money was stashed away in Berezovsky’s and Badri’s offshore accounts (Hollingsworth and 

Lansley 2009, 96-101). A couple of years later, Boris was still frustrated with the events, and felt 
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cheated. He told Abramovich’s biographers, Dominic Midgley and Chris Hutchins, the following 

(2011, 239):  

‘I’m not happy because it was done under pressure, Abramovich told me that if I won’t sell, 
Putin will destroy the company…We owned fifty per cent…it was fifty per cent Abramovich and 
fifty per cent Badri and me. It surprises me to read that there are oil companies who try to buy 
Sibneft without understanding that Abramovich doesn’t have it in a legal way because I had to 
sell it under pressure.’ 
 
When asked if was planning to do something he responded: 

‘No, because I think now it’s useless. Useless, because in Russia we don’t have court [sic]. And I 
don’t want to spend my time for nothing. But I want to stress that those who try to buy Sibneft 
have to understand that Abramovich is not the legal owner of Sibneft because he got the other 
fifty per cent from us using pressure.’ 
 
The Case 

 On October 5th, 2007, Berezovsky had set out to find a fancy new shirt, as he often did 

when trying to boost his mood. The past few years were not kind to him, but October 5th became 

an opportunity for redemption. While he left the Dolce & Gabana store, likely frustrated with the 

ill-fitting options, his bodyguards signaled that his target was in reach. Roman Abramovich was 

spotted shopping a few doors down at Hermes. Berezovsky grabbed the nondescript envelope 

that had been sitting in the glove compartment of his Bentley for weeks, and with his bodyguards 

struggling to keep pace, stormed the designer shop on Sloane Street.  

Abramovich had his own men stationed outside and onlookers must have thought that the 

military trained professionals were about to come to blows. Berezovsky spotted the opportunity 

to squeeze through the commotion and handed over the envelope to Abramovich. Roman refused 

to hold it and let it fall to the floor, as though that would somehow make it legally invalid. But 

after weeks of searching for his former partner, including trying to stalk him at Chelsea games at 

Stamford Bridge, Berezovsky had succeeded. Using the London courts, he was officially suing 

Roman Abramovich for $5.6 billion. It was the biggest civil claim in British legal history.  
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 Since Berezvosky fled from Russia, he had fought off repeated attempts by the Russian 

government to extradite him despite gaining political asylum in the UK.  He had thwarted 

attempts on his life, but many close to him had started to drop, including Alexander Litvinnenko 

who was infamously poisoned using polonium.65 Abramovich’s fortunes had never been better. 

He had become the global face of a modernizing Russia and his relationship with Putin 

continued to grow stronger. After a series of failed attempts to cash out some of his Sibneft 

earnings, he was handsomely rewarded by the Russian state. Abramovich sold Sibneft to the 

government for approximately $13 billion. Berezovksky was furious – he believed it was still his 

company, and that was his money.  

 So Berezovsky filed a case against Abramovich claiming he was owed half of what the 

latter had earned from the Sibneft deal and from Abramovich’s equity in Rusal. The crux of 

Berezovsky’s legal claim was that he was coerced out of giving up the equity that Abramovich 

had sold off. The use of coercion made the deal invalid, hence, he was still owed the money.  He 

gained jurisdiction by serving Abramovich on British soil, and while Abramovich could have 

challenged the claim, asserting that Russia would be the appropriate forum, he relented. A 

challenge would have certainly brought up the fact that Berezovsky would be targeted the 

moment he stepped on Russian soil, so he would have almost certainly lost that challenge while 

embarrassing the Russian state through the process.  

 Few expected the case to go to trial, primarily because of the transparency costs 

Abramovich would incur. As one lawyer who works with the Russian elite told me, “It is 

surprising that Abramovich came out. That was Berezovsky’s bet. No one would expect it, no 
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one expected that he would let himself be cross-examined [given the nature of his dealings].”66 

According to another lawyer, Berezovsky was expecting a big pay day to keep his mouth shut, 

similar to the deal struck in the Alps. Instead we got weeks of trial detailing the wild west that 

was Russian capitalism in the ‘90s. It involved some of the biggest players being called as 

witnesses, like Deripaska and Voloshin, and Abramovich’s team even convinced a barrister to 

delay his appointment to the supreme court of the UK so that he would have the finest 

representation. But this was more than just a battle between plutocrats: 

When you cut to the heart of Berezovsky v. Abramovich, it is more than the dispute. It is the 
question about Soviet Russia. Who actually owns the property? Who actually has property 
rights?67 
 
The Stakes (And Why It Couldn’t Settle) 

 When Abramovich dissolved the partnership, his hope must have been that Berezovsky 

would leave politics to fully embrace his international socialite side. But in the interim years, 

Berezovsky was set on one goal. In the words of Andrei Vassiliev, the editor of Russia’s premier 

business press Kommersant, “‘[Berezovsky] is not addicted to gambling or drugs, but to politics. 

He has fallen ill with politics.’” (Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009, 260). According to the 

authors of Londongrad, journalists Mark Hollingsworth and Stewart Lansley (2009 254), “Most 

of his fortune became devoted to one cause: blacking Putin’s name in the West and destabilizing 

him in his own country.”  

 Berezovsky used a variety of different tactics to try to undermine the Russian 

government. His non-profit, the International Foundation for Civil Liberties, became a central 

player in organizing protests across Russia well before paid protestors became a global fad or 

talking point. He took out ads in major institutions like the New York Times and the Financial 
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Times criticizing Putin’s approach to human rights (Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009, 275). But 

he truly made the fight transnational, targeting Putin cronies inside and outside his homeland: 

In his November 2004 speech to the Oxford University Russian Society he claimed that he had 
spent some $ 25 million in former Soviet states, all aimed at weakening the power of Russia. He 
also substantially underwrote the ‘Orange Revolution’ in Ukraine in 2004-5, which led to the 
victory of Viktor Yushchenko over the Moscow-backed Viktor Yanukovich. It was a major set 
back for Putin. (Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009, 276) 
 

These claims were soon buttressed further by Berezovsky claiming that he was actively 

plotting a coup against Putin after apparently buying off members in his inner circle 

(Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009, 280; Blake 2019, 145). Berezovsky also started to fund 

investigations into what actually happened with the apartment bombings prior to the 2000 

election. This was particularly difficult for Berezovsky as he was deeply involved in trying to get 

Putin to the top. He told Masha Gessen almost a decade later that “’…it never even occurred to 

me that there was a parallel game to ours-that someone else was doing that they thought was 

right to get Putin elected. Now I am convinced that was exactly what was going on.’” (Gessen 

2013, 42).  

 Given these very public acts of subversion, few had any doubts about what Berezovsky 

would do with the spoils from the case against Abramovich. As one British lawyer told me:  

For Boris, it was his way, his plan to expose his enemies. He enjoyed the wealth and all that 
comes with it…but he wanted the money for the power it would give him to further his causes in 
the former CIS countries to destabilize the pro- Putin regimes…then eventually Putin.68  
 
 As my theory expects, it was these high political stakes that prevented the case from 

settling, leading to the extraterritorial litigation. Roman Abramovich is a notoriously private 

person and he would have had no desire to let his past business activities be brought out to bare 
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under a public spotlight. But he needed to stay on Putin’s good side. This was the argument from 

several leading lawyers in London who work almost exclusively with Russian clients: 

It could have settled because Abramovich would have wanted to avoid the publicity. It’s possible 
that people in the Kremlin would have said to do that [avoid settling]…He [Abramovich] would 
have had to run settling by the Kremlin.69 
 
Of course, Putin wouldn’t want him [Abramovich] to settle…he knows what Berezovsky would 
do with it.70  
 
 The fact that Berezovsky had been labeled an enemy of the state would also inevitably 

heighten the stakes, making settlement more difficult. He was an independent actor that the 

Kremlin had long stopped relying on or trusting:  

Abramovich, he could not be seen settling with someone like Berezovsky …because the 
oligarchs have been divided into those for and against the state.71 
 
 There’s a general consensus amongst the British lawyers that there was overt 

coordination between the Kremlin and Abramovich’s camp. One lawyer said that he had it on 

good authority that Roman went directly to Putin and asked if he could settle, but when the ruler 

heard the size of the claim, he quickly refused.72 Another lawyer recounted a rumor that Putin 

wanted the case to go forward so that he, via Abramovich, would have a chance to correct the 

record of misinformation Berezovsky had apparently been spreading over the previous few 

years.73 

 The key point is that the politics, and the way a settlement might further entrench a threat 

to the state, prevented settlement from going forward:  

Abramovich was not allowed to settle…it would have been a direct payment, public payment, to 
the enemy of Putin’s regime…were he to lose he would have at least had an excuse [to pay].74   
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The Outcome 

Rather than a backroom deal, there was a multi-week trial held in court 26 at the new 

Rolls Building housing the London Commercial Court. The opening was a shock, with 

Abramovich de facto admitting to past criminal behavior. But he painted himself as an honest 

many trying to survive in a broken system, who needed the aid of a real crook – Berezovsky – to 

make it. It worked. Over the course of the trial, whenever it looked like Berezovsky might have 

some kind of edge, a salacious detail would leak that would overshadow it. As Mezrich wrote:  

The fact that they had an agreement over the aluminum sector hashed out at the Dorchester was 
overshadowed by the fact that Berezovsky wore a bathrobe to one of the meetings. Then 
Berezovsky inadvertently admitted that he once offered his witnesses one percent of his earnings 
– something he repeatedly tried to take back. Another time he admitted to buying a tape of a 
meeting of Badri, him and Abramovich for 50 million. When asked further he said he didn’t have 
the cash on hand so instead he traded the tape for a yacht. (Mezrich 2016, 250) 
 
 Details of how Putin rose to the top, how the aluminum wars were fought, and the 

missing men of Sibneft, all came out, but the net result was that Berezovsky looked more and 

more delusional. The final judgment, by Lady Justice Elizabeth Gloster, was scathing:  

On my analysis of the entirety of the evidence, I found Mr. Berezovsky an unimpressive, and 
inherently unreliable, witness, who regarded truth as a transitory, flexible concept, which could 
be moulded to suit his current purposes. At times the evidence which he gave was deliberately 
dishonest; sometimes he was clearly making his evidence up as he went along in response to the 
perceived difficulty in answering the questions in a manner consistent with his case; at other 
times, I gained the impression that he was not necessarily being deliberately dishonest, but had 
deluded himself into believing his own version of events. On occasions he tried to avoid 
answering questions by making long and irrelevant speeches, or by professing to have forgotten 
facts which he had been happy to record in his pleadings or witness statements. He embroidered 
and supplemented statements in his witness statements, or directly contradicted them. He 
departed from his own previous oral evidence, sometimes within minutes of having given it. 
When the evidence presented problems, Mr. Berezovsky simply changed his case so as to 
dovetail it in with the new facts, as best he could. (Gloster 2012, 16)75 
  
 After both parties spent more than 50 million pounds each on just their legal teams, 

Berezovsky’s claim was flat out rejected.  

 
75 First seen at Mezrich (2016, 251-252) 
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Lawyers familiar with the proceedings assumed that Berezovsky was lying. But they 

doubted that it was an overt tactic: “Absolutely, they were both lying on the stand…but 

Berezovsky was much closer to the truth. I’m afraid that for Boris he didn’t quite remember the 

real details…he was focused on the money just coming in…”76  

Despite the spectacle of the trial, many were surprised by its outcome. According to a 

number of lawyers I spoke to, people on both Abramovich’s and Berezovsky’s side believe that, 

on the basis of what actually happened, Berezovsky was owed the money. It was how business 

was and, often is still done in their home country. But, although the case was being judged on the 

basis of Russian law and norms, it was still being judged through British eyes.  

Shortly after the trial, Berezovsky gave a soul-searching interview where he expressed a 

wide range of emotions including guilt, and remorse for the way he had acted over the past two 

decades. The next day he was found dead in the bathroom of his apartment.77 There are rumors 

that he was killed, but many close to him view it as a suicide – after the legal loss, and 

embarrassment, Berezovsky saw no way back.  

 

Around the World with Yukos 

The Political Clash 

  After fighting off determined creditors, and experiencing the real macroeconomic chaos 

of market forces, Mikhail Khodorkovsky found a new mission. He set out to reinvigorate Yukos 

and Menatep by importing western business practices, hoping that his lead would reshape the 

rest of his Russian competition. He lured over American and French executives from foreign oil 

majors, started pitching up former foreign politicians on his board, while consultants from places 
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like McKinsey became mainstays in the Yukos offices (Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009, 222). 

Khodorkovsky and the magnificent seven that started and managed Menatep together were 

rewarded handsomely. The rise in oil prices and the changes in corporate governance made 

Yukos’s value skyrocket – by the start of 2003, Khodorkovsky was the richest man in Russia 

with a fortune estimated at $16 billion.    

 Khodorkovsky was not just a convert to the importance of corporate governance – he also 

came to believe in the value and necessity of social institutions to create a sustainable market 

economy. In his own words, “We started out as robber barons, but you have got to understand 

that rules were hazy in those days and we changed ourselves as we became familiar with what 

was expected of us… I don’t think I actually violated the law but it took me some time to realize 

that above and beyond the law there were also ethical laws.’” (Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009, 

221). 

Like his fellow plutocrats around the world, and like Berezovsky, he created a foundation 

to build up Russian civil society. Otkrytaya Rossiya, Open Russia, was expansive. Not only did 

Khodorkovsky fund internet cafés across rural provinces to begin connecting people, he funded 

journalists and investigative training (Gessen 2013, 237). He donated close to $100 million to the 

prestigious Russian State University to build up their humanities program. He became a vocal 

advocate for human rights, and in an attempt to open up the social and political space, bought the 

floundering weekly newspaper Moskovsky Novosti (Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009, 244). 

While Western non-profits were backing away from Russia as they came under political 

pressure, Khodorkovsky’s efforts only stepped up. By some estimates he was directly supporting 

up to 80% of NGOs (Gessen 2013, 237). His ambitions appeared to be increasingly geared 
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toward changing the way society functioned, and he pinned the blame on the institutions that 

were becoming vital to state control:  

‘By creating an atmosphere of uncertainty and vulnerability, our legal system has done great 
damage to young entrepreneurs in our country…These people need to feel independent and safe 
in conditions of democracy…the statist ideology that pervades our country has prompted many 
of them to emigrate. You can work out the damage this has done. If a 25-year old entrepreneur 
decides to leave Russia because he has been insulted by a policeman or because the tax 
authorities have come and rubbed his nose in the dirt, the country loses millions in dollars in lost 
potential. We’ve just thrown it away. And a hundred thousand such entrepreneurs are leaving 
Russia every year!’ (Sixsmith 2010, 80) 
 

To many observers it was difficult to fully discern Khodorkovsky’s motives, but, to the 

Kremlin, his intentions were clear. Putin and his inner circle of former-KGB members and allies 

from his days in St. Petersburg saw the development of civil society as a threat, and a potential 

weapon for Khodorkovsky. And it would be difficult to deny these conclusions given the way 

Khodorkovsky’s political tactics were overtly developing.  When he bought Moscow News one 

of his first acts was to put in an outspoken Kremlin critic in charge as editor (Hollingsworth and 

Lansley 2009, 244). The newspaper soon put out numerous statements indicating that they were 

on a fight to regain their liberal credentials of the ‘80s and ‘90s (Sixsmith 2010, 82).  

It looked like he was taking a page out of Berezovsky’s book. Khodorkovsky, as early as 

1998, publicly noted that he wanted to retire from business by the age of 45, “But in the spring of 

2003, as Khodorkovsky, stepped up his civic and political activities, commentators began to 

point out that his 45th birthday happened to fall in 2008, the year Putin was constitutionally 

obliged to step down.” (Freeland 2000, 327).  

As we saw in the previous chapter, purchasing government officials was key to 

Khodorkovsky’s success. This was commonplace under conditions of state capture, but with the 

balance of power changing, the same activities risked becoming a liability. Putin had given 

multiple warning shots to the oligarchs and most had, at least on a surface level, succumbed to 
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the pressure. Khodorkovsky, nonetheless, doubled down on his non-market strategy in 2003 with 

the Duma elections approaching. He met with leading members of all the opposition parties and 

began to promise them sums of money that paled in comparison to those spent on lobbying in the 

‘90s. Some put Khodorkovsky’s offers in the hundreds of millions (Sixsmith 2010, 52). It began 

to look like “Khodorkovsky was systematically buying up the Russian Parliament to make it his 

own private fiefdom.” (Sixsmith 2010, 52), with an apparent goal of owning up to 100 different 

deputies that would be in Yukos’s pocket (Sixsmith 2010, 52-53). Some of the events began to 

border on outrageous given the way the balance of power had shifted: 

The Speaker of the Duma, Gennady Seleznyov, reported that one MP was interrupted by a 
mobile phone call in the middle of his speech: it was Khodorkovsky ringing him what to say! 
Seleznyov told Putin about the incident and the president flew into a rage. Seleznyov later said 
that when it came to legislation on the oil industry, it seemed to him that there are ‘250 Vladimir 
Dubovs’ in the chamber (and fortunately for Yukos, Dubov was also the chairman of the Duma’s 
Taxation Committee, so he could look after the company’s interests there too…) (Sixsmith 2010, 
53). 
 
 Tensions between Yukos and the Russian state began to mount, but Khodorkovsky 

continued to build what appeared to be a formidable political coalition. The tensions came into 

public view at one of Putin’s plutocrat only events that were otherwise becoming increasingly 

irregular, sullen affairs. When Khodorkovsky questioned the way state-owned Rosneft, directed 

by key Putin ally Igor Sechin, took over an oil company with limited regard for the process or 

the law, Putin did not even bother to hide his disdain for the tycoon:  

‘Let me tell you,’ he said, looking directly at Khodorkovsky, ‘that Rosneft bought Northern Oil 
because the state has a duty to increase the stocks of oil at its disposal. But some companies like 
Yukos have got themselves fantastic, excessive reserves of oil. I think the real question is: how 
did they get them? The ball is in your court! 
Putin paused for a moment before turning the knife. 
‘And another matter. I believe Yukos has got into a few problems with its tax affairs. You may 
claim you are dealing with those problems, but the question that needs to be addressed is why 
they arose in the first place…’  (Sixsmith 2010, 62) 
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 Khodorkovsky should have had little doubt that he was getting under Putin’s skin, and, 

given the already established record with Berezovsky and Gusinsky, he could become the next 

target for the state to illustrate its authority. But he also knew he was the biggest player outside 

the Kremlin, managing one of Russia’s most important companies at a time when the Kremlin 

was trying to boost investment. He knew he had structural power: 

’Yukos was the exclusive supplier of oil products in forty-two regions of Russia. If I’d stopped 
supplying petroleum products, the country would have ground to a halt. The regions would have 
revolted. Ambulances, fire engines, and all essential services would have stopped running after 
just three days,’ says Khodorkovsky. (Zygar 2016, 48) 
 
  Wealth should have been a protection. So tensions only heightened as rumors around 

Khodorkovsky wanting to cash out some of his Yukos shares to a foreign player began to swirl. 

Talks had been ongoing between Putin and Abramovich about reviving a deal between Sibneft 

and Yukos, but now international oil companies were being considered as potential bidders just 

at the time the Russian state wanted to regain the oil wealth it failed to maximize due to the 

previous decade’s privatization. 

 Despite increasing pressure, and clearly living on the political edge, Khodorkovsky 

remained a calm and collected figure, but he did not fail to seek out some outlandish insurance:  

In early 2003 he [Khodorkovsky] made secret contingency plans to avoid arrest. His business 
partner Leonid Nevzlin devised a plan whereby oligarchs would live on a ship that sailed around 
the world in international waters. A Cyprus security company was commissioned and it bought a 
mini-QE2 cruise liner for the operation. The 100-cabin ship was dismantled, refitted, and 
refurbished and its cabins reduced to twelve luxury suites. Named Constellation, the plan was for 
the ship to fly an international flag, in the manner of Liberia, and remain international waters, 
thereby avoiding extradition and international arrest warrants. While Khodorkovsky was on 
board, other oligarchs would be flown in by helicopter and plenty of food and drink would be 
provided. (Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009, 229) 
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Yukos v. Russia 

The Dismantling 

There would be no party on the Constellation, as the full force of the Russian state soon 

struck the Yukos empire. On October 24, 2003 during an unscheduled grounding of his private 

jet at Nizhny Novgorod, Mikhail Khodorkovsky was arrested. The landing happened while he 

was flying across Russia, meeting governors in what looked like another brazen attempt to 

strengthen his political base. Khodorkovsky appears to have known exactly what was coming. 

The night before he actually sent his head of PR back to Moscow, and he even called his right-

hand man, Leonid Nevzlin just to chat. Khodorkovsky hated small talk.  

 In the previous few weeks, Yukos and its employees had found itself in a number of 

heated situations. During the summer Platon Lebedev, the man in charge of Menatep’s finances 

and a member of Yukos’s inner circle, had been arrested on fraud charges related to the 

privatization of a chemicals and fertilizer company. The head of security services, Pichugin 

discussed in the previous chapter, was accused of a string of murders. Vasily Shakhnovsky, a 

fellow billionaire and inner circle member, was accused of tax evasion. The Russian state was 

getting closer to the man at the top, and the Kremlin apparently used intermediaries to tell 

Khodorkovsky that he would be left alone as long as he fled Russia (Hollingsworth and Lansley 

2009, 230).  

Over the course of the year there was still plenty of confusion around who was driving 

the fight against Yukos. Many thought that the attack was the work of the silovarchs pressuring 

the tax and prosecutor’s offices, with Putin only acting as an indifferent bystander. 

Khodorkovsky’s arrest – a huge statement – would inevitably have required Putin taking charge 

and dispelled many of the doubts 
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 A variety of charges were brought against Khodorkovsky, Lebedev and the company, 

which all boiled down to tax evasion and defrauding of the Russian government related to Yukos 

revenues. For years, Menatep and Yukos had diverted their earnings through various subsidiaries 

to take advantage of domestic Russian tax havens. The practice was particularly common in the 

oil industry and was even encouraged in the ‘90s.78 Over the coming years, numerous lawyers 

and employees of Yukos were harassed and prosecuted. Nonetheless, most of the key players, 

such as fellow founders Leonid Nevzlin and Mikhail Brudno, fled Russia to escape 

imprisonment. Every week that the saga dragged on the charges continued to mount. By the end, 

Khodorkovsky and Yukos were accused of illegally siphoning off almost $28 billion dollars– 

this would amount to net revenue from all oil sales of Yukos for the entire five-year period 

before Khodorkovsky’s arrest. 

 As Gessen (2012)  recounts, the trial of Khodorkovsky and Lebedev was an opportunity 

the Russian authorities squandered. A trial that took ten months involved charges of most laws 

that were retroactively changed to make Khodorkovsky look guilty, and other tax charges that 

according to the Russian code were generally considered legal. It was bizarre. Genrikh Padva, 

the esteemed advocate representing the Yukos officials, appeared to be in disbelief throughout, 

but still had to engage every point and provide every rebuttal. Even if it would have no effect on 

the outcome, he needed the record for any future extraterritorial fights. No one was surprised by 

the 9-year prison sentence that both defendants received. 79 

 In December 2004, what many still see as the primary reason for the attack on Yukos 

finally unfolded. With the huge tax fine, the Russian authorities took it on themselves to auction 

some of the company’s most valuable assets in what can now be seen as a de-privatization. 

 
78 For a detailed understanding of the legal aspects of the takeover see Stephan (2013). 
79 For a detailed examination of the trial period, see Sakwa (2014, 91–111) 
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Following an inverted script of the ‘90s, the government managed to restrict the auction to two 

bidders: the state-owned Gazprom and a shell company Baikanlfinans. As Sixsmith (2010, 176-

177) details: 

No one had heard of them [Baikanlfinans]; they had no previous record of financial transactions 
and their registered headquarters seemed to be a vodka bar in the provincial town of Tver. 
Astoundingly, Baikalfinans produced the winning bid: the other supposed contender, the state 
gas monopoly Gazprom, simply failed to make a counterbid. Baikalfinans became the owner of 
Yukos’s crown jewels for $9.3 billion – money went immediately in the state’s coffers as part 
payments towards Yukos’s alleged ‘tax arrears.’…The whole charade was explained a few days 
later, when the state oil company Rosneft announced it had bought Yuganskneftegaz from 
Baikalfinans for an undisclosed price. And by happy coincidence, the man who controlled 
Rosneft was…Igor Sechin.  
 
 If there are any doubts about the political nature of the entire episode, one needs only to 

consider the behavior of Khodorkovsky’s fellow plutocrats. Yukos was charged for exploiting 

Russia’s tax havens to boost his bottom line, but the structures they used were commonplace 

across the entire oil and gas sector in Russia. Companies like Lukoil and TNK had a web of 

onshore and offshore structures, and the Abramovich-lead Sibneft was particularly forward about 

using Russian regions to avoid paying the central government. Paul Klebnikov, author of 

Godfather of the Kremlin, brought up such a point hours before he was assassinated in Moscow: 

‘As regards all formal and informal accusations made against Yukos – non-payment of taxes, a 
lack of patriotism and political interests – Sibneft is much worse than Yukos. Yet Sibneft is 
flourishing and being supported by the Kremlin while Yukos is being broken up into little 
bits’…Klebnikov attributed this discrepancy to Abramovich’s relationship with Putin. ‘ I think 
one of them is simply the personal friend of the president, he said. ‘The second is simply an 
independent person. If the law is applied severely to one oligarch, why is the same not done to 
another oligarch who has offended public morals much more seriously?’ (Midgley and Hutchins 
2011, 275) 
 
 Within a few months, Putin and the Russian state managed to mollify a serious threat 

from an independent plutocrat and reap huge economic gains in the process. But the fight was far 

from over and would rage on for more than a decade.  
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The Case(s)80 

 Unlike with Berezovsky, there was no single extraterritorial litigation that defined Yukos 

efforts to regain their wealth. Instead, they used their multijurisdictional structure to make a 

variety of claims to both defend the company and to challenge the Russian state. They were now 

generally free from transparency costs. Khodorkovsky and Lebedev were in jail but the regime 

had made clear they were ready to bend the truth during the trials – the state appeared willing to 

make up charges so any substantive past wrongdoings would be trivial. The remaining founders 

and directors were abroad and saw no economic future left in Russia with the way they had been 

treated. The criminal charges that were filed against many of them coupled by the corrupt 

judiciary had all but guaranteed it.  

 The American courts first appeared as part of their strategy in 2004, when Yukos argued 

that it could take advantage of the US’s lenient Chapter 11 bankruptcy code. Based on a few 

million dollars in a Texas account, and one of their directors now living there, Yukos was hoping 

to stop the Russian state’s ability to sell off their assets and place them in receivership. While 

there appeared to be some leeway despite the weak domicile grounds, the Houston court 

eventually rejected the claim. A few years later, Yukos shareholders filed a claim in the London 

courts to block Rosneft, the biggest beneficiaries of the de-privatization, from publicly offering 

its shares. They argued that Roseneft had illegally seized the prime oil piece of the Yukos 

empire, Yuganskeneftegaz, so any public offering was the equivalent of selling stolen property 

(Sixsmith 2010, 77). 

 
80 Note that there are dozens of Yukos related litigations that have happened over the past decade and a half. Some 
of these were initiated by and primarily involved members of the magnificent seven, while others were driven by 
minority shareholders. For clarity’s sake I only recap some of the most consequential legal episodes.  
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 While these extraterritorial defensive attempts failed, there have been a host of successes. 

On numerous occasions the European Court of Human Rights has ruled in favor of Mikhail 

Khodorkovsky for his imprisonment and the dismantling of Yukos. Shareholders were eventually 

awarded over $2 billion for their efforts (Davies, Soldatkin, and Reilhac 2014). As these cases 

progressed, the Yukos holding company in the Netherlands became a site for a series of battles. 

In April 2009, a financial arm of Yukos, Yukos Capital, won an award of almost $400 million 

against Rosneft (Akin 2009). The claimants argued that Roseneft had failed to provide payment 

for outstanding debt from Yuganskeneftegaz that would now be Rosneft’s liability. Although 

Rosneft immediately challenged the decision, the Dutch supreme court backed it. Roseneft was 

forced to pay but refused to hand over the additional $140 million in interest. Yukos then made 

claims in several courts to seize Rosneft assets worth that amount, and the British courts 

eventually froze over a half billion dollars worth of Rosneft assets in the process (Vorbyova 

2010).  

 But the big, now notorious, win came several years later. Using its offshore subsidiaries, 

GML (Menatep) and its shareholders used the Energy Charter Treat to bring a claim against the 

Russian state in the Dutch Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague. Many of the lawyers I 

spoke to expressed how they were still surprised that the venue accepted the claim in 2009 given 

the political stakes of the battle. The ECT was designed to protect foreign firm investments in 

energy across a host of signatory countries, but Yukos and its main management were de facto 

Russian. It was the de jure way that it structured its investments, which was often used by the 

Kremlin to attack them in public, that they argued made them foreign investors.  

The ECT was ambiguous on the definition of “foreign” and the case went forward. The 

entire ruling process took close to five years. In the midst of Russia’s invasion of Crimea, the 
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court validated Yukos’s claims, with the panel stating, "Yukos was the object of a series of 

politically-motivated attacks by the Russian authorities that eventually led to its destruction." 

(Davies, Stubbs, and Escritt 2014). While GML had valued themselves at $100 billion, they were 

awarded $50 billion – the biggest ever investor-state dispute judgment.  

Why They Couldn’t Settle 

 The extraterritorial cases have been fought out for over a decade, with tens of millions 

spent on legal fees by both sides. In line with my theory, the overwhelming consensus, is that the 

nature of the attack was Khodorkovsky’s independence: settling was not an option as the purpose 

of the entire endeavor was to eliminate a political threat to the resurgent Russian state. Regaining 

the oil company was an important part of the Russian state’s political strategy. But it was the 

independence, and the signaling value to the other oligarchs that made the entire episode 

inevitable. Mikhail Kasyanov, one of Putin’s former prime ministers recounted that Putin 

actually admitted to him that the tax charges were a political act. In a signed affidavit to the 

ECHR, Kasyanov said that Putin told him that Khodokorvsky had ‘crossed a line’ by funding 

opposition parties, and in particular the communists, and that was why Yukos was being pursued 

(Sixsmith 2010, 298). “Finance minister Alexei Kudrin explained that the Yukos affair was 

inevitable, ‘not in the personal sense, but in the sense of a clarification of the rules of the game.’” 

(Miller 2018, 42). 

 The fact that Khodorkovsky had shown an independent streak was identified by a number 

of different key players as the root cause of the conflict, and the reason the legal battles became 

acrimonious despite the high costs. Boris Berezovsky directly pinpointed these dynamics while 

recounting the change in the political structure: 

Again it’s not a fight against journalists. It’s not a fight against politicians. It’s a fight against 
independent journalists, and independent politicians. And then came the logical third step. How 
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can you control, let’s say, political life and mass media if you don’t have money under control? 
So the logical third step is to put under control independent business and by putting 
Khodorkovsky in jail he sent a clear message to all the business community: ‘I don’t allow you 
to touch the political life of this country.’ And it’s impossible because business, as we have 
discussed before, has a great interest in the political life of the country. Naturally. (Midgley and 
Hutchins 2011, 242) 
 
 As I argue, key to an extraterritorial litigation is that it is a mechanism for a losing 

plutocrat to get their money back after they have been politically targeted. There are gains to the 

political conflict that go beyond the specific case as a resurgent state tries to curb future 

challengers. Taking on the biggest oligarch can potentially bring the rest in line. Chrystia 

Freeland, informed by several political players, wrote this shortly after Khodorkovsky was 

arrested: 

Machismo should never be discounted as a powerful factor in Russian politics, but ultimately the 
struggle between Khodorkovsky and the prosecutors was about something even more crucial in 
modern-day Russia: state power and its limits. Wary of scaring off already skittish foreign 
investors, the Kremlin took some pains to insist the fight was not about revisiting Russia’s 
controversial division of property in the 1990s. What the Kremlin did not say – but what 
everyone else in Russia understood – was that the conflict was part of the state’s wider effort to 
control the political space ahead of the upcoming parliamentary and presidential elections. 
‘Yukos is part of Putin’s political game,’ the leader of one of Russia’s liberal political parties 
told me. He is against the independent position of anyone, including business. I think Yukos is 
important for Putin because he wants to show business that if you make money, you have to be 
loyal. If you are not loyal, you will be in prison. (Freeland 2005, 325) 
 
 Politologist, and a Kremlin adviser during the early years of the fight, Stanislav 

Belkovsky took a similar view. He was seen as the ideological face of the siloviki and wrote a 

report titled ‘the state and the oligarchy’ that acted as a rationale for the fight with 

Khodkorkovsky (Sixsmith 2010, 65). Although he moderated his position, he saw the fight as a 

battle for the future of Russia: 

The main cause is the object fact of growing tension between big business and the national 
interests of Russia. But the catalyst for the Kremlin’s reaction [in attacking Yukos] is the 
political ambition of Mikhail Khodorkovsky. (Sixsmith 2010, 68) 
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 Virtually every lawyer that I discussed the case with moved into a discussion of the 

political dynamics, and the changed balance of power, preventing any form of settlement. One 

lawyer who focuses on Russian litigation pinpointed the fact that this was a direct battle between 

the state and a defiant oligarch, leaving settlement impossible: 

This was even more sensitive than Berezovsky-Abramovich. It was to the death…it’s so 
personal…all of the other disputes involved someone close to the Kremlin but this was with 
Putin himself.81 
 
 Another British lawyer who worked with numerous Russian clients called it a “a proxy 

war for Russian politics.”82 One individual went even further, calling a settlement “not part of 

political reality…it is out of the question.”83 The fact that Khodorkovsky was labeled an enemy, 

directly by Putin, meant that no one around him could even fathom bringing up the idea of 

settling the cases, even if it was the economically rational decision: “Do I want to enter P’s 

[Putin’s] office and say we are paying 1 billion to Khodorkovsky? It would be my end!”84  

 The political stakes were then the key reason why the costly litigations took place. Yukos 

certainly knew as much. A lawyer said that this was one of the few instances where you would 

expect the case to go all the way. “[The Russian Government] were never going to settle. Yukos 

knew that and a lot of this is now more for PR.”85 The individuals involved on the GML side 

knew this was not going to stop without the power of foreign courts compelling the defendant 

Russian state and Rosneft.  

 Khodorkovsky was a threat and a settlement could, and likely would, find its way to him 

even if he were in jail. Mikhail Brudno, one of the Yukos inner circle members, was expecting 

 
81 Lawyer14, In Person, January 2018 
82 Lawyer22, In Person, January 2018 
83 Lawyer5, Over Phone, December 2017 
84 Lawyer21, In Person, January 2018 
85 Lawyer10, In Person, January 2018 
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his boss to win the entire game before the political conflict that triggered the extraterritorial 

cases: 

They were sure that he was after their power and authority, that he would take their power away 
from them. And he would have done, if he had had enough time! He would have taken away 
their absolute power! (Sixsmith 2010, 83) 
 

As historian Christopher Miller, author of Putinomics, summarized, the entire affair was 

about a broader war toward regaining control: 

The management of the country’s energy sector demonstrates again the priorities of Putinomics. 
When the state’s authority was in question – when the Kremlin was unable to tax fully the oil 
industry, and when Khodorkovsky threatened Putin politically – the government’s overriding 
priority was to reassert control. Jailing Khodorkovsky was controversial, but both statist and 
conservatives and liberal technocrats supported the effort to re-establish central authority and 
rebuild government finances. Once the state’s primacy was established, technocrats were given 
the space to use tax incentives to optimize production. In the gas sector where the state’s 
predominance was never in doubt, the role of private players has increased – though all the non-
Gazprom producers remain quick to pledge their loyalty to the Kremlin. (Miller 2018, 58)  
 
 It was the macro battle between the oligarchs and the state, and the conditioning effects 

on the rest of the plutocracy, that Khodorkovsky himself pointed to as the core logic behind the 

Yukos Affair: 

‘Putin was behaving like a classic military commander. When I served as an army officer, we 
were taught not to yell at soldiers standing to attention. So when he noticed broad disaffection 
among big business, Putin located the command center [that is, he found the key person] and 
smashed it. After that, no one dared step out of line.’ (Zygar 2016, 48) 
 
Outcomes 

 Nearly ten years after his initial imprisonment, Mikhail Khodorkovsky was released by 

the Russian authorities. He quickly fled abroad. Platon Lebedev was released a few weeks later. 

In the interim years, Khodorkovsky had turned into the symbol of the opposition. He published 

six books during his time in prison, continued to correspond with journalists and everyday 

dissidents, but the timing was important. The Yukos/GML team never let up their fight against 

the Kremlin and the publicity created by the cases kept Khodorkovsky an international story. As 
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Russia was getting ready to host the winter Olympics, Putin needed a win and needed an end to 

the Yukos affair. A deal was struck, and Khodorkovsky became yet another Russian exile, albeit 

with a bigger following, and offshore fortune, than most. 

 The Permanent Court of Arbitration in 2014 gave GML the biggest ISDS payout that will 

continue to shadow any future judgments. But the case came through the Energy Charter Treaty, 

which Russia’s Duma had never actually ratified. Two years later, a new set of lawyers 

representing the Russian state made the case that the ECT could not be considered valid as per 

the Russian constitution. The Dutch appeals court agreed and the initial decision was struck 

down. Nonetheless, the GML fleet of lawyers continued trying to enforce it around the world. On 

February 18th, 2020, the Dutch appeals court ruled that Russia was still bound by the initial 

award of $50 billion. In a perfect twist of fate, the appeals court used a small section of a 

decision by the Russian Supreme Court legally justifying the 2014 invasion of Crimea as the 

basis to overturn the verdict. As Oliver Bullough neatly summarized, “Game back on” (Bullough 

2020). 

 

Conclusions 

As Vladimir Putin came to power, riding the beneficial waves of public popularity and 

high oil prices, the balance of power in Russia shifted. The political system turned from one of 

state capture, where the plutocrats ran the show, to one of contestation where a resurgent state 

and an independent plutocracy were both present (Sakwa 2014; Djankov 2015; Gel’Man 2008). 

As individual plutocrats and the state tried to assert their authority, a series of political clashes 

emerged. These fights explain the stark increases in Russian extraterritorial litigation where 

plutocrats and state-owned enterprises became mainstays of the London courts. 
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Boris Berezovsky clashed with the Russian state when his major news channel ORT 

continued to be independent and continued to do his, rather than the Kremlin’s, bidding. 

Berezovsky was one of the (many) reasons Putin was even brought to power but he became the 

regime’s number one enemy. When his former business partner, Roman Abramovich sold off his 

stakes in Sibneft and Rusal it opened the door for Berezovsky to mount a comeback. A dispute 

worth over $5.6 billion, which gave us one of the only first-hand accounts of the chaos of state 

capture, could not settle. Handing over that kind of money to an enemy of the Russian state 

while Abramovich wanted to stay on Putin’s good side was out of the question.  

Mikhail Khodorkovsky was one of the biggest beneficiaries of state capture in the ‘90s, 

and his oil and banking empire owed much of its success to his political dealings. While initially 

stepping back from politics when Putin came to power, the richest man in Russia made several 

moves that looked like he was positioning himself and his company to mount a challenge against 

the Russian state. But Putin and the security services spared no cost or effort to takedown 

Khodorkovsky and the Yukos empire. Although he was imprisoned, those closest to him that fled 

the country mounted a multi-year, multi-jurisdictional fight against the regime. It involved cases 

against Rosneft, who took over Yukos’s most valuable assets, and the Russian state directly. The 

extraterritorial dynamics were inevitable as the point of the Kremlin attacking Yukos was to get 

rid of a political opponent. Implicitly admitting they were wrong by giving part of the money 

back would have only invigorated the threat. 

For both Berezovsky and Khodorkovsky’s camp, extraterritorial litigations became a 

form of offshore protection. Liberal jurisdictions became the final way to fight back against a 

regime that tried to take them down. The chapter then illustrates the first mechanism behind the 

middle of the Inverted-U expectations of my theory. While at the extreme of state capture, we 
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saw virtually no foreign court battles, they became an essential dynamic of political contestation. 

Historically, the conflicts would have unfolded within the Russian jurisdiction, but with capital 

mobility and the rise of offshore finance, traditional elite battles spread across liberal and 

illiberal contexts.  
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CHAPTER 6: THE STATE STRIKES BACK 

 

The right to property in Russia is entirely conditional upon the property owner’s loyalty to the 
Russian government. The system is tending to evolve not in the direction of freedom and a 
postindustrial society, but rather back toward feudalism, when the sovereign distributed 
privileges and lands to his vassals and could take them away at any moment. The only difference 
is that, in today’s Russia, the things that Putin is distributing and taking away are not parcels of 
land, but gas and oil companies. - Andrei Piontkovsky (2009, 52)86 
 
  

As states liberalized their capital accounts through the’90s, scholars and policymakers 

were fixated on globalization’s effects on state autonomy. The ability of firms and individuals to 

move money across borders was expected to leave states at the whim of business, circumscribing 

policy options, as governments raced to the bottom in search of foreign capital (Strange 1996; 

Drezner 2001; Tonelson 2000). The way plutocrats are now able to use the transnational legal 

market to pick and choose the rules and courts that best suit their material needs, at a surface 

level, echoes these fears from the ‘90s. Individuals can subvert their state’s authority by simply 

changing a few words in their contracts. But a large body of research now shows that state 

authority, although certainly limited for some smaller countries (Rudra 2008), has continued to 

be a key feature of globalization (Drezner 2008). States flex their own market power to make 

firms and individuals abide by their preferred rules (Bradford 2012; Newman and Posner 2011; 

Bach 2010). They can even leverage the way firms are structured using complex global supply 

chains and multi-site production networks to extend their reach beyond their borders (Crasnic, 

Kalyanpur, and Newman 2017). The dark(er) side of extraterritorial litigation follows the same 

pattern. 

 
86 First seen at Dawisha (2015, 335). 
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 As detailed in the previous chapter, in a world of political contestation, the losers from a 

political clash are given a new lease on life by using foreign courts to potentially get their money 

back. Arguably the most important mechanism to bring a case abroad is using the broad scope of 

personal jurisdiction that is usually applied in the UK and the US. But states can also take 

advantage of such rules. If a dissident or opponent has moved abroad to seek protection, the 

latter will be deemed domiciled in the jurisdiction, opening up the space for the state to engage 

its own form of “lawfare”(Kittrie 2016). 

 Using one’s state owned enterprises, or individuals close to the regime, to bring a case 

against a fleeing opponent fills out the middle of the Inverted-U expectations of my theory. 

Plutocrats could still mount a political challenge from abroad, funding parties or engaging in 

disinformation campaigns, particularly if the individuals have substantial wealth stashed in 

offshore and foreign jurisdictions. An extraterritorial litigation can provide the means for a 

regime to get its hands on said wealth, as we sometimes see in the attempts to bring back the loot 

of a deposed kleptocrat (Sharman 2017). It can further help in discrediting the figure, and signal 

to any future challengers the length to which the regime will go to take on the opposition. Over 

thirty percent of London’s emerging market extraterritorial litigations involve a state or state-

owned entity. A state-backed actor is part of almost half of the Russian extraterritorial litigations. 

During this time period the Kremlin has been forced to deal with an independently wealthy 

plutocracy.  The British courts became the natural venue to continue targeting those who have 

fallen out with the regime.  

Nonetheless, the past few years have seen the Russian state consolidate substantial 

authority. As Richard Sakwa (2014, 220) bluntly put it: 

In March 2000 Putin promised that if elected president, ‘Russia’s oligarchs will be abolished as a 
class.’ Within five years a new system of state-business relations was created. Independent 
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oligarchs like Khodorkovsky ceased to exist and business became dependent on the state, while a 
shadow class of ‘beneficiaries’ intercepted natural- resource rents and enjoyed a privileged 
relationship with the power system.  
 

In other words, political dynamics have begun to resemble more of an outright state 

control like setting. This has put the Russian state in a position to govern the relations and 

resolve disputes between wealthy parties that have accepted or gained from the new status quo.  

Examining how disputes are mediated between those subservient (or those that need to be seen 

as subservient) to the Russian state gives us a window into conventional state control settings 

and thereby allows me to fully evaluate my theoretical claims. The likes of Dawisha (2015), and 

Soldatov and Borogan (2010), have detailed the way the Kremlin has used its resources to build 

up its own band of superwealthy supporters, largely coming out of the security services and 

Putin’s trusted cabal from his time in St. Petersburg. These are plutocrats that are loyal to the 

state, who take political and commercial actions to further its interests.  As Putin’s tenure grows 

longer, more and more plutocrats begin to fall into this subservient category, especially as the 

nominally independently wealthy seek to ensure that they are aligned with the Kremlin (Djankov 

2015).  

The purpose of this chapter is then twofold. First, it illustrates how and when the state 

strikes back against those that could pose a challenge from abroad. Next, it documents how the 

Russian state manages disputes when in control, mitigating the likelihood of extraterritorial 

litigation. I begin by providing a broad overview of why some of the Russian extraterritorial 

litigations that involve state actors are unable to settle. I then continue the within case 

comparisons of Russian oligarch dispute resolution strategies across the balance of power. The 

chapter first dives into how the Putin regime was able to target Boris Berezovsky using the state-

owned airline Aeroflot. The next section details the fight waged by state-owned Rosneft across 
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foreign courts as it tried to get its hands on Yukos’s offshore wealth. The final section provides a 

glimpse into more conventionally state controlled world of dispute resolution by examining a 

dispute between two oligarchs that needed to stay on Putin’s good side, preventing them from 

fully taking advantage of the authority foreign courts.  

 

Why the State Goes Abroad 

Just as Russian plutocrats became mainstays of the London courts in the 2000s, Russian 

state-owned enterprises became increasingly common claimants. From a functional viewpoint 

this may not be surprising – under Putin the role of the state in the economy was growing so 

there were sure to be more disputes for them to take part in. While at a surface level this is true, 

it again fails to consider what might be stopping these expensive cases from settling and why 

they need to be taken abroad where they may risk high transparency costs. Diving into the details 

of the cases, and discussing them with the relevant lawyers, illustrates that there are much larger 

stakes to these cases that go beyond a simple commercial claim. Like the oligarch-v-oligarch 

disputes, there are political stakes where “There are a lot of people in the background [of a 

dispute] that are really the ones pulling the strings.”87 

The timing, the fact that Russian SOEs became major users of foreign courts in the 

2000s, was no coincidence. It was conditioned by the balance of power as plutocrats began to 

clash with the Russian state and were then forced to flee. The state found new, extraterritorial 

ways to take on its opposition. As one lawyer neatly summarized, “It’s usually a pattern of they 

come here and so they get sued here.”88 Plutocrats migrated abroad in search for safety, but the 

same liberal rules that make places like the UK valuable havens also create political 

 
87 Lawyer18, In Person, January 2018 
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opportunities. In line with my argument, a lawyer who has worked on cases involving state-

owned enterprises said: 

It’s very common to see a claimant that may not be based here but the defendant has come here 
to escape… the downsides of parking your ass here, in a relatively tolerant, safe place, is that you 
make yourself a target.89 
 
 The gains from the cases go well beyond any basic commercial sense, because one of the 

primary drivers is to ensure that those who have run cannot pose a future threat. Having wealth 

in places like London or the British Virgin Islands, even if a plutocrat has escaped Russia, puts 

them in a position to continue shaping politics back home. The state needs to find ways to 

prevent that so the cases are really “…all about capital that is outside of Russia.”90 The political 

stakes inevitably make settlement rare, and is fundamentally about moving the balance of power 

from contestation further toward state control. As one lawyer put it: 

If the state is involved they basically want to crush the people…and whoever might want to settle 
would be blamed for trying to help the fraudster…it’s a power-play.91 
 
  The majority of state-initiated cases in London center around some form of fraud, which 

again feeds into the larger political games at play. Fraud cases tend to be valid for a longer 

period of time. Moreover, given the way business is done in emerging markets there is frequently 

some type of business activity or corruption in a fleeing plutocrat’s past that could be considered 

fraudulent. As one lawyer working with numerous Russian clients told me: 

Most cases involve some corruption that we were all aware of but no one did anything about it 
until there is a reason to remember.92 
 

 
89 Lawyer39, In Person, February 2018 
90 Lawyer33, In Person, February 2018 
91 Lawyer53, In Person, July 2018 
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 Extraterritorial litigations are then quite straightforward to initiate once a plutocrat has 

been targeted. “These cases tend to come up when the economically powerful fallout…then you 

see accusations around fraud because it is easy to put in place.”93 But the mix of the political 

stakes and the nature of the allegations can further entrench parties making settlement less likely: 

But they [the cases] often include matters of dishonesty. If it’s a breach of contract where I say 
you owe me a million, you say it’s 200 thousand, we can deal. But the moment you allege 
dishonesty it’s much harder…often there is a political angle, or at least the people involved 
perceive there is.94 
 
Because of the nature of the allegations, people calling each other fraudsters, it’s very hard to 
settle…and as soon as that starts they also open criminal proceedings in Russia…these are 
politically motivated and very hard to stop.95 
 
 This type of entrenchment can still be valuable. Although the primary aim of any of these 

cases may be to get the money of the fleeing, or “fraudulent,” plutocrat there are additional 

publicity gains. As I argue, there may be symbolic value to actually having an independent 

British court affirm the SOE, or the state’s case, as it will delegitimize a potential opposition 

figure: 

And back to the political aspects, they want to win and recover but they also want the political 
value of being shown to be right.96  
 
Sometimes it’s not only the case of the money, sometimes one part is just about the punishment. 
Some want the decision. They want the official position that the opponent was wrong.97 
 
 In this way, an extraterritorial litigation can have political value beyond even the specific 

defendant/opponent. There are additional signaling gains. Taking the costly measure of filing a 

case abroad shows any future political challengers, and those that might still be independent at 

home, the length to which the state will go to exhaust its political opposition. One lawyer, who 
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regularly works with oligarchs across Eastern Europe, said “Some cases do not settle because the 

state wants to send a message…if you are stealing from us we will go after you… at least it’s 

better than killing people.”98  

 

Chasing Berezovsky 

As a member of “The Family” that ran the Yeltsin administration, Boris Berezovsky 

captured the Russian state. Through the ‘90s, he used a variety of extralegal means to acquire his 

wealth and resolve his disputes. This activity came to back to bite under Vladimir Putin. 

Berezovsky was forced to flee Russia as Putin made it clear he would not tolerate the political 

threat, and independence, Berezovsky was adamant on maintaining. The conflict was 

fundamentally driven by the balance of power, which now resembled a world of contestation as 

opposed to one of capture that Berezovsky had effectively engineered. Nonetheless, the 

proximate cause for Berezovsky leaving Russia was that he was expecting to be arrested for his 

dealings with state-owned airline Aeroflot. 

Aeroflot’s books were in tatters following the transition from Communism, but it was a 

highly valuable company to any plutocrat looking to diversify and safeguard their wealth. The 

international nature of the airlines business meant that Aeroflot was regularly dealing with 

valuable foreign currencies, giving the company plenty of legitimate reasons to be moving 

around money in foreign and offshore accounts. As detailed in Chapter 4, Berezovsky borrowed 

a page from his fellow plutocrats by gaining control of the management of Aeroflot so that he 

could apparently transfer some of those foreign funds into his own accounts. Berezovksy had to 

fight off Vladimir Gusinsky for the management rights (Freeland 2005, 136), but the bitter 
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dispute proved extremely valuable once Berezovsky’s lieutenant Nikolai Glushkov formally 

started running the airline: 

Swiss authorities would later allege that Aeroflot’s hard currency receipts had been 
systematically misappropriated to the tune of at least $200m, through Andava and Forus 
[Berezovsky’s entities], two Swiss-based companies which ostensibly provided the airline with 
financial services. But thanks to the Kremlin connection – after all, Aeroflot had become the 
Yeltsin family firm – inside Russia the airline had political Teflon: no matter what machinations 
investigations uncovered, they could never make them stick. (Freeland 2005, 136-137) 
 
 While there was an initial investigation in 1999, when Yeltsin was still in charge, 

Berezovsky effectively used kompromat to squash it. But the charges were eventually brought 

back up after Berezovsky and Putin began to clash. The rumors of a new criminal investigation 

into Aeroflot were confirmed on Nov 1, 2000 by the Deputy Prosecutor Vasily Kolmogorov 

(Hollingsworth and Lansley 2009, 90). This was within two days of Berezovsky boarding his 

private jet to permanently flee Moscow. His exit was not enough to protect his protégé Nikolai 

Glushkov, who was arrested in relation to his role in the apparent fraud at Aeroflot. He was 

eventually used as leverage by Putin and Abramovich as they negotiated Berezovsky’s 

divestment of his Russian assets. 

 

Taking the Chase Extraterritorial  

 When Abramovich bought out Berezovsky, the Kremlin’s hope was that the former 

Godfather would turn into an afterthought of the ‘90s. Berezovsky’s incessant criticism of the 

Putin regime, and his funding of NGOs and opposition parties instead made his personality loom 

large across contemporary Russian politics. This instigated the Kremlin’s attempts to extradite 

Berezovsky from the UK. In addition to charges related to conspiracy to commit a coup, the 

Aeroflot fraud charges were one of the major focal points of the Russian government’s case. But 

the outright animosity between the state and Berezovsky made the UK grant Berezovsky asylum 
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in 2003. The result was infuriating, souring UK-Russian relations, and setting the stage for 

another legal battle that would stretch almost decade. 

 As Berezovsky began mounting his claim against Abramovich, the prosecutor’s office in 

Russia ramped up its Aeroflot cases. In November 2007, Berezovsky and Glushkov were tried 

for fraud with the individuals eventually sentenced to six years in absentia. “…Moscow’s 

Savelovsky Court convicted Berezovsky of fraud and found him jointly and severally liable with 

Mr. Glushkov to pay Aeroflot over 200 million rubles. The judgment took effect in February 

2008, after Moscow City Court dismissed Berezovsky’s appeal.” (Burke 2014). In 2011, the 

Golovinsky Court approved adjusting Aeroflot’s claim for inflation, taking the total to 2 billion 

roubles. Berezovsky, of course, refused to pay as he sat in London looking for ways to make 

more money, with his fortune taking a massive hit after the financial crisis. In the interim, 

Glushkov had managed to flee, joining his former employer in London.  

 With the defendants now stationed abroad, the state was left with little choice but to take 

its claims extraterritorial. Aeroflot filed a case in London seeking to enforce their domestic 

judgments against the Russian state’s political opponents. Although initially rejected by the 

courts in 2012, Aeroflot appealed the case. Before any conclusion could be reached, Berezovsky 

was found dead in his apartment in March 2013. 

 

Why They Couldn’t Settle 

 A “fraud” that most elites in Russia knew about in the ‘90s dragged on through the 2000s 

and was eventually brought into the London courts. When discussing Aeroflot v. Berezovsky with 

both London and Moscow based lawyers, there is little doubt why there was no settlement. In 

line with my theory, the stakes were not economic but political. As one lawyer summarized, 
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“They were out to get him…and everyone knew…They trumped up charges…It would have 

gone away if it wasn’t a political opponent.”99  

Several lawyers expressed concern about the actual merits of the case. Although the way 

Berezovsky and Glushkov appeared to handle the Aeroflot accounts were morally questionable, 

they used loopholes in Russian law that several other plutocrats had also taken advantage of. A 

British lawyer called it “a weak case that was fairly obviously cooked up but they kept 

pushing.”100 He said flat out that a private company would never have considered this a serious 

claim. It was the politics driving the decision: 

Aeroflot was tit for tat…it can only be seen as political.  They were probably advised that this 
wasn’t worth the expense…you can’t imagine someone like British Airways bringing a case like 
that.101  
 

At the same time, while Berezovsky was a beneficiary of the Aeroflot scheme, he was 

hardly part of the direct legal aspects that could be construed as fraudulent behavior: 

“Berezovsky wasn’t even involved. Aeroflot was used as a canon to wage war with him and his 

associate in any way they [the Russian state] could…it’s a vendetta.”102 Roman Abramovich 

similarly benefited as a stakeholder of Aeroflot but, to my knowledge, he was never publicly 

questioned in the case, let alone party as a defendant.  

The timing of the case further strengthens the view that it was a political, rather than 

commercial, move. “It’s strange, the timing. Any lawyer, if we are in England is going to tell you 

to move as quickly as possible but they waited. In that situation it’s unusual that’s for sure.”103 It 

appears to some that the cases were strategically timed to counter some of Berezovsky’s political 
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pressure. One lawyer was explicit in saying that the bringing of the judgment to London as 

Berezvosky brought his claim against Abramovich was likely a concerted effort to delegitimize 

Putin’s opponent: “It’s [the fact that the case was filed around the same time as B v. A] not a 

coincidence. The Kremlin were looking for an opportunity to kick a man when he’s down.”104  

In this vein, the actual case and the claim were regarded as a secondary consideration by 

several London based lawyers. As one individual said, “The Russian state just wanted him under 

investigation...to attack him in any way possible.”105 Even if the claim failed, they would 

succeed in potentially slandering Berezovsky and force him to exert substantial time and money 

in a defense. A settlement was then never really in question because they wanted the money: 

It was a way to put pressure on people who have run away from Russia. They were after the 
person’s money…the worst case is that you drain their money through the legal fees. There was 
no legal reason to bring the judgment in London.106  
 
 The case fits the broader pattern of how state-owned entities are sometimes used to 

mount an attack, through the courts, against the Kremlin’s political rivals. One litigator said that, 

“The same legal instrument in private hands, when deployed by the state, will and should be 

interpreted in a different way.”107 A lawyer who has worked on SOE-related disputes, when 

discussing the Aeroflot case, stated that “Many of these cases are really a campaign of 

harassment.”108 
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Outcome  

 Once Berezovsky died, there was a general air of expectation that the case against his 

estate might soon settle. But that would ensure that the money could still go to some of his 

relatives that were still considered politically fraught figures in Russia. Moreover, Aerofolot and 

the state were still not considering dropping the case against Berezovsky’s partner Nikolai 

Glushkov who was also party to the claim and the fraud charges. Once Glushkov fled Russia, he 

continued to work as part of Berezovsky’s extraterritorial cabal and had even given evidence 

against Abramovich during the London Commercial Court trial. Nonetheless, he was a relatively 

small-time player.  

A handful of days after the poisoning of Sergei Skripal in March 2018, Glushkov was 

found strangled in his home in London. Less than a month after his death, the lawyers 

representing Aeroflot, according to Justice Vivien Rose, sent “intrusive and hectoring” questions 

to Glushkov’s daughter and civil partner. The abuse was, in her opinion, beyond the norms of the 

British legal profession. Within weeks of the letter being sent out, with the two political 

opponents, Berezovsky and Glushkov, now out of the picture, the case was finally discontinued 

(Herbert Smith Freehills 2018). In a witness statement in 2011 Glushkov said, “I believe that it 

was a direct result of my close relationship with Boris [Berezovsky] that I was targeted for 

persecution by the Russian government.” (Bond, Buckley, and Croft 2018). 

 

Yukos’s Foreign Coffers 

Mikhail Khodorkovsky was the chosen communist to lead Russia in its search for an 

equitable market economy. His young roots in the komsomol became his route towards building 

up a lucrative banking conglomerate. The wealth of connections put him in a place to rig the 
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auction for what would become Russia’s biggest oil company, Yukos. At the time, the corporate 

appears to have rarely been afraid to bend the law or resort to coercive means to resolve its 

disputes.  

From the get-go, Bank Menatep and Yukos enmeshed their earnings in a web of domestic 

and foreign tax havens. The integration of Khodorkovsky and the magnificent seven’s wealth 

into global financial structures reached its apex in 1997, when British lawyer Steve Curtis 

inverted the ownership of Yukos inside out. The company that constituted almost 2% of the 

Russian government’s tax revenue was made a de jure foreign entity as ownership rights were 

transferred into a variety of shell companies to protect Khodorkovsky and Yukos’s inner circle. 

Come 2003, Khodokovsky had come out of the initial fight against the plutocrats by the 

resurgent Russian state relatively unscathed. In fact, he was thriving at the top of Russia’s Forbes 

list, and was set to merge with Abramovich’s Sibneft. But Khodorkovsky also clearly appeared 

to have become unsatisfied with the emerging move toward state control. He began funding a 

host of opposition parties. Russian civil society was fundamentally dependent on his charity, and 

he was even in talks to sell off parts of Yukos to foreign oil majors. In other words, he was 

posing a serious threat to the Russian state and the Kremlin reacted with what Paul B. Stephan 

(2013) has called “expropriation by taxation.”  

For the most part, Yukos followed the standard practices of the Russian oil industry, 

routing various transactions through domestic subsidiaries to minimize their tax burden. These 

mechanisms were used as the basis to initially target Khodorkovsky and the company. Through 

its various machinations, the Russian state eventually charged the company with evading close to 

$28 billion. They had even secured a freezing order on domestic assets that prevented Yukos 

from cashing out any its securities, and then went on to insist that payment needed to be 
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completely in cash (Stephan 2013, 25). This left the company and its shareholders with virtually 

no domestic room to maneuver, and the Russian state was not backing down.  

The state was never afraid to illustrate its apparent control of the situation – when a judge 

tried to remove the freezing order, he was summarily dismissed. Following the trials of 

Khodorkovsky and Lebedev, and with Yukos having no real options to pay the Russian 

government, the real logic behind the attack became clear. In 2004, Yukos’s most valuable asset, 

the oil field Yugranskneftegaz was auctioned off to the shell company Baikalfinance that quickly 

turned around and sold the jewel to Rosneft. The Russian state not only managed to bankrupt 

their political opponent, but also took his biggest revenue stream for itself. Yukos was eventually 

left with no option but to file for bankruptcy. 

 

Taking the Case Extraterritorial 

 The sale of Yuganskneftegaz put a dent toward paying off Yukos’s tax bill – the Russian 

government received almost $10 billion, for an asset that was nonetheless valued closer to 

double that. Roseneft continued to file charges against the company domestically. As noted, 

Yukos was well versed in protecting its money through using subsidiaries and offshore 

jurisdictions, so there was money for Rosneft to seize — just not in Russia. Although 

Khodorkovsky and Lebedev were behind bars, the other major players in Yukos such as Nevzlin 

and Brudno had safely secured passage abroad. They were armed with their offshore wealth, and 

who knew when and how Khdoorkovsky might find his own way out. The Russian state still 

needed to get rid of the political threat, and as I theorize, they enlisted the help of a host of 

foreign courts in the process.  
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 Extradition charges were filed in numerous jurisdictions from the United Kingdom to 

Lithuania. The Russian state even tried to get foreign authorities to help raid Yukos’s offices 

abroad by filing petitions through the courts in places like Switzerland. But the biggest offensive 

plays by Rosneft and the Kremlin was to take Yukos’s Russian bankruptcy and use it as a basis 

to seize the assets of the company’s foreign subsidiaries. Some of these were essential to the way 

any international company did business, while others were more conventional offshore outfits. 

While there were several such attempts, two of the extraterritorial litigations stand out. The first 

involved the Dutch subsidiary Yukos Finance B.V., where a Dutch court eventually rejected the 

recognition of the bankruptcy. This helped Yukos shareholders transfer a broad swath of the 

most valuable resources into a highly protected Dutch trust. The second now infamous case was 

filed against Yukos CIS in Armenia, a country that was and remains highly dependent on the 

Kremlin and was quick to recognize the validity of the bankruptcy. Yukos fought the charges for 

years with no apparent end in sight.  

 

Why They Couldn’t Settle 

 The extraterritorial battles waged by Rosneft and the Russian state appear to have had a 

clear purpose. Of course, the state wanted the money. But, in line with my theory, the general 

consensus is that the Kremlin was out to break Yukos and its leaders who were seen as a political 

threat. Such a viewpoint becomes clear when you consider how some of the Yukos management 

tried to handle negotiations about the tax payment after Khodorkovsky was imprisoned. 

According to Bruce Misamore, one of the senior foreign employees of the company, they 

repeatedly tried to settle, going through different branches of the Kremlin. He told Martin 

Sixsmith the following:  
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‘They would lead us on…and we would think that we were very close to a settlement, but then 
someone would meet Putin and the whole thing would get dropped. That is why I absolutely 100 
per cent believe that every major action in the destruction of Yukos was directed or personally 
approved by Vladimir Putin.’ (Sixsmith, 2009, 175) 
 
 They apparently offered a settlement of almost $20 billion (Sixsmith, 2009, 176). The 

sum came close to matching some of the inflated claims the Russian state was pressing and 

would have surpassed the amount the Russian state has thus far been able to collect 

extraterritorially. But the Kremlin was hell bent on ruining the company and taking out 

Khodorkovsky – a settlement would have left the firm in the prior management’s hands. As 

Misamore again said: 

‘Once we got close to a solution with other parties in the Kremlin, I believe that when they took 
it to Putin on the weekends or whatever he was the one who said, ‘No we are going to destroy 
this company; no deals.’ (Sixsmith, 2009, 175-176). 
 
 The decade spent chasing down the company would have likely been avoided even if the 

tax claim was completely legitimate but there were larger political stakes. The Russian state 

spent millions on foreign and domestic lawyers chasing down assets that Rosneft could seize. 

But that money meant little in the larger political scheme as they tried to move further towards a 

world of control. After all, the individuals in government were not the one paying the costs. As 

one lawyer cynically put it: 

They are not going to settle. Who is paying the bills? It’s the people. It’s the Russian state. They 
don’t care about the legal fees. 1 million less here and there who cares. It’s too distant from the 
Kremlin.109 
 
  “It was to the death.”110 The Russian state did not feel encumbered by the economic 

costs. Even if the attempts failed, they would succeed in draining and tying up whatever money 

the Yukos exiles had left stashed away. The longer it went on, the generally better the outcome 
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for the Russian state as even failure would, to a certain extent, further the political cause. One 

specialist familiar with the case said, “There were never any approaches [for settlement]...Sechin 

was hell bent…this was about the rise of Khodorkovsky and the challenge to authority.”111  

 The extent to which the legal proceedings have become politicized has even created a 

nice informal precedent for future plutocrats that were chased out. Any Russian trying to get 

asylum in the UK apparently aims to find anything that might connect them to Yukos, since the 

fight has become so openly about politics over commerce.112 

 

Outcome 

After a decade, dozens of trials, and tens of millions in legal fees, Rosneft’s offensive 

relented. The state-owned oil company that was languishing before it acquired Yukos, settled 

with the shareholders in early 2015. While the exact sum was not disclosed, the agreement would 

allow the Yukos trusts in Russia to begin distributing some of the $400 million it had acquired 

through its own extraterritorial claims. The terms of the settlement meant that all Yukos and 

Rosneft related cases worldwide would be considered over, but it had no bearing on the GML 

cases against the Russian state, or any other general cases involving Yukos and other Russian 

parties.  

The settlement came as shock to a number of observers, but the logic appeared clearer 

about a year later. The Financial Times reported that Rosneft’s lawyers had blatantly 

manipulated the legal proceedings in Armenia in their favor (Belton and Stott 2016). They had 

emails showing Rosneft lawyers telling senior members of the Armenian judiciary how they 

wanted five different trials to go, and even dictated some of the rulings. A judge fled Armenia 
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after refusing to put out a pre-written judgment that was given to him on a USB. He eventually 

testified in one of the Dutch proceedings around Yukos CIS, where the emails were also 

revealed. As Judge Ghazaryan put it, “‘A clear and unequivocal message was sent to any 

Armenian judge presiding in a Yukos-related case: obey the instructions that come from the top 

and rule in favour of Rosneft and against Yukos or face harsh consequences.’” (Belton and Stott 

2016). 

Three months later the case was settled. According to a number of different lawyers I 

spoke to, the revelations meant that Roseneft was almost certainly going to lose, finally bringing 

them to the table. The evidence was eventually admitted to another Dutch case involving Yukos 

International and has upped the stakes in the Yukos v. Russia battle. Citing political motivations, 

in January 2019, the company’s bankruptcy in Russia was formally unrecognized in the High 

Council (Supreme Court) in the Netherlands (Reuters 2019).  

 

State Control over Extraterritorial Litigation 

As the resurgent Russian state took on the independent plutocrats, Kremlin owned 

enterprises were regularly party to extraterritorial litigations. More often than not, they were used 

as an offensive tool to delegitimize a rival and seize foreign assets. Despite the companies clearly 

being embedded in the transnational network for financial and legal services, state-owned 

enterprises did not litigate against each other in foreign courtrooms. There were literally no cases 

in the London courts between Kremlin owned companies. This comes as little surprise to the 

lawyers that work with these companies: 

You know in Russia we’ve got special phrase, we don’t like to throw our garbage from the house 
outside of the house. If you’ve got two SOE companies most likely they would not go abroad.113 
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 When Putin came to power many of the state-owned companies were invigorated by 

rising oil and commodity prices. The SOEs by definition were subservient to the state. Over time 

Putin built up his own band of plutocrats, providing them with lucrative state contracts and plum 

positions toward the top of valuable government entities. They have generally come out of the 

security services, creating a class that Daniel Treisman (2008) famously labeled the silovarchs. 

Karen Dawisha, author of Putin’s Kleptocracy, blunty summarized the situation: “With the 

return under Putin to state capitalism, the state nationalizes the risk but continues to privatize the 

rewards to those closest to the president in return for their loyalty.” (Dawisha 2014, 2) 

As state power consolidated, even the independently wealthy took steps to try to align 

themselves with Putin. Following the first set of battles with the likes of Berezovsky and 

Khodorkovsky, the balance of power began moving towards state control, making those that 

wanted to stay on Putin’s good side actively avoid steps that might signal disloyalty or undercut 

Kremlin interests. In other words, these individuals and firms still need to avoid the transparency 

costs associated with extraterritorial litigation. A lawyer with more than a decade of experience 

with Russian clients said that when weighing a case in London, “The first concern is always ‘are 

you going to piss off Putin?’”114 

 Cases like Berezovsky v. Abramovich detailed some of the skeletons in the Russian 

government’s closet.  By coming to London, “They[the plutocrats] would run the risk of 

embarrassing the country, of embarrassing the Russian Federation, and the President.”115 If they 

were to attempt such a case, there would almost certainly be political ramifications, potentially 
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turning an economic dispute into a political problem: “It’s the publicity angle. If you owe your 

position to the state, it would be naïve to think that this is the end of it.”116 

At the same time, while there is still some contestation, the state needs to ensure that no 

plutocrats take actions that could symbolize a lack of control. The state needs to build up an 

image of cohesion and will find ways to sanction those that undercut that effort by using foreign 

courts. When discussing why SOEs do not come to London for their own disputes, one lawyer 

brought up the fate of Vladimir Yakunin. “Yakunin’s career followed Putin’s for over two 

decades. When Putin began work at the Presidential Property Management Department, Yakunin 

was named the head of its office in the Northwest Region. When Putin became president 

Yakunin was appointed deputy minister of transport and given control over the nation’s seaports. 

Later he was made chief of Russian Railways.” (Miller 2018, 84). But he was immediately 

dismissed from his post when news of his son acquiring a British passport surfaced. The British 

lawyer said that “If you are close to the Kremlin there is a great expectation that you buy into 

what they do. Using our courts would not fit this.”117  As another practitioner neatly summarized: 

If they were both equally close [to Putin] it would not happen here, and if it did they would cease 
to be close.118   
 
 The signals, and the potential costs of transparency, sent by an extraterritorial litigation 

then diminishes the likelihood of using London to resolve disputes between parties close to, or 

wanting to be close to, the state. Instead, as I expect, we see actors using informal institutions, 

and the power of the state to settle commercial conflicts. “The real dispute mechanism is the 

political connections…litigation is the tip of the iceberg...it’s not really what’s happening.”119 
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Sometimes disputes are then resolved in the shadow of state authority, but not through formal 

channels:  

If we’re both close to the Kremlin, we know we need to sort this out [without using courts]. Or 
we are going to get someone else to sort it out. And if we can’t get someone else, we’ll get 
someone in the Kremlin…we won’t want to get to London and get some English judge involved.  
 
 In other instances, when the stakes are particularly high, plutocrats and SOEs are forced 

to go directly to the authorities to have them act as the neutral arbiter. Avoiding the courtroom, 

be it domestic or foreign, will make sure to keep the dirty laundry hidden: 

Those who are on the right side of the government will not come here…They are likely to use 
the real power brokers.120  
 
I don’t really see them going to court…I see them going to a boardroom at the Kremlin.121 
 
 
The War for Norilsk Nickel 

 The decade long duel between Vladimir Potanin and Oleg Deripaska illustrates how 

commercial disputes are resolved when the state is generally able to control rival plutocrats. 

Potanin was one of the original designers of the loans-for-shares program, and his reward was 

Norilsk Nickel. The company had the largest nickel reserves in the world and controlled one-

fifth of global palladium supplies. Once Putin turned the balance of power toward contestation, 

Potanin could have easily become a plutocrat to make an example of, but Potanin actively 

eschewed politics as the balance shifted. He was quiet as Berezovsky and Khodorkovsky were 

taken down and he continued to try to stay on Putin’s good side even as Putin moved from 

President to Prime Minister for a handful of years. Putin appears to see his namesake as the ideal 

plutocrat who does not cross the electric fence of electoral politics and could be called on to do 

the state’s bidding: in 2010 Potanin announced that he would be donating half his wealth to 
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charity; when Putin needed funds for his pet Olympic project in Sochi, Potanin put up $262 

million for a resort through his holding company Interros (Buckley 2007).  

 Oleg Deripaska is now famous as the oligarch that former Trump campaign manager Paul 

Manafort once worked for and still owes money to. He cut his teeth in the dangerous aluminum 

industry of the ‘90s, with mob ties that still dog his business ventures and his ability to travel to 

the US. By the start of the millennium he was positioned atop the aluminum conglomerate that 

Berezovsky and Abramovich were part of consolidating. In the coming years, he would become 

the primary shareholder of Rusal, which forms the backbone of the Russian, and the global, 

aluminum industry. The growth was bolstered by the fact that he seemed to weave himself into 

Putin’s inner circle with some referring to him as the chosen oligarch.  

But the meteoric rise did not leave Deripaska satisfied. He built up a reputation for being 

a hard-nosed, ruthless capitalist. As Vladimir Potanin and, former Brooklyn Nets owner, Mikhail 

Prokhorov began divvying up their control of Interros and Norilsk Nickel, Deripaska spotted an 

opportunity. He wanted to create a Russian, multi-commodity conglomerate that would rival the 

likes of BHP Billiton. Acquiring Norislk Nickel would be the first piece. It did not matter that 

there were few synergies between the two companies, Deripaska had decided the company was 

his target, and after months of heated negotiations, he convinced Prokohorov to sell in the spring 

of 2008.  

 Rusal bought up 25% of the Nickel giant while Potanin maintained just under 30% 

through his holding company Interros. Everyone knew Potanin was not going to let Deripaska 

take over. Shortly after Prokhorov’s sale went through, Potanin and fellow magnate Alisher 

Uzmanov announced that they had plans to create a three-way merger that would trample 

Deripaska’s ambitions. While the deal was stalling, Potanin continued the offensive strategy. At 
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the next board meeting for Norilsk Nickel, he managed to take control of four of the nine board 

seats, while Deripaska was left with three (Belton 2008a). By July he managed to make himself 

the company’s new chairman  while pushing out the outspoken CEO Denis Morozov replacing 

him with loyalist Sergei Batekhin (Belton 2008a).  

Shortly after, however, Vladimir Strzhalkovsky, former KGB officer and apparent Putin 

confidant, was lined up to become chief executive at the following board meeting (Belton 

2008b). Potanin openly noted the move was an effort to speed up the deal involving Uzmanov – 

whether this was forced by the government or was a political insurance effort is still unclear. 

Nonetheless, the fight for control was soon called to a halt as the 2008 financial crisis exhausted 

the fortunes of both Deripaska and Potanin. Interros and Basic Element, Deripaska’s holding 

company, were heavily indebted and required government assistance, via state banks VEB and 

VTB, just to stay afloat (Belton 2008c). Former Kremlin chief of staff Alexander Voloshin was 

then brought in as chair to keep the peace (Gorst 2008). The Russian state was managing the 

plutocrats. 

 But the truce was relatively short lived. In the summer of 2010, amid allegations of vote 

buying and bribery, Potanin managed to once again gain a majority of the seats on the Norilsk 

Nickel board. Interros had four while Rusal was left with three, and Vasily Titov, first deputy 

chief executive of VTB who appeared to have Interros’s backing was suddenly chair with 

Alexander Voloshin kicked out (Belton 2010a). Rusal alleged that the company’s management, 

led by Strzhalkovsky, had colluded to ensure the outcome. By the end of July, Deripaska was 

threatening domestic and extraterritorial legal action (Belton 2010b).  

 The boardroom tactics looked to have cost Potanin a billion dollar loan from a 

consortium of western financial groups that did not want to get involved in another oligarch 
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battle that looked to be to the death (Belton 2010c). Interros was on the verge of a London Court 

of International Arbitration case (Belton 2010d), and Russian prosecutors appeared to provide 

some backing for Deripaska’s claims around violations of the voting rules (Belton 2010e). But 

the efforts were in vein, as come November, Deripaska’s own boardroom coup failed. Potanin 

then offered to buy out Rusal’s stake at a massive premium, in a deal worth $12 billion that was 

immediately rejected. The offer went up to $14 billion, with some observers close to Deripaska 

assuming that a couple billion more could even do the trick.  

Deripaska was not ready to deal and Potanin again went on the offensive: Norilsk Nickel 

offered a share buyback worth 3 billion dollars for a little over 6% of the company (Belton 

2010f). The shares would then go to the company’s treasury that was aligned with Interros. The 

deal was coupled with an out-of-nowhere 8% sale of shares to commodities trader Trafigura who 

also appeared to have come into Potanin’s fold. Few details of the deal were released and it was 

generally assumed that Trafigura were given a nice rate well below market to safeguard 

Potanin’s control. Deripaska managed to get a temporary injunction on the transactions through 

the courts in Nevis, but it was eventually rejected (Belton 2011). He then set out to take on 

Interros through courts in the US and the UK to expose the real details around who was pulling 

the company’s strings. The litigations promised to bring out some of the most controversial parts 

of the company’s practices. 

With more legal challenges pending, Norilsk Nickel’s management tried to once again 

resolve the dispute through a buyout but Deripaska was not giving up on his multi-metal dream 

(Weaver 2011). So they went for the jugular. The company offered another $4.5 billion share 

buy-back at a 50% premium on the market rate. The orders came flying in and, within a few 

months, management’s shares of the company went up  17% (Weaver 2011). In the interim, 
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however, Trafigura appeared to have purchased the 8% of the shares but it was eventually 

written down to less than 1%. No one openly came forward claiming the remaining 7% that 

would in theory be worth billions (Blas and Belton 2011). Nonetheless, management and Interros 

had already secured close to a governing majority, which would allow them to shut down 

Deripaska’s goals. For years, he had been trying to increase the company’s dividends to help him 

actually pay down the debt that Rusal took on when buying up its Norilsk Nickel shares.  

 

The Settlement 

Towards the end of 2012, four years after the war began, there was still no light at the end 

of the tunnel. The Kremlin was growing frustrated with the public way in which the plutocrats 

were making their accusations, and in the Fall both Potanin and Deripaska were pictured in 

meetings with Putin himself. Another potential courtroom fiasco was set for December and was 

running parallel to a number of other extraterritorial plutocrat battles. But the financial and legal 

community was particularly giddy about this fight given the power and value of Norilsk Nickel. 

They should not have got their hopes up. 

A handful of days before the first set of hearings were scheduled, the warring parties 

announced a settlement. Rather than either Deripaska or Potanin buying the other out, as both 

had repeatedly tried to do in the past, a third, familiar plutocrat was brought into the fold. Roman 

Abramovich bought up just under 6% of the shares for $1.5 billion, but was given 20% of the 

voting rights (Weaver 2012). In other words, he was put in a position to act as mediator between 

the two rivals. The deal further included a fixed dividend policy for the coming years, surely to 

Deripaska’s delight. The KGB-executive Strzhalkovsky would also be gone, but Vladimir 

Potanin would be taking over the role for himself. The board would become an even split of four 
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pieces each for Interros and Rusal, while Abramovich and the independent directors would fill 

out the rest. The penalties for backtracking on the deal were staggering, and could have reached 

up to $560 million for each of the three billionaires (Wagstyl 2012).122  

Although some of the details are surprising, the settlement was what close observers were 

already expecting because these were plutocrats seeking to keep the Kremlin happy. Putin had 

intimated that he wanted this resolved quickly and quietly so the plutocrats knew they needed to 

come to the table. As one London lawyer said, “The Kremlin does step in, it did step in, it’s 

obvious, and it’s public.”123 The general justification aligns with the potential costs of publicity 

as “the Kremlin doesn’t want its dirty laundry, like who killed who and who bribed who, aired 

abroad.”124 A representative of numerous other oligarchs said that this was par for the course, but 

that the success of these brokered deals inevitably relies on the degree of state control: 

You always have attempts [by the state to broker] but it depends on how decisive. Depending on 
the level of interference, the higher up you get the more they settle, and the level of vulnerability. 
If all your assets are in Russia…or you’ve put all your eggs in one basket, you will listen.125   
 
 Potanin and Deripaska were both actors whose assets were heavily focused and tied up in 

Russia, and who had gone out of their way to ensure good relations with the government. In line 

with my causal mechanism, they did not want to undermine the Kremlin. As another lawyer said, 

“If anyone has influence on all these players it’s the state. No matter what anyone says, they all 

want to make peace with the state.”126 Although one individual I spoke to was absolutely 

adamant that there was no Kremlin involvement, and Potanin has also gone out of his way to say 
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the same (Weaver and Clover 2013), there was a broad consensus on how the settlement was 

brokered. The state had to be involved: 

There is no other logical explanation. And it made sense from a political perspective – you bring 
in this neutral trusted third party…this is a company important to Russia, it’s at a time during the 
big oligarch cases. This was the beginning of the clampdown by the Kremlin [to stop cases going 
abroad].127  
 
 Even the fact that it was Abramovich who was brought in was not particularly shocking. 

One lawyer said it all “got sorted in a very Russian politics way.”128 It was not as though 

Abramovich was taking the initiative, he was used by those higher up: 

Abramovich plays that kind of role there…It’s not like he’s doing this on his own, it’s more like 
someone gives him the call and says ‘you’re on.’ It’s more directed than his own. And then when 
you get a call from him you know he’s been told to do this and you know who’s getting 
involved.129  
 

The fact that the state (implicitly) stepped in to prevent an extraterritorial case aligns with 

my theory of what we should expect in a country moving toward state control: “It fits with the 

more general pattern of Putin as arbitrator if necessary, be it between politicians or oligarchs.”130 

 

Postscript 

 A little over six years after the brokered deal, we did finally get a case between the 

plutocrats in London, but it was more of a footnote than a real battle in the war over Nornickel. 

Come December 2018, the shareholder lock-up had expired and Potanin soon offered to buy 

Abramovich’s shares outright. Apparently Deripaska was informed and said he would not be 

able to buy Abramovich’s shares because of the domestic regulations in Russia that would then 

force him to make an offer for the entire company, which he could not afford.  
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In the preceding few months Deripaska’s political capital had taken a toll – he was 

embroiled in the Mueller investigation through his connections to Paul Manafort and a female 

escort who accompanied Deripaska on a yachting vacation claimed to have tapes of him 

discussing Russia’s role in hacking the 2016 American election. It appears Potanin smelled blood 

and was ready to pounce. Abramovich, always the willing businessman, appeared ready to cash 

out. News of an impending legal battle knocked $2.5 billion off Norilsk Nickel’s market cap 

(Foy 2018b).  

 As per the terms of the 2012 deal, a roulette style shootout would need to decide who 

would gain complete control (Foy 2018a). It would be all or nothing. But the riskiness of an 

auction, coupled with new sanctions on Deripaska, halted the procedure in April 2018 (Foy 

2018c). After Deripaska’s initial injunction failed, we had a trial to determine the specific 

legality of a sale. It was narrow and did little to provide real clarity on the company or expose 

either party to true transparency costs. Concluding in June, a British judge ruled that the sale 

could not actually go through and Potanin was forced to return the 2% he had already picked up 

from Abramovich prior to any legal action (Foy and Croft 2018). Potanin appears to be readying 

an appeal, but we can expect another brokered deal in the near future (Lyrchikova and Ivanova 

2018).  

 One lawyer said that this episode appeared to be a truly last-ditch attempt by Deripaska: 

The choice for Deripaska is to go to the English court, because it was probably in the contract, or 
to give up…The question is do I take the risk and upset Mr. P or do I forego the right...I would 
think he would have got some sort of approval.131 
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 Another lawyer called it “a sign of weakness.”132 Deripaska’s krysha appeared to be 

waning. 

 

Conclusions   

When Vladimir Putin was elected President, the plutocratic class was expecting business-

as-usual. But riding a wave of high oil prices and the popularity engineered by the plutocrats, the 

balance of power shifted from one of capture to contestation. The commitment problem created 

by the relatively equal balance lead to clashes between the state and select powerful oligarchs of 

the Yeltsin era. Those like Berezovsky who were forced to flee were able to use foreign courts to 

try to regain their economic wealth. Yet they had also run away with vast amounts of their profits 

stashed away in foreign real estate and offshore bank accounts. This chapter has illustrated what 

the state can do in a world of mobile capital where its political opponents can continue to pose a 

transnational threat to its authority.   

The state-owned airline Aeroflot was used as a mechanism to drive Berezovsky from 

Russia. There is little double that Berezovsky had fleeced its accounts through the ‘90s. Its 

legality is definitely debatable, but he certainly was not the only plutocrat who used SOEs to 

bolster his bottom line when the state was captured. As Berezovsky continued to cast a shadow 

over Russian politics through the 2000s, despite being stationed abroad, the Aeroflot charges 

were brought to London. The aim appears to have been to get their hands on his money, to drown 

him in another complicated legal challenge, while simultaneously delegitimizing him. 

Although Khodorkovsky was locked away after he and the state clashed, several of his 

closest business partners continued to pose the Kremlin problems from abroad. They made their 
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aims of not just regaining their wealth, but on challenging Putin, clear. The Russian state 

managed to inflate the tax charges against Yukos to such a high level that even auctioning off its 

most valuable assets only dented the outstanding payments. Rosneft, the state-owned company 

that was most empowered by the expropriation, was then able to bring cases against Yukos 

subsidiaries to get their hands on the wealth that Khodorkovsky and his colleagues had parked 

abroad.  

Both state-lead extraterritorial attacks on Berezovsky and Khodorkovsky took more than 

a decade to resolve. Millions were spent on legal fees on both sides, but the process becomes 

logical once we recognize that these cases were not solely about commercial gains. The choice to 

take cases abroad, to not settle, was driven by the potential impacts on the balance of power. 

As state-owned enterprises became weaponized, they did not actually begin using foreign 

courts for their own disputes. With Putin consolidating his power, the balance began shifting 

toward state control, ensuring that SOEs and plutocrats that want to stay on the inside refrain 

from publicly using foreign courts. The dispute over Norilsk Nickel, between Potanin and 

Deripaska, illustrates that the Kremlin has not hesitated to broker agreements between powerful 

rivals that want or need to align themselves with the state. Its power resources make it the only 

authority able to effectively resolve disputes. Plutocrats and firms close to the state know that 

they can expect to pay a political price for undermining the state if they publicly purchase 

liberalism abroad.  
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CHAPTER 7: THE TRAGEDY OF TRANSNATIONAL LIBERALISM 
 
 
 
 Why do co-nationals sue each other in foreign courts? The academic and journalistic 

consensus assumes that such extraterritorial litigation is driven by a search for the rule of law 

(Sharafutdinova and Dawisha 2016; Dammann and Hansmann 2009). Actors go to the US and 

the UK for the fair and equal treatment that they are unlikely to receive at home, with the added 

promise of an efficient and expert process. While these factors no doubt shape the calculus of 

firms and individuals choosing to outsource their disputes, it fails to explain why we then see 

plutocrats from only some emerging markets fight in foreign courts. In other words, it fails to 

explain why we see Russian oligarchs regularly sue each other in London yet we rarely see South 

African and Saudi Arabian oligarchs fight abroad despite having similarly weak legal institutions 

at home. 

 This project proposes an alternate, political explanation for extraterritorial litigation. We 

need to think through not only the gains from fair treatment, but also the potential costs of a 

transparent, liberal process.133  The actors that have the functional need to use London and New 

York, and the economic means to go abroad, are primarily emerging market plutocrats. To gain 

that wealth and status, these plutocrats have almost certainly engaged in corrupt, possibly 

criminal, activity that could easily come out in a public, foreign courtroom. An extraterritorial 

litigation could force plutocrats to reveal where they hide their assets, who their real business 

partners are, and even the intricacies of their political patronage. Divulging these “business 

practices” can easily invite new threats to a plutocrat’s wealth, be it from fellow plutocrats or the 
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state.  Individuals need to then strategically weigh the gains of the rule of law against the costs of 

its transparency. 

 I argue that the balance of power between the state and the plutocracy guides plutocrat 

decision making. I conceptualize the balance of power as a spectrum. At one extreme is a world 

of state capture (Hellman 1998), where the plutocrats have the most valuable resources. In this 

scenario, the government is subservient and fundamentally replaceable, so big business is not 

concerned about the vertical threat from the state but instead is primarily focused on intra-

plutocracy battles – a plutocrat is constantly concerned that a fellow plutocrat might step up to 

raid their company and take over their assets (Firestone 2008; Markus 2017a). When a major 

dispute arises both parties to a lawsuit are almost certainly plutocrats with corrupt pasts. Even if 

both actors despise each other, they are fundamentally winning under conditions of state capture. 

Potentially detailing their murky business histories, or how they leverage or control state actors, 

could bring the entire system into question, creating strong incentives to settle cases outside the 

foreign spotlight.  

 At the other extreme is a world of state control, where the state has all the most valuable 

resources. In this scenario, plutocrats are not worried about fellow plutocrats as no one will make 

a major economic or political move without the state’s approval. Instead business elites are 

focused on mitigating the threat from the state, which an extraterritorial litigation would quickly 

increase. Filing a case in London or New York would send a signal to international and domestic 

audiences that the wealthy do not trust their home institutions. Moreover, given the way many 

state-controlled economies work, a case would almost certainly implicate the state. The latter 

would then be left with no choice but to react; this fear of retribution prevents plutocrats from 

taking advantage of a more efficient, liberal process abroad. 
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 At the ends of the balance of power we should then rarely expect to see cases, but it’s in 

the middle, a world of contestation where I find plutocrats outsource authority. When the state 

and the plutocracy have relatively equal power, there is uncertainty around who really has 

control with both classes preferring a move toward their beneficial extreme – the state wants 

control while the plutocrats want capture. These opposing interests leave the state in fear that 

plutocrats will fund an opposition party or a coup to bring the power balance into their favor. At 

the same time, plutocrats are concerned that the state might expropriate their assets or trump up 

corruption charges to bring them into line. The uncertainty leads to different actors trying to 

assert themselves. While the losers of these clashes would historically be thrown behind bars, 

many are now able to run. Once they’ve exited the economic and political game, the costs from 

transparency diminish, and the only means of recourse is to use foreign courts - they have far less 

to lose from transparency and they are de facto locked out of their home institutions. Liberalism, 

through London and New York, becomes their last resort.  

 But the losers of these clashes do often run away with substantial wealth intact. We live 

in a world of offshore finance where foreign bank accounts and real estate holdings are central 

features of the average plutocrat’s portfolio. If they still want to mount a political challenge, they 

will then have an arsenal – they could still fund an opposition party or a disinformation campaign 

from abroad. In other words, fleeing plutocrats remain a potential political threat that has turned 

transnational. So the only way for the winners of the clash to fully get rid of their opponents is to 

also use foreign courts in an attempt to get their hands on that offshore wealth. Even if the claim 

does not amount to a huge proportion of the plutocrat’s wealth, it will drain their time and money 

in legal fees. A victory would not only come with material gains but even increased legitimacy 

as a court in the UK and the US could implicitly deem the political winner as in the legally right. 
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Moreover, it illustrates to any future challengers the lengths to which a winner will go to secure 

their power, even subjecting themselves to the possible costs from transparency. Extraterritorial 

litigation is, more often than not, the result of political conflict unraveling under commercial 

guise.  

 To make this case, I first use a series of quantitative models based off an original dataset 

spanning 20 years of cases fought in Britain. There have been over 100 emerging market 

extraterritorial litigations in London alone from over 30 different countries. These disputes 

involve a diverse set of industries from oil and gas, to metals, to shipping. My analysis indicates 

a clear Inverted-U pattern between the balance of power and the number of extraterritorial 

litigations filed abroad. 

 The quantitative analysis serves to demonstrate the cross-country differences in filing 

abroad, but the results are correlational, based off a sample of observational data. To illustrate 

the casual mechanisms, I conduct a within case-analysis of Russia as it presents a clear empirical 

puzzle from a functionalist perspective. In the ‘90s, Russian plutocrats lacked an independent 

judiciary and developed commercial law, but they rarely if ever used London’s courts to resolve 

their conflicts. Despite their domestic courts steadily improving in the 2000s, we saw a huge 

upsurge in intra-Russian fights outsourced to London’s legal system.  

 In line with my theory, the time period saw a shift in the balance of power from an 

infamous form of state capture to a period of contestation ushered in by the rise of Vladimir 

Putin (Dawisha 2015; Sakwa 2007; Myers 2015; Judah 2013). The within-case analysis allows 

me to hold a number of cultural and institutional features constant. Based off historical accounts 

and the 60 interviews I conducted with lawyers working with Russian oligarchs, I examine the 

macro-level drivers for conflict and adjudication across the balance of power. I further track the 
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dispute resolution strategies of two oligarchs over time – Boris Berezovsky and Mikhail 

Khodorkovsky – which should further provide us confidence that no idiosyncratic personal level 

factors determine who uses the courts. Russia since the late 2000s has also steadily been moving 

toward a world of state control, so by examining how disputes are resolved by plutocrats under 

Putin’s control we can complete the cross-spectrum analysis. As expected, those wanting to stay 

on the state’s good side generally avoid foreign courtrooms.  

 

More Authority, More Politics 

 The findings raise a number of theoretical, and normative, questions that we need to 

grapple with. They suggest that the British and American courts regularly act as intermediaries in 

the political conflicts of emerging markets. In more International Relations theory terms, we are 

seeing the creation of new hierarchies (Nedal and Nexon 2019; Lake 2009a; A. Cooley 2005): 

the authority of domestic, liberal institutions is voluntarily used to adjudicate the clashes between 

the most powerful actors that, implicitly or explicitly, govern foreign states. 

While not every extraterritorial case involves a fleeing oligarch or an authoritarian proxy 

– the goal of my theory is to provide a framework to explain the cross-country differences in 

usage, not each specific case – the most legally and materially consequential disputes generally 

have substantial political stakes. When a plutocrat is thrown out, British and American courts 

become one of the only mechanisms for them to gain some form of redemption. It is easy to not 

feel any sympathy for a plutocrat who has lost out; they are still fundamentally plutocrats with 

many of their commercial deals accompanied by heavy suspicions of corruption. But a key tenet 

of liberalism is that we are all treated equally under the law. Our past behavior should have little 

bearing on whether we get to have our day in court. Plutocrats do not break laws to have their 
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cases heard in London. If anything, they are practicing the very process that makes liberalism an 

effective governing ideology. 

The stakes become even more complicated when we factor in cases where the state 

appears to be exploiting liberal institutions to target their political opposition. Once again, the 

state, its entities or its private proxies, are at a basic level simply exercising their rights to gain 

jurisdiction and enforce claims abroad. Moreover, in numerous cases that appear to be politically 

motivated, the underlying legal claim, such as an apparent fraud, seems to be backed up by the 

facts. But these claims are usually issues that everyone in the home business community knew 

about and may even be regarded as accepted business practice in the home jurisdiction. The state 

may have even condoned the “illegal” acts, but they may come to public light or become a legal 

matter when the political tides switch and someone with power has reason to weaponize it. As 

the courts only look at the legal issues, as is its prerogative, it risks missing the forest from the 

trees, inadvertently allowing its powers to be strategically manipulated for illiberal ends. Courts 

are and have always been political (Ginsburg and Moustafa 2008; Shapiro and Stone Sweet 

2002; Voeten 2008), as one senior lawyer responded when discussing these state-initiated cases, 

so its hardly surprising then that they might become used for strategic ends by foreign actors.  

When I began this project, I assumed that cases like Aeroflot v. Berezovsky and Rosneft v. 

Yukos undermined the legal system. But it was my discussion with British lawyers, some of 

whom have been on the losing end of these types of cases, that made me realize that the effects 

are complex with no silver-bullet solutions. If the courts would just throw out cases that were 

political, we would be asking judges to draw lines around claimant intentions and individuals 

rights that would directly cut against the system’s liberal premises. The task becomes even more 

difficult when you consider the fact that the apparently political cases operate in a much larger 
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market where the legal services that are provided are crucial to the global economy. Moreover, 

what are the alternatives? To paraphrase a number of lawyers I spoke with, isn’t it better that 

these plutocrats fight each other in court rather than using their AK-47s? That is the very purpose 

of the law.  

Answering these questions is becoming increasingly important as we witness a new 

competition for authority over the global economy.  London and New York have dominated the 

transnational legal market for decades, often making them the default and most efficient 

authorities for extraterritorial litigation. They have acquired these leading positions because of a 

mix of historical legacy, institutional strength, and sheer legal capacity. Yet they don’t govern 

the global economy just to promote international trade and international finance. The authority is 

lucrative. Transnational dispute resolution is the bread and better for Big Law in New York and 

for the Magic and Silver Circle firms of London.  

But there are a number of challengers now trying to break up the historic duopoly. 

Countries like the Netherlands, France, Singapore, and even Kazakhstan are setting up their own 

commercial courts to tap into the profits (Bookman 2019; Erie 2019). These new set ups often 

enjoy substantial state backing, as the government hopes to foster a new export industry. English 

is, however, often the language used for proceedings, and in many instances, we see retired 

British barristers imported in to provide both the legal prowess and the international legitimacy.  

Our fear in the ‘90s was that globalization and economic integration would lead to a race 

to the bottom where countries would weaken their regulations to compete for capital (Drezner 

2001; Strange 1996; Rudra 2008). While this phenomenon has played out in some areas, there is 

a general consensus that numerous states have maintained their autonomy (Drezner 2008; 

Newman and Posner 2011; Damro 2012). The proliferation of commercial courts inverts these 
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logics. Rather than the subversion of standards, we are seeing a de facto race to the top, with 

countries creating institutions that rest on liberal rules. What we need to figure out is why only 

some jurisdictions are entering this apparent push toward neutrality and who really stands to 

benefit from it. As the costs would still prohibit the average business or individual from using 

these emerging institutions, they are inevitably distributional. An increase in the number of 

courts is almost certainly going to lead to more domestic (political) disputes turning 

transnational, as we see with extraterritorial litigation.  

 

Is Liberalism Becoming a Zero-Sum Game? 

 The individuals that will have the economic means to take advantage of these new legal 

options are plutocrats. They will be able to afford the lawyers and the court fees and have 

opponents whose assets are abroad and ready to be seized, allowing them to sidestep their home 

legal system. Historically, according to a number of theories of political development, plutocrats 

were the actors fighting for liberal reform. Fighting for property rights and fighting for 

democracy in attempts to restrain a coercive state (North and Weingast 1989; Albertus and 

Menaldo 2014). But because of globalization, and the transnational legal market that has grown 

to support it, these actors can now buy those protections. They write their contracts using British 

and American law as the governing law and designate the seats of jurisdiction as foreign courts. 

Although their businesses, and their revenue streams are often physically located at home, their 

legal protections are transnational, acting as another example of how globalization has 

undermined the coterminous relationship between authority and national borders (Kalyanpur and 

Newman 2019; Newman and Posner 2011).  
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 The fights that plutocrats used to engage in to develop liberal institutions involved a mix 

of backroom bargaining and occasionally bloody rebellion. In other words, they were the hard, 

difficult work of political reform. But now that they can access the rule of law abroad, their 

incentives to fight for reform have diminished (Sharafutdinova and Dawisha 2016; Pistor 2019; 

Milanovic 2016). They do not need to organize themselves and pressure the state when the rules 

that they are after can be arbitraged. While these effects are difficult to disentangle empirically, 

the new incentives for plutocrats are relatively clear. Why risk your wealth through reform when 

you can protect your wealth via offshore sites? Extraterritorial litigation, and the politics 

surrounding it, then suggest that the liberal institutions of developed democracies may be 

undercutting the development of liberalism in emerging markets. One of the goals of the 

international liberal order was to use the greater connectivity to socialize and transmit values like 

individual freedom (Ikenberry 2009), but because access to liberal institutions has a high price, it 

has differential, potentially contradictory effects.  

 A natural next step in the research agenda is to unravel these relationships through careful 

quantitative and qualitative work. Analysis by Ananyev (2018) suggests that the amount of 

offshore wealth held abroad correlates with a steady decline in a country’s Polity score. These 

efforts could be extended by examining whether assets held abroad, which increases a plutocrat’s 

legal protections, then also diminishes how frequently we see elite lead coups. While capital 

mobility and offshore finance have led to the rethinking of a number of theories based on the 

masses as the key actors behind democratization (Freeman and Quinn 2012; Acemoglu and 

Robinson 2005), elite lead frameworks clearly need such updating.  

 While this project focuses on the courts of liberal jurisdictions, future work will need to 

also incorporate the other legal options available to plutocrats. Instead of designating British or 
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American courts as their authorities, plutocrats could have legal claims heard in private 

arbitration venues such as the London Court of International Arbitration or Paris’s International 

Court of Arbitration. The fact that they do not have public proceedings, or publish judgments 

ensures that there are limited costs of transparency, making it unlikely that my theoretical 

framework would explain these disputes. It’s possible that a more standard forum shopping story 

applies, but private arbitration could also provide states with a bargaining chip. If they do not 

want to succumb to whatever plutocrat pressure remains, or simply do not want to keep 

themselves involved in managing big business, they could tell plutocrats to outsource their 

disputes to these private venues. It could provide the needed neutrality but with far more 

mitigated transparency costs. 

 

Transnational Political Development 

 The feedback effects of extraterritorial litigation are not restricted to the countries whose 

elites have access to foreign courts. There are also substantial spillovers for the hosts because 

extraterritorial litigation has the potential to create alternate pathways toward political 

development. Political economy scholars tend to focus on how big business, and interest groups 

more generally, are able to shape rules in their favor by capturing legislatures and bureaucrats 

(Frye 2002a; Mattingly 2016; Grzymala-Busse 2008). But we know that the legislative phase is 

only the first stage of legal development. Private actors take a direct role in influencing how the 

law is practiced by deciding which of their disputes are worth taking to court (Putnam 2016; 

Kahraman, Kalyanpur, and Newman Forthcoming), which could then alter the precedents that 

guide the future strategies of both state and non-state actors.  
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 Russian disputes have been taking place in London for more than a decade. They have 

built up a huge body of case law in issue areas like bankruptcy, fraud, and even some parts of 

family law. These may now act as legal precedent, reshaping how British actors can engage and 

exchange with each other. So rather than the legislature or the citizens of a country updating 

English law, exterritorial litigations leads to the business practices and the politics of a handful of 

emerging markets rewriting the rules. Importantly, these effects are not confined to within the 

UK. When parties from different countries transnationally litigate in London these Russian 

generated precedents may apply. Moreover, since English law is the global gold standard, there 

are inevitably global consequences.  

 By fomenting new economic complementarities (Hall 2001; Hancké, Rhodes, and 

Thatcher 2007), the impact of these cases can move beyond the law. Berezovsky v. Abramovich 

involved numerous law firms and barristers and each took home millions of pounds through the 

process. The major British law firms are engaged in a constant competition to ensure that they 

are first in line for the next multi-billion-dollar extraterritorial litigation. Many have their own 

dedicated Russia or CIS desk that often build on their own sectoral expertise, familiarizing 

themselves with the intricacies of the Russian legal code and contrasting it with the English 

counterpart. Others have become even more specialized, dedicating themselves to representing 

state-owned Russian banks that are chasing fraudsters in London. Each year we see conferences 

like Russia Law Week in London or an English Law Week in Moscow fortifying both legal and 

social connections. 

 The complexity of extraterritorial litigation further creates a market for several other 

specialist services. Public Relations firms have seen a huge boom from Russian oligarchs trying 

to protect their images as they are embroiled in legal fights – the court of public opinion could 
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always play a role in a plutocrat’s long-term fate especially if we are discussing possible 

extradition. Many PR efforts are well under way before any formal battles begin, as oligarchs, 

like all business actors, try to use the media narrative to shape early settlements. In the same 

vein, specialized companies involving accountants, assets tracers, and numerous private security 

and investigatory firms have grown while Russian oligarchs became mainstays of the London 

legal and social scenes.  

Scholars increasingly recognize that economic integration has the ability to disrupt 

political bargains (Berger 2000; Gourevitch 1978; Farrell and Newman 2014a). Actors can seek 

to create new coalitions across borders and leverage international rules to further their own 

domestic political agendas. This project shows that this process is well underway for 

extraterritorial rules, and that it impacts the actors that demand new political resources as well as 

those that act as witting or unwitting suppliers. We’ve known for a long time that the existence 

of safe havens and offshore sites could change the incentives for elites (Palan 2002; Sharman 

2011). We know far less about how successfully providing those services changes the way the 

broader institutions of a safe haven operate.  

  

The International Political Economy of Oligarchy 

Finally, this project is focused on individuals. International Relations scholarship often 

exhibits a fallacy of composition problem. We generally take the state as the main unit of 

analysis, but we know that with globalization and economic integration, non-state and sub-state 

actors have become empowered (Avant, Finnemore, and Sell 2010; Chwieroth 2007; Bartley 

2007). In International Political Economy, we’ve tried to correct for this by moving research to 

the firm-level (Kim and Osgood 2019). We theorize firm incentives and test our hypotheses 
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using firm-level data (Abdelal 2015; Baccini, Pinto, and Weymouth 2017; Wilf 2016). But we’ve 

made that move without fully appreciating the consequences of ownership (Braun 2015; 

Fichtner, Heemskerk, and Garcia-Bernardo 2017; Puente and Schneider 2020). Because unlike in 

the developed world, in emerging markets the biggest firms are still run by a handful of 

plutocrats and their families. And as the Mueller-Russia probe clearly brought to light, these 

plutocrats are integrated into our economic and political systems. They park assets offshore, buy 

real estate in safe havens like the Upper West Side of New York, and now they even buy up 

passports from places like Malta, Cyprus, and St. Kitts (Bullough 2018; Mavelli 2018). In other 

words, we are living in a world governed by a transnational elite constituted by maybe a couple 

of thousand people that have amassed huge wealth and with it huge political power (Freeland 

2012; Graz 2003).  

What this project then brings to light, is that we need a systematic a research agenda that 

places the super-rich at the center: an IPE of Oligarchy that examines how the structure and 

institutions of economic integration enforce and enable rule by the wealthy. Because plutocrats 

have learned the tricks of the global economy and have learned how to exploit the gaps in the 

international liberal order. What we see with extraterritorial litigation is that this mobility and 

integration now allows them to arbitrage institutions. They can buy liberalism when politics 

deems necessary.  
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APPENDIX 
 

 This appendix includes a variety of robustness for the models assessing the determinants 

of extraterritorial litigation presented in Chapter 3 as Table 3.1. A description of the check is 

presented below each table.  

 
Table 3.1.A: Determinants of Extraterritorial Litigation,  
Alternate Sample (Only Democracies) 
  (1) (2) (3) 

Count of Cases 
Explanatory 

Variable 
Functional 

Factors 
Full 

Model 
        
State Ownership -1.469* -0.0614 -0.234 

 (0.772) (0.309) (0.477) 
State Ownership (Quadratic) -1.808** -1.243*** -1.410*** 

 (0.746) (0.446) (0.540) 
No. of Billionaires  0.0265*** 0.0276*** 

  (0.00588) (0.00497) 
Rule of Law  1.868*** 2.218*** 

  (0.433) (0.475) 
Contracting Rights  1.152 1.098 

  (1.628) (1.111) 
Common Law  1.634 1.895* 
  (1.594) (1.134) 
Capital Account Openness  -0.381 -0.442* 
  (0.272) (0.238) 
Alternate Safe Haven  -5.505*** -6.577*** 

  (1.069) (1.189) 
Natural Resources   -0.0341 

   (0.0287) 
Time Trend  0.0827 0.0443 

  (0.0690) (0.0680) 
Constant -0.269 -1.811 -0.408 

 (0.696) (2.177) (1.914) 
Extreme Point -0.4 -0.02 -0.89 
Fieller 95% CI -1.55; 0.01 -0.26; 0.44 -0.28; 0.82 
Lind-Mehlum U-Test 2.29** 2.68*** 2.42*** 
Observations 1,182 1,182 1,182 

Standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Note: First stage of ZINB models not shown for presentation purposes.  
Standards Errors are clustered by country. 
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The models presented in the chapter restrict the analysis to non-OECD countries. Table 

3.1.A restricts the sample further to only non-democracies to ensure that democratic countries 

that would generally have higher rule of law are not driving results.  The findings remain 

generally unchanged. 

Table 3.1.B: Determinants of Extraterritorial Litigation, Controls 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Count of Cases ZINB ZINB ZINB ZINB 
          
State Ownership 0.170 0.182 0.0830 0.0716 

 (0.317) (0.295) (0.271) (0.243) 
State Ownership (Quadratic) -0.348** -0.541*** -0.422*** -0.425*** 

 (0.147) (0.139) (0.162) (0.159) 
No. of Billionaires 0.0207*** 0.0185*** 0.0212*** 0.0213*** 

 (0.00437) (0.00316) (0.00391) (0.00396) 
Rule of Law 0.0162 0.915 0.372 0.384 

 (0.0165) (0.588) (1.008) (0.827) 
Contracting Rights 1.829* 1.891** 1.978* 2.008* 

 (0.935) (0.803) (1.160) (1.063) 
Common Law 0.411 0.594 0.666 0.696 
 (0.896) (0.808) (1.193) (1.126) 
Capital Account Openness 0.00912 -0.0961 -0.510 -0.124 
 (0.232) (0.229) (1.776) (0.329) 
Alternate Safe Haven -1.623*** -2.078*** -1.776*** -1.783*** 

 (0.438) (0.398) (0.423) (0.421) 
Democracy 0.850 0.0348** 0.629 0.632 

 (0.938) (0.0177) (0.811) (0.734) 
Natural Resources 0.0612** 0.0245 0.0499** 0.0493** 

 (0.0240) (0.0172) (0.0218) (0.0212) 
Time Trend 0.0753* 0.0664 0.0767 0.0747 

 (0.0455) (0.0515) (0.0933) (0.0824) 
Constant -4.651*** -3.243*** -4.104** -4.319** 

 (1.759) (1.175) (1.658) (1.960) 
Extreme Point 0.24 0.17 0.98 0.84 
Fieller 95% CI  -0.39; 3.32 -0.38;0.91 -0.54; 1.75 -0.51; 1.32 
Lind-Mehlum Test 1.97** 3.42*** 2.27** 2.42** 
Observations 2,236 2,124 2,186 2,228 

Standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Note: First stage of ZINB models not shown for presentation purposes.  
Standards Errors are clustered by country.  
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Table 3.1.B tests whether the results presented in the paper are driven by the choice of 

measurements for the key control variables. Model 1 uses Polity’s measure of executive 

constraints as an alternate measure of property rights. Model 2 uses Polity’s measure of political 

competition in place of regime type and model 3 uses the index, instead of the raw, measure of 

capital account openness by Chinn and Ito. Finally, rather than using the five year change in 

growth rate I use the annual growth rate change in stage 1 of model 4. Results are consistent with 

the analysis in the main paper.   

 
Table 3.1.C: Determinants of Extraterritorial Litigation, Regional Effects 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Count of Cases ZINB ZINB ZINB ZINB 
          
State Ownership 0.0694 0.365 0.0148 0.171 

 (0.295) (0.263) (0.337) (0.318) 
State Ownership (Quadratic) -0.434** -0.535*** -0.566*** -0.434*** 

 (0.190) (0.188) (0.204) (0.160) 
No. of Billionaires 0.0211*** 0.0225*** 0.0131 0.00405 

 (0.00410) (0.00647) (0.00818) (0.00762) 
Rule of Law 0.425 0.384 0.712 1.202 

 (1.196) (0.756) (0.702) (0.966) 
Contracting Rights 1.925 2.261 1.641*** 0.612 

 (1.188) (1.380) (0.528) (1.048) 
Common Law 0.626 0.907 1.413 0.0715 
 (1.211) (1.449) (1.047) (0.654) 
Capital Account Openness -0.136 -0.277 0.125 -0.456** 
 (0.505) (0.455) (0.213) (0.179) 
Alternate Safe Haven -1.652*** -1.837*** -1.387*** -1.549* 

 (0.525) (0.479) (0.482) (0.833) 
Democracy 0.585 0.0119 0.891 0.324 

 (0.977) (0.845) (0.952) (1.108) 
Natural Resources 0.0480* 0.0227 0.0200 0.0389 

 (0.0261) (0.0211) (0.0186) (0.0470) 
Time Trend 0.0773 0.119** 0.0851 0.175** 

 (0.0940) (0.0537) (0.0791) (0.0774) 
East Asia -0.262    

 (0.761)    
Middle East Monarchies  1.746**   

  (0.865)   
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Table 3.1.C Continued 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Count of Cases ZINB ZINB ZINB ZINB 
CIS   1.449**  

   (0.592)  
Russia    2.680*** 

    (1.009) 
Constant -4.209** -4.868*** -4.214*** -4.474** 

 (2.019) (1.790) (1.632) (2.028) 
Extreme Point 0.08 0.34 0.13 0.19 
Fieller 95% CI  -0.53; 3.12 -0.12;1.76 -0.59; 1.15 -0.94; 1.06 
Lind-Mehlum Test 1.99** 2.38*** 2.51*** 2.58*** 
Observations 2,186 2,186 2,186 2,186 

Standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Note: First stage of ZINB models not shown for presentation purposes.  
Standards Errors are clustered by country.  

 
Table 3.1.C assesses the impact of regional factors that may affect the likelihood of filing 

cases abroad. Model 1 includes a regional dummy for East Asia, and model 2 for Arab 

monarchies, as work in comparative politics highlights that countries in the regions tend to have 

less litigious business cultures. Model 3 includes a CIS regional dummy variable – UK law firms 

quickly infiltrated the region at the end of the Cold War leading some lawyers I spoke to explain 

the use English law and English courts via this historical legacy. Model 4 then includes only a 

Russia dummy because law firm efforts were concentrated on the country, and the country’s 

oligarchs constitute a large proportion of the cases in London. The effect of state-plutocratic 

relations remains consistent through these specifications.  
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Table 3.1.D: Determinants of Extraterritorial Litigation, Regime Type (1) 
  (1) (2) (3) 
Count of Cases ZINB ZINB ZINB 
        
State Ownership -0.255 0.0513 0.363 

 (0.235) (0.265) (0.251) 
State Ownership (Quadratic) -0.433** -0.413** -0.477** 

 (0.222) (0.161) (0.197) 
No. of Billionaires 0.0213*** 0.0211*** 0.0241*** 

 (0.00439) (0.00405) (0.00837) 
Rule of Law 0.287 0.412 0.393 

 (0.689) (0.799) (0.505) 
Contracting Rights 1.635 1.947* 2.047* 

 (1.063) (1.047) (1.211) 
Common Law 0.673 0.700 0.852 
 (1.096) (1.085) (1.290) 
Capital Account Openness -0.218 -0.0960 -0.315 
 (0.138) (0.364) (0.422) 
Alternate Safe Haven -1.760*** -1.749*** -1.794*** 

 (0.471) (0.413) (0.541) 
Democracy 1.156** 0.733 -0.277 

 (0.558) (0.692) (0.546) 
Natural Resources 0.0648*** 0.0508** 0.0111 

 (0.0207) (0.0212) (0.0264) 
Time Trend 0.177*** 0.100 0.165*** 

 (0.0390) (0.0812) (0.0451) 
Institutionalized Autocracy -0.0434***   

 (0.0135)   
Personalist  0.346  

  (0.436)  
Monarchy   1.894** 

   (0.808) 
Constant -6.089*** -4.795** -4.330** 

 (1.334) (1.909) (2.030) 
Extreme Point -0.29 0.06 0.38 
Fieller 95% CI Infinity -0.75; 1.25 -0.11; 3.23 
Lind-Mehlum U-Test 1.82** 2.40*** 1.98** 
Observations 2,124 2,186 2,066 

Standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Note: First stage of ZINB models not shown for presentation purposes.  
Standards Errors are clustered by country. 
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Table 3.1.E: Determinants of Extraterritorial Litigation, Regime Type (2) 
  (1) (2) (3) 
Count of Cases ZINB ZINB ZINB 
        
State Ownership 0.0188 -0.588** -0.0153 

 (0.251) (0.265) (0.288) 
State Ownership (Quadratic) -0.419** -0.497** -0.401** 

 (0.168) (0.196) (0.187) 
No. of Billionaires 0.0258*** 0.0159** 0.0225*** 

 (0.00541) (0.00705) (0.00552) 
Rule of Law 1.066 1.225*** 0.594 

 (0.768) (0.415) (0.574) 
Contracting Rights 0.840 0.983 1.768* 

 (0.542) (0.678) (1.041) 
Common Law -0.292 0.161 0.588 
 (0.524) (0.544) (1.023) 
Capital Account Openness -0.390* 0.137 -0.189 
 (0.202) (0.201) (0.339) 
Alternate Safe Haven -1.624*** -1.811*** -1.906*** 

 (0.423) (0.453) (0.406) 
Democracy -0.163 3.854*** 0.397 

 (0.700) (1.001) (0.398) 
Natural Resources 0.0313 0.0598*** 0.0382*** 

 (0.0226) (0.0201) (0.0148) 
Time Trend 0.141*** 0.116** 0.121*** 

 (0.0457) (0.0544) (0.0357) 
One Party -16.05***   

 (1.006)   
Multi-Party  2.853***  

  (0.641)  
No Party   -3.722*** 

   (0.522) 
Constant -3.478*** -6.034*** -4.423*** 

 (1.032) (1.019) (1.402) 
Extreme Point -0.02 -0.59 -0.19 
Fieller 95% CI -0.73; 1.21 -1.8; -0.11 -0.99; 3 
Lind-Mehlum U-Test 2.35*** 2.35*** 1.98** 
Observations 2,066 2,066 2,066 

Standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Note: First stage of ZINB models not shown for presentation purposes.  
Standards Errors are clustered by country. 
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Table 3.1.D and Table 3.1.E seek to assess the different effects of regime type on the use 

of extraterritorial litigation. A growing body of work in comparative politics highlights that 

various types of authoritarian regimes, and their associated institutional structures lead to 

different degree of elite conflict. This work, conducted by the likes of Magaloni (2006), Geddes 

(1999), Gandhi (2008), and Svolik (2012) tend to focus on the role of political and military elite 

rather than the capitalist/plutocratic class that I analyze. Their effects on property rights are 

highly debated with several conflicting theories. Moreover, as noted by Przeworski (2004) and 

Pepinsky (2014), we should expect that these institutions are actually endogenous to power 

resources of the state that I place at the center of my theory.  The effects of these institutions are 

generally in the opposite direction as the institutions-as-commitment theories hypothesize. The 

effects of the balance of power are robust to a variety of different measures and institutions. 

Regime type data is primarily taken from Hadenius and Teorell (2007).   
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